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3.10 Strain dependent Poisson’s ratio and reversible auxeticity of Configuration B ($\psi_0 = 40^\circ$). (A) Stress-strain curves from the compression experiments. (B) Measured transverse and axial strains. (C) SEM snapshots correspondent of the points in (B). Yellow rectangles outlining the regions where Poisson’s ratio was measured.

3.11 Schematics of the fabrication process. (A) Picture Nanoscribe Photonic Professional GT (image source [49]). (B) Schematics of the fabrication process.


3.13 (A) Two-photon lithography printed IP-DIP (Nanoscribe, GmbH) micropillars for material mechanical characterization (B) Stress-strain curves from uniaxial compression tests.

4.1 Design, assembly, and response of an origami-FSS with dipole elements of dimension 20x2 mm. Prototype of (A) single-layer, (B) mirror-stacked, and (C) inline-stacked Miura-FSS. (D) Miura-FSS unit cell with $a = b = 20$ mm, $\alpha = 45^\circ$ and its folded configuration with folding angle $\theta$. (E) Assembly of two identical Miura-Ori layers ($a = b = 20$ mm, $\alpha = 45^\circ$) into a mirror-stacked configuration and its unit cell. (F) Assembly of two Miura-Ori layers into an inline-stacked configuration and its unit cell, where the intrinsic geometry for the “white” unit cell is defined as $a = b = 20$ mm, $\alpha = 45^\circ$, and for the “shaded” unit cell as $a = 23.3$ mm, $b = 20$ mm, $\alpha = 52^\circ$. The electric field $E$ on the same direction of the dipole elements.

4.2 (A) Frequency response in terms of transmission coefficient $S_{21}$ for the single-layer, mirror-stacked, and inline-stacked Miura-Ori shown in Fig. 4.1 for folding angles $\theta = 60^\circ, 90^\circ, 120^\circ$ corresponding to extensions of 50%, 71%, 87%, respectively; and considering a perpendicular angle of incidence (AoI) and (B) for folding angle $\theta = 90^\circ$ (i.e. 71% extension) and AoI = 0°, 30°, 75°. The electric field $E$ on the same direction of the dipole elements.
4.3 Simulated response of the Miura-Ori based FSS, in which the internal lines represent the resonant frequency, and the top and bottom lines represent the cut-off frequencies at -10 dB. Response of the FSS structures with distinct panel angles $\alpha = 52^\circ, 56^\circ, 60^\circ, 64^\circ, 70^\circ$ (in the case of inline-stacking, $\alpha = \alpha_t$, i.e. the angle $\alpha$ for the top layer). (A-C) For a specific angle of incidence $AoI = 0^\circ$ and distinct folding angles $\theta = 60^\circ, 90^\circ, 120^\circ$ for single-layer, mirror-stacked, and inline-stacked Miura-FSS, respectively; (D-F) For a specific folding angle $\theta = 90^\circ$ and distinct $AoI = 0^\circ, 30^\circ, 75^\circ$ considering single-layer, mirror-stacked, inline-stacked Miura-FSS, respectively...

4.4 Relation between folding angle $\theta$ and dipole distances $D_w, D_\ell$ and $\Delta h$ for the mirror-stack and inline-stack of the Miura-FSS. (A) For the mirror stacking of identical layers, the shades represent the range of the curves for panel angles $\alpha$ between $45^\circ$ and $70^\circ$. The green, blue and orange shades represent how $\Delta h, D_\ell$, and $D_w$, respectively, vary with respect to $\alpha$. (B) For the inline stacking, the green shade represents the variation of $\Delta h$ for panel angles $\alpha_t$ (subscript $t$ refers to the top layer) between $52^\circ$ and $70^\circ$. The blue and orange dashed lines represent the distances $D_\ell$ and $D_w$ between the dipoles of the top and bottom layers. In both figures, the yellow dots represent the configurations in which percentage bandwidth $\leq 15\%$ (comparable to single layer Miura-FSS) while black dots represents configurations which can realize broader bandwidth ($> 15\%$), and brown dots represent configurations with multi-band and multi-resonant frequency...

4.5 Schematics of the general fabrication process and experimental setup. (A) Schematics of the fabrication process of each Miura-FSS layer, which consists of the perforation of the modified Miura-Ori pattern, inkjet-printing of the dipole elements, and manual folding of the pattern. (B) Schematics of the experimental characterization setup. The top box shows a side (“plane of incidence”) view of the setup, where $AoI$ (angle of incidence) represents how much we tilted the support table, reflecting the relative angle between the incident waves and the normal to the FSS structure plane...

4.6 Testing setup for the characterization of the bending stiffness of the panels ($K_B$) and folding stiffness of the hinges ($K_F$). Distance is shown in mm...

4.7 Schematics of the single panel (left) and single hinge (right) test for characterization of the bending and folding stiffness, respectively. Here we show only the spacer holding the samples in the initial (top) and intermediate (bottom) position. The red arrows and line represent the region where the displacement is applied (i.e., where the force arm touches the sample). Distances are shown in mm...
4.8 Moment $M$ vs. rotation angle $\psi$ of one (A) panel sample and one (B) hinge sample made of cellulose paper. The measured data is plotted in blue lines, and the red lines represent the linear regressions. From the slope of the red line, the rotational stiffness is obtained.

4.9 Mechanical simulation of the Miura-Ori pattern. (A) Discretization of the unit cell using the bar and hinge model. (B) Applied Boundary conditions. (C) Final configuration after applied displacement from $\theta = 120^\circ$ to $\theta = 60^\circ$. Final configuration of the (D) Single layer and (E) mirror-stacking with $a = b = 20$ mm and $\alpha = 45^\circ$, and (F) Inline-stacking with $a_b = b = 20$ mm, $a_b = 45^\circ$ and $\alpha_t = 60^\circ$, where the red lines represents the configuration assuming a rigid origami behavior. (G-I) Comparison of the unit cell parameters for the rigid origami assumption, and Merlin simulation. (J-K) Plot of the stored energy.

5.1 The sixteen stable states of a four-cell Kresling assembly.

5.2 Magnetic actuation of the Kresling pattern. (A) Kresling pattern with a magnetic plate at deployed and folded states, where $\theta_B$ is the direction of the applied magnetic field $B$, $\theta_M$ is the direction of the plate magnetization $M$, and $\delta\theta$ is the rotation angle controlled by $B$. (B) Torque required to fold the unit cell and magnetic torque versus plate rotation angle $\delta\theta$ at given $B$. (C) Contour plot of the analytical and measured results showing whether the unit cell will switch from stable state $\{1\}$ to stable state $\{0\}$, depending on the direction $\theta_B$ and intensity $B$. Dashed line represents the analytical prediction.

5.3 Magnetic actuation of the Kresling pattern ($H = 18.2$ mm) from folded state $\{0\}$ to deployed state $\{1\}$ (A) Schematic of the actuation process, where $\theta_B = 240^\circ$ is the direction of the magnetic field $B$, and the magnetization $M$ has direction $\theta_M = 129^\circ$. (B) Torque $T_f$ is required to switch the unit cell stable state, and the torques produced by the magnetic actuation versus the rotation angle $\delta\theta$ (C) Contour plot of the experimental and analytical results for the deployment, showing if the unit cell will switch from stable state $\{0\}$ to stable state $\{1\}$, depending on the direction of the magnetic field $\theta_B$ and intensity of the magnetic field $B$. 
5.4  Schematics of the magnetic actuation of a two-cell Kresling assembly. The first column represents the initial state of the unit cells and the other three columns show the three different stable states of the assembly after the magnetic actuation. The parameters $\delta_1$ and $\delta_2$ denote the rotation angle of the bottom and top unit cells, respectively. In each column, the corner insets represent the unit cell state after the magnetic field is removed. $Tr_+$ and $Tr_-$ represent the required torques to fold and deploy the unit cell, respectively. The red cross (on the third column) denotes that the rotation is constrained by the geometry.

5.5  Contour plots for the experimental measurements of the magnetic actuation of the two-cell Kresling pattern with same crease direction (Fig. 5.4). Actuation starts from global (A) state \{00\}, (B) state \{01\}, (C) state \{10\}, and (D) state \{11\}.

5.6  Magnetic actuation of generalized reverse creases Kresling assemblies with multiple cells. (A) Two-cell Kresling assembly with reverse creases. (B) Sequential magnetic actuation of unit cells with reverse creases. (C) Magnetic actuation setup used to provide the two-dimensional magnetic field. (D) Magnetic actuation of multi-cell assembly with reversed creases leading to cyclic switch of states \{11\}, \{01\}, \{00\}, \{10\}, \{11\}, ... etc. Each contour plot provides the set of actuation parameters ($B$ and $\theta_B$) needed to switch the unit cell from one stable state to the other.

5.7  Tunable mechanical response of a multi-cell Kresling assembly. (A) Measured force-displacement curves for unit cells with distinct heights. Solid lines represent the average responses and shaded envelopes delimit maximum and minimum response ranges. The inset shows the schematic of the compression setup with fixed-free boundary conditions. (B) Stored energy versus axial displacement, obtained from the averaged force-displacement curves prior to snapping. (C) Contour plot with measured and analytical (dashed lines) conditions for the magnetic actuation depending on each unit cell geometry. (D) Measured force-displacement curve for a four-cell Kresling assembly in the stable state \{1111\}. (E) Tunable mechanical response of the four-cell Kresling assembly. From multiple consecutive testing cycles, we obtain the average (columns) and maximum/minimum (error bars) stiffness of the assembly. Theoretical values are approximated by a system of springs in series (see Appendix C, Section C.1.3).
5.8 Origami logic circuit with LED (A) Schematics of the electric circuit of a single unit cell, where the arrows show the current direction depending on the state of the unit cell. If the unit cell is deployed, both switches are open and the current follow the green arrows, turning on the green light. Otherwise, the switches are closed, and the blue light is on. (B) Schematics showing the placement of the copper tape inside the crease pattern and folded unit cell. (C) Schematic showing how the state of the unit cell controls whether both switches are open or closed. (D) Demonstration of the logic circuit on a multi-cell pattern with unit cells with distinct energy barriers.

5.9 Fabrication steps of the Kresling unit cell.

5.10 Kresling pattern (Design 3, $H = 18.2$mm) responses up to 500 compression cycles and snapshots of the experiment. Points a, b, and d are contact points, while point c is a non-contact point. Note that once the unit cell snaps, it loses contact with the load cell (e.g., point c), resulting on null forces until the contact is restored (e.g., point d).

5.11 Compression test (setup #1). (A) Compression test bed and (B) Schematic of the test with fixed-free boundary conditions.

5.12 Compression and Tension test (setup #2). (A) Modified sample with a wire connection to an acrylic plate. (B) Sample assembled in the test bed. The sample is directly attached to the sample holder and the acrylic support to the fixed plate. (C) Schematic of the test setup.

5.13 (A) Force-displacement curve obtained from the compression/tension test (setup #2) of the Design 3 unit cell. (B) Torque-rotation curve obtained from the derivation of the stored energy. (C) Snapshots of the experiment. Note that the left side of the sample is fixed to the sample holder and the right side uses a wire connection that constrains the unit cell while allowing for free rotation. The constraints at both ends permit the measurement of the entire equilibrium path. Contact at the right-hand-side of the setup is maintained at all times (points a, b, c, d).

5.14 Mechanical response obtained from the average of the force-displacement curves (Fig. 5.7(A)) of the unit cells tested with fixed-free boundary condition, i.e., setup #1 (Fig. 5.11). (A) Stored energy and (B) Torque required to fold each designed unit cell, where $\delta\theta$ is the rotation angle. Dashed lines represent the region in which the unit cell loses contact with the load cell.

5.15 Magnetic actuation setup with electromagnetic coils. Bottom schematic shows the boundary conditions of the sample inside the coils.
6.1 Geometric imperfections in origami metamaterials. (A) Three origami sheets under the same load. We fold the yellow one with the perfectly aligned Miura-Ori pattern. The blue one is folded from a slightly misaligned Miura-Ori pattern, and the red one is folded from a pattern with relatively strong misalignment. The inset shows the initial configurations of the three samples. (B) Geometry of the Miura-Ori unit cell (left) and schematic of a bar-and-hinge model as a simplified discretization of the Miura-Ori, which we use later for the numerical simulations (right). We discretize each quadrilateral panel into two triangles by its shorter diagonal. The parameters $K_B$, $K_F$, and $K_S$ are bending, folding and stretching stiffness, respectively. (C) Introduction of geometric imperfections by random nodal perturbations. At each node, the perturbation is decomposed into $x$- and $y$-directions (denoted as $\delta_x$ and $\delta_y$). Folding up a perturbed crease patterns results in an imperfect Miura-Ori, whose geometry slightly deviates from the perfect Miura-Ori as indicated by magenta dashed lines. For each vertex, we compute the Kawasaki excess $\alpha_K$. When $\alpha_K = 0$, the vertex is flat-foldable, which is the case for all the vertex in a standard Miura-Ori pattern. However, nodal perturbation leads to $\alpha_K > 0$, in which early contact between two panels prevents the whole origami to be flattened, and some dihedral angles (marked by red crosses) cannot reach zero kinematically.

6.2 Zoom-in view of the creases of Miura-Ori samples made from craft paper (Mi-Teintes, Canson), polyester film (Grafix Drafting Film) and composite (Durilla Durable Premium Ice Card Stock). The right most column shows the deformation of the creases under compressive folding. We can see that the small gaps between creases being pulled open, especially for the polyester film samples.

6.3 Schematics of the bending and folding test. (A-C) Characterization of the bending stiffness of the panels, and (D-F) characterization of the folding stiffness of the perforated crease (fold line).

6.4 Moment $M$ vs. rotation angle $\psi$ for the (A) panel bending and (B) hinge folding from one sample of each made of Canson Mi-Teintes paper. The measured data is plotted in blue lines, and the red lines represent the linear regressions. From the slope of the red line, the rotational stiffness is obtained.

6.5 Tension test on craft-paper using the Instron machine.

6.6 Schematics of the in-plane compression test setup for the Miura-Ori samples at the initial (left) and final position (right). $W_0$ is the initial length the sample, and $\Delta W$ is the total in-plane displacement applied.
6.7 Experimental quantification of the effect of geometric imperfections. Snapshots from experiments of craft paper samples with (A) an unperturbed crease pattern and (B) a perturbed crease pattern with $\chi = 0.02a$ under increasing compressive strain. The blue lines outline a row of vertices.

6.8 Bulk stress $\sigma$ (kPa) vs. compressive strain $\varepsilon_x$ for samples made of different materials. The solid lines represent mean responses. The error bars show the maximum and minimum values of the measured $\sigma$ data. Plotting the min/max values can show that our data suggests no significant skewness, as the min and max values are about equidistant from the mean. The dashed line is the response of ideal Miura-Ori according to Eq. 6.1, where $K_F$ is obtained by mechanical test on single creases.

6.9 Experimental quantification of the effect of geometric imperfections. (A) Illustration of the constitutive model. (B) $E_{lin}$ and $\sigma_{0.65}$ for different sample groups, where $E_{lin,ref}$ and $\sigma_{0.65,ref}$ refers to unperturbed sample group. The gray error bars show standard deviations, and the green error bars indicate extrema of data.

6.10 Modeling of random geometric imperfections by random fields of nodal perturbations. At each node, the perturbation is decomposed into $x$, $y$, and $z$-directions (denoted as $\delta_x$, $\delta_y$, and $\delta_z$), as we assume no directional preference of the geometric imperfections. The perturbations $\delta_x$, $\delta_y$, and $\delta_z$ are samples independently from three random fields generated by the same statistical parameters, i.e., mean ($= 0$), standard deviation $\chi$, and correlation length $\ell$. The four colored maps demonstrate how $\ell$ affects spatial correlation between nodal perturbations.

6.11 Numerical quantification of the effect of geometric imperfections. Bulk stress $\sigma$ vs. compressive strain $\varepsilon_x$ for numerical samples with $K_B/K_F = 10$. Each solid line shows the mean response of a group of samples and the error bars extend to one standard deviation.

6.12 Quantification of geometric imperfections in terms of Kawasaki excess. (A) Snapshots from numerical simulation of a perturbed sample with $\chi = 0.02a$ and $\ell = 0$. The varying color indicates the absolute value of Kawasaki excess $||\alpha_K||$ at each vertex. (B) Change of global Kawasaki excess $||\alpha_K||$ as $\chi$ and $\ell$ vary. The error bars extend to one standard deviation. For all cases, $\alpha = 60^\circ$, $\beta_0 = 70^\circ$.

6.13 $E_{lin}$ and $\sigma_{0.65}$ of sample groups with different material parameters. Each black error bar extends to one standard deviation. The ratio of $K_B/K_F$ reflects the relative stiffness between bending and folding deformations. For all cases, $a = b = 25$mm, $\alpha = 60^\circ$, and $\beta_0 = 70^\circ$.
6.14 Mechanical properties vs. relative imperfection measured as $\ell/\chi$. Each solid dot shows the mean response of a group of samples and the error bars extend to one standard deviation. The black solid line refers to the obtained values from the unperturbed Miura-Ori. All samples have $\alpha = 60°$, $\beta_0 = 70°$, and $K_B/K_F = 10$. The $E_{lin}$ and $\sigma_{0.65}$ are in units of kPa.

6.15 Connection between origami geometric design constraint with metamaterial mechanical properties. (A) The square of Kawasaki excess $||\alpha_K||^2$ vs. the normalized mean values of $E_{lin}$. Each straight line is obtained from linear regression of all data points belonging the samples with the same material properties. The slopes of the linear trend lines are given by: $S_{(E,\bigcirc)} = 283.20$ ($K_B/K_F = 100$), $S_{(E,\times)} = 25.44$ ($K_B/K_F = 10$), $S_{(E,\triangle)} = 4.54$ ($K_B/K_F = 1$), $S_{(E,Exp)} = 1.33$ (Craft paper). Each marker represents the mean value $\langle E_{lin} \rangle$ of a certain group of samples. (B) The square of Kawasaki excess $||\alpha||^2$ vs. the normalized mean values of $\sigma_{0.65}$. We obtain $S_{(\sigma,\bigcirc)} = 142.92$, $S_{(\sigma,\times)} = 15.07$, $S_{(\sigma,\triangle)} = 2.42$, and $S_{(\sigma,Exp)} = 2.74$. Inset legend in (B) explains the colors and shapes of the markers in both (A) and (B). Note that the linear regression is performed on all data points of a material (i.e., entire cluster), however, the dots only show the means of the clusters.

6.16 The normalized mean values of (A) $E_{lin}$ and (B) $\sigma_{0.65}$ vs. the square of Kawasaki excess $||\alpha_K||^2$ for the polyester film samples and composite samples. The linear regression is performed on all data points of a material (i.e. entire cluster), however, the dots only show the means of the clusters.

6.17 Examples of unstable strain softening, highlighted by red boxes, on perturbed Miura-Ori metamaterials from (A) numerical and (B,C) experimental measurements. For perturbed samples with small $\chi$ or large $\ell$, this phenomenon is rarely seen. Instability seems to be induced by relatively large geometric imperfections.

6.18 Purposely induced local deformation concentration by random perturbations. (A) Crease pattern, where the purple region represents the unperturbed portion. (B) The folded pattern under in-plane compression. Notice that the unperturbed region contracts more in the lateral direction than the perturbed portion because of the negative Poisson’s ratio of Miura-Ori.
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A.2 Illustration of the kinematics of the (A) mirror and (B) inline stacking, and (c) Bridge-like structures in different folding stages.
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SUMMARY

Origami has unfolded engineering applications in various fields, such as electrical, civil, aerospace, biomedical, and materials engineering. Those applications take advantage of the origami shape change capabilities to create tunable, deployable, and multifunctional systems. Although origami has catalyzed innovative solutions for such systems, its feasibility is challenged by pervasive pragmatic aspects. Thus, this thesis focuses on practical aspects that must be addressed for multifunctional origami applications, such as geometric imperfections, manufacturing, multiphysics considerations, and actuation strategies across scales. Specifically, it provides an in-depth study of geometric imperfections that may occur during the fabrication or service of origami systems and investigates how such inevitable imperfections impact both geometric and mechanical properties of origami patterns. Regarding manufacturing, we bring origami to the micro-scale and create architected metamaterials with remarkable mechanical properties, e.g., stiffness and Poisson’s ratio tunable anisotropy, a significant degree of shape recoverability, and reversible auxeticity. On the multiphysics front, we examine the coupling of mechanical and electromagnetic fields by using origami to fabricate spatial filters – frequency selective surfaces with dipole resonant elements placed across the pattern fold lines. The electrical length of the dipole elements changes as the pattern changes folding states, facilitating tunable frequency responses. Finally, we propose an untethered actuation solution with direct applications to origami robotics. Our solution couples geometric bi-stability and magnetic-responsive materials, allowing for instantaneous shape locking and local/distributed actuation with controllable speed, which can be as fast as a tenth of a second. The proposed actuation leads to direct application to robots capable of shape-changing, computing, and sensing.
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Origami, the Japanese art of paper folding, has been of interest to artists, mathematicians, educators, and engineers. The study of the mathematics of paper folding led to essential design principles that allowed for creating complex geometries and an intuitive way of visualizing mathematical concepts and principles. Over the past decade, origami has also unfolded engineering applications in various fields. We can find such applications in material [1, 2, 3, 4], electrical [5, 6, 7, 8], civil [9, 10], aerospace [11, 12, 13], and biomedical [14, 15] engineering. Those applications take advantage of origami shape change capabilities to create tunable, deployable, and multifunctional systems.

Although Origami has proven to be a great design solution for unique systems, further investigations are still needed to make those systems practical. This need created a new research field called Origami Engineering. Origami Engineering involves studying the interaction between geometry and mechanics, the pattern’s manufacturing, the influence of imperfections during the fabrication or service, and actuation strategies (Fig. 1.1).

In this thesis, we focus on the practical aspects that must be addressed for many origami applications. For example, origami structures demonstrate great theoretical potential for creating metamaterials (materials with exotic properties). However, there is a lack of understanding of how inevitable imperfections that occur during fabrication or service influence the mechanical behavior of origami-based metamaterials. For conventional materials, imperfection plays a profound role in shaping their behavior. Thus, we need to investigate how geometric imperfections impact the origami patterns’ geometric and mechanical properties. We use experiments and numerical simulations to quantitatively demonstrate how geometric imperfections impede the Miura-Ori’s foldability while increasing its compressive stiffness.
Another important practical aspect addressed in this thesis relates to the actuation of the origami-inspired systems, which currently rely on the use of actuation methods that are pneumatic [16, 17, 18, 19], mechanical [20], stimuli-responsive [21, 22, 13, 23, 24], etc. These actuation strategies commonly lead to bulky actuators, extra wiring, slow speed, or fail to provide a local and distributed actuation. In this thesis, we couple geometrical and mechanical properties of the bi-stable Kresling pattern with a magnetically responsive material to realize the untethered and local/distributed actuation with controllable speed, which can be as fast as a tenth of a second with instantaneous shape locking.

Throughout the thesis, we focus on the geometric design, fabrication and test of multi-functional origami systems across scales: (1) architected materials that display remarkable mechanical properties (e.g., stiffness and Poisson’s ratio tunable anisotropy, large degree of
shape recoverability, and reversible auxeticity), (2) tunable electromagnetic systems, and (3) untethered robots capable of computing and sensing.

1.1 Origami Design Principles, Properties, and Terminology

In this section, we discuss the main properties of origami patterns and important theorems for origami design. The properties and concepts explained here will be used throughout this thesis.

1.1.1 Developable Pattern

Developability is a property that allows for a pattern to be folded from a single (uncut) piece of paper. A pattern is developable if and only if all its vertices are also developable. For a vertex to be developable, a necessary and sufficient condition is that the sum of all the angles in a vertex must be equal to $360^\circ$. That is, $\sum_{i}^{n} \alpha_i = 360^\circ$, where $\alpha_i$ is the angle between creases $i$ and $i + 1$, and $n$ is the total number of angles surrounding the vertices.

1.1.2 Flat-Foldability

A flat-foldable pattern is a pattern that can be folded flat without creating additional creases. A necessary condition (not sufficient) for a pattern flat-foldability is that all the vertices in the pattern also have to be flat-foldable. For vertex flat-foldability, four conditions need to be satisfied: (1) Even Degree Theorem, (2) Maekawa-Justin Theorem, (3) Local Minimum Theorem, and (4) Kawasaki-Justin Theorem.

Even Degree Theorem:

The Even Degree theorem states that a flat-foldable vertex always has an even degree (i.e., an even number of creases meeting at the vertex).
Maekawa-Justin Theorem

The Maekawa-Justin theorem states that a flat-foldable vertex always has a $\pm 2$ difference between the number of mountain ($M$) and valley ($V$) folds. That is, $M - V = \pm 2$. Fig. 1.2(A) show an example of a generic four-degree vertex that satisfy this theorem.

Local Minimum Theorem

The local minimum theorem states that a flat-foldable vertex always has (1) all strict local minimum angles delimited by one mountain and one valley fold and; (2) at least one non-strict local minimum angle among neighbor angle(s) that is also non-strict local minimum is delimited by one mountain and one valley fold. An angle is defined as a strict local minimum when it is smaller than both of its neighboring angles (i.e., $\alpha_{i-1} > \alpha_i < \alpha_{i+1}$). An angle is a non-strict local minimum either when it is equal to one of its neighbors and smaller than the other (e.g, $\alpha_{i-1} > \alpha_i = \alpha_{i+1}$), or when it is equal to both neighbors (e.g, $\alpha_{i-1} = \alpha_i = \alpha_{i+1}$).

For example, in Fig. 1.2(B) we show an example of a flat-foldable vertex. The $45^\circ$ angle shaded in blue is the only angle that is a strict local minimum ($50^\circ > 45^\circ < 85^\circ$). Because this is a flat-foldable vertex, this angle is delimited by one mountain and one valley fold. The two $45^\circ$ angles shaded in orange are non-strict local minimums, because $90^\circ > 45^\circ = 45^\circ$ and $85^\circ > 45^\circ = 45^\circ$. Because those two angles are non-strict local minimums, only one of them needs to be delimited by one mountain and one valley fold in order to satisfy the local minimum theorem.

Kawasaki-Justin Theorem

The Kawasaki-Justin theorem states that a vertex is flat-foldable if and only if the alternating sum of the angles ($\alpha_i$) between creases is equal to zero. That is, $\alpha_1 - \alpha_2 + ... + \alpha_{n-1} - \alpha_n = 0^\circ$. For example, the generic four-degree vertex in Fig. 1.2(A) is flat-foldable if and only if $\alpha_1 - \alpha_2 + \alpha_3 - \alpha_4 = 0^\circ$. 
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Figure 1.2: (A) Generic single vertex (B) Flat-foldable vertex. (C) Table summarizing the conditions for vertex flat-foldability. Red and blue lines represent mountain (\(M\)) and valley (\(V\)) folds, respectively.

Note that from all the four stated theorems, only the Kawasaki-Justin Theorem is a necessary and sufficient condition for flat-foldability. Fig. 1.2(C) summarizes the four conditions for vertex flat-foldability. For further information and proof of those theorems, we refer to [25, 26, 27].

1.1.3 Rigid Foldable Pattern and Rigid Origami

A pattern is rigid foldable if it can be folded such that all the deformation can be restricted to the folding at the hinges (i.e., crease lines). That is, a pattern that with deformation at the panels (regions between creases) and no stretching of the crease lines. The eggbox (Fig. 1.3) is an example of a rigid foldable pattern. This pattern can fold between its two flat-foldable states without any deformation of the panels. This property allows for the fabrication of rigid origami. A rigid origami is an origami pattern made of rigid (or semi-rigid) material connected by compliant hinges. In Fig. 1.3, we show the eggbox pattern, which is a rigid foldable pattern, in a non-rigid (paper model) and a rigid origami model (3D...
The multi-material 3D printed model has panels made of a semi-rigid material (PLA) connected by compliant material (Filaflex).

Figure 1.3: Origami: From art to engineering. Multi-material 3D printed model (top) and paper model (bottom) of the eggbox origami pattern. Origami 3D printed by the author and Emily D. Sanders. Panels are made of a semi-rigid material (PLA) connected by compliant material (Filaflex).

In the example in Fig. 1.3, we observe that an origami pattern can be a rigid foldable pattern without being a rigid origami (paper model). However, rigid origami is only possible for rigid foldable patterns. The key idea is that rigid foldability is a purely geometric property, while a rigid origami behavior depends on material properties. In general, the behavior of a rigid foldable pattern can be approximated to a rigid origami. This allows us to describe the kinematic in a purely geometrical manner. Such approximation is valid as long as the stiffness of the hinges is considerably smaller than the stiffness of the panels. This will be the case of some of the patterns studied in this thesis.

1.2 Thesis Organization

This thesis has one educational chapter and four research chapters. The subsequent chapters are organized as follows: Chapter 2 introduces the fold-and-one-cut problem in an educational form. Chapter 3 investigates the mechanical properties (e.g., anisotropy, reverse
auxeticity) of an origami-architected metamaterial (Fig. 1.4). This metamaterial has a microstructure composed of multiple Miura-Ori tubes assembled in a zipper/aligned fashion. Chapter 4 presents an application of the Miura-Ori for tunable electromagnetic structures. Chapter 5 presents an untethered actuation solution that couples geometric bi-stability and a magnetic-responsive material. Chapter 6 investigates the mechanical properties of the Miura-Ori under the presence of geometric imperfections (Fig. 1.5). Chapter 7 concludes and summarizes the main contributions of this thesis.
Figure 1.4: Inside front cover of Small 35/2020 [28]. Origami foldability, naturally realizable at the micro- and nanoscale, provides a pathway to enlarge the design space of mechanical metamaterials [3].
Figure 1.5: Cover of the Proceedings of the Royal Society A, Volume 2020, Issue 2241: The foreground displays three origami sheets, under compressive load, folded from perfect and slightly misaligned Miura-Ori patterns. The small geometric imperfections induced by the misalignment could have a big impact on the mechanical behavior of origami folded metamaterials. The background displays a perfect Miura-Ori tessellation [29].
CHAPTER 2
FOLD-AND-ONE-CUT

In this educational chapter, we use a didactic approach to explain the fold-and-one-cut problem. This problem has a history in child puzzles and magic books [30, 31]. As a puzzle, children cut a polygon out of a piece of paper with a single straight cut. As a magic trick, magicians fold a piece of paper into a flat configuration followed by a single straight cut. The cut separates the paper into multiple pieces that reveal unexpected geometric shapes when unfolded. Fig. 2.1 shows the crease pattern for the fold-and-one-cut of Houdini’s famous five-point star. Mathew Gardner was the first to state the fold-and-one-cut as an open problem [32]. That is, which shapes can we obtain via folding and one single straight cut? Demaine et al. [33] proved that any shape (or a collection of disconnected shapes) composed of only straight lines can be folded into a flat configuration that aligns all (and only) the edges of the polygon, resulting in the following theorem:

**Theorem:** Given any collection of straight edges, there exists a flat-folding that aligns all the edges (and only the edges) into a single line, such that cutting along this line results in the desired cutout.

Two methods have been proposed to find the set of creases that allows for cutting the polygon(s) with a single cut: (1) the straight skeleton method [33], which works almost always and; (2) the disk packing method [34], which always works but it is not as practical. In this chapter, the focus will be on the first method.

Although the fold-and-one-cut problem and the straight skeleton method have been introduced and mathematically explored in many works [33, 27, 26], we present here a comprehensive explanation in which we apply the mathematical principles to explain the series of steps, via the straight skeleton method, for the development of the crease pattern.
2.1 Introduction

The main idea of the fold-and-one-cut problem is that we want to collapse all (and only) the lines in the cut graph (faces of the polygon) into a single line. To bring all the edges together, we need to create fold lines along the bisector angles between two edges. To find the location of the bisectors, we create a straight skeleton [35], which is generated by shrinking/expanding the faces of the polygon(s).

While generating the offset faces, the first crease lines and vertices of the pattern will start to appear in the form of (1) Skeleton Parallel Lines: formed when two offset faces collapse into one and (2) Skeleton Vertices: formed either when an edge of the polygon disappears or when more than two offset faces collapse to the same point. Fig. 2.2(A) shows the offsetting of the polygon faces (black lines), the skeleton vertices, and skeleton parallel lines that appear in the shrinking/expanding process. After the shrinking/expanding...
process is completed, we connect all the vertices of the shrunk/expanded polygons with the already formed skeleton lines and vertices (Fig. 2.2(B)). Those new lines bisect the edges of the cut graph and are called bisector lines. Note that while the straight skeleton of the letter “A” is composed of both parallel and bisector lines, Houdini’s five-point star is composed only of bisector lines.

![Diagram A and B showing straight skeleton of a polygon in the shape of the letter “A”](image)

Figure 2.2: Straight skeleton of a polygon in the shape of the letter “A”.

For simple shapes, such as Houdini’s five-point star [30] (Fig. 2.1), the straight skeleton is sufficient to provide a flat-foldable crease pattern. However, for most cases, this set of creases are not enough to create a flat-foldable pattern. For example, Fig. 2.3(A) shows the straight skeleton of a rectangle, which is composed of two three-degree vertices. Because the even degree theorem states that a flat-foldable vertex has an even degree, we need to make this vertex even by adding extra creases. However, the new creases cannot miss-align the cut graph in the flat-foldable configuration (i.e., we need to add crease lines that bisect the cut edges). Those extra creases are called perpendicular lines because they bisect the cut edges with an angle of $90^\circ$. Typically, each skeleton vertex presents multiple choices of perpendiculars. In Fig. 2.3(B), we provide all the possible perpendiculars for the skeleton of a rectangle. Although each vertex has three perpendiculars, we only need to select one of them to create a flat-foldable pattern (Fig. 2.3(C)).
After adding perpendiculars to satisfy the even degree theorem in every vertex, we still need to provide a mountain/valley assignment for the crease lines and ensure that the resulting pattern is flat-foldable. Demaine et al. [33] showed that if all the vertices in the crease pattern satisfy the flat-foldability conditions, then global flat-foldability is guaranteed. Therefore, we must guarantee that the following conditions for flat-foldability are satisfied in every vertex: (1) Even Degree Theorem, (2) Maekawa-Justin Theorem, (3) Local Minimum Theorem, and (4) Kawasaki-Justin Theorem. Those flat-foldability conditions are summarized in Fig. 1.2.

The last step for the generation of a valid pattern is the crease line assignment. That is, we need to assign the creaseS as either mountain or valley folds such that the provided assignment results in a flat-foldable pattern. For that, we will use both the Maekawa-Justin Theorem and Local Minimum Theorem to guide our assignment. At this stage, we no longer need to verify if the vertices satisfy the Even Degree Theorem and the Maekawa-Justin Theorem, both were satisfied when we added perpendicular lines.

To make the steps for the fold-and-one-cut clear, we show a series of examples, starting with single polygons and followed by multiple disconnected polygons. Each example presents a particular event, that we use to clarify all the aspects of the Straight Skeleton method.

Figure 2.3: fold-and-one-cut of a rectangle: (A) Straight Skeleton, (B) perpendicular lines, and (C) one of the possible solutions for perpendiculars and mountain/valley assignment.
2.2 Example 1: “T” letter

To explain the method, we start using a simple polygon in the shape of the letter “T”. This polygon will be folded into a flat configuration that aligns only the cut graph (i.e., all the faces of the polygon) into a single line. By cutting along this line, we are able to extract the letter “T”, leaving the negative of the “T” on the remaining of the paper (Fig. 2.4).

Figure 2.4: Paper with a single polygons in the shape of the letter “T”. By folding the crease pattern, we have a flat configuration that allows for the polygon to be extracted with a single straight cut.

2.2.1 Step 1: Straight skeleton

The first step consists of building the straight skeleton by shrinking and expanding the polygons faces (Fig. 2.5A), creating offset lines. While generating the offset lines, the first crease lines and vertices of the pattern will start to appear in the form of skeleton parallel lines and skeleton vertices. After finding all the parallel lines, we need to create the skeleton bisector lines, which connect the vertices of the cut graph with their respective vertices formed by the offset faces (Fig. 2.5B). The process to find the straight skeleton (i.e., skeleton parallel lines, bisector lines and vertices) is shown in Fig. 2.5. Note that whenever we refer to ”skeleton lines” we are referring to both parallel and bisector lines.

After the construction of the straight skeleton, we no longer need the offset lines. Thus, we can remove them, and work with the straight skeleton alone. In Fig. 2.6, we removed the offset lines and showed the straight skeleton of the letter “T”. In addition, we indicate
Figure 2.5: (A) Shrink/Expansion of the polygon in the shape of the letter “T” (B) Straight skeleton generated from the overlap of the offset lines (parallel lines) and the connection of the offset vertices (bisector lines).

the fold-and-one-cut terminology, as follows:

- Vertices and faces in the cut graph are called cut vertices and cut edges (or cut lines), respectively.

- Vertices and lines in the skeleton are called skeleton edges (or Skeleton lines) and skeleton vertices, respectively.

- The regions formed by the skeleton edges are called skeleton regions. Each cut edge belongs to a single skeleton region and that each region has only one cut edge (one-to-one correspondence).

2.2.2 Step 2: Perpendiculars

By inspecting the crease pattern generated from the straight skeleton, we observe that most vertices violate the even degree theorem. Because of these violations, the straight skeleton by itself does not generate a flat-foldable pattern. Therefore, we need to add perpendicular
Figure 2.6: fold-and-one-cut terminology.

Lines. That is, creases that will not miss-align the cut graph in the flat-foldable configuration. Perpendicular lines start at a skeleton vertex and end either in the paper boundary or in another skeleton vertex. If those lines meet a skeleton edge, they are reflected. For example, the skeleton vertex SV1 (Fig. 2.7) is surrounded by three skeleton regions (represented by red, orange and blue), and we have three perpendiculars (one per region). The perpendicular P1 meets the paper boundary without crossing any skeleton line. Perpendicular P2 meets a vertex also without crossing any skeleton line. However, P3 meets two skeleton lines before reaching the paper boundary. Each time P3 meets a skeleton line, P3 is reflected, which guarantees that the line will be perpendicular to the cut edge of the current region.

Degenerate cases occur in other skeleton vertices, such as the skeleton vertex SV2 (Fig. 2.7). The perpendicular lines P1 and P3 enter a distinct region from the one that has the edge they are perpendicular to. Those perpendiculars are degenerated cases and cannot be used. The only possible perpendicular for vertex SV2 is P2.

In Fig. 2.8(A), we show all the possible perpendiculars for each vertex. However, we do not need all of them to guarantee flat-foldability. By choosing the perpendicular that
intersects the smallest number of skeleton lines, a much simpler crease pattern is created (Fig. 2.8(B)). In addition, because of the reduction in the number of fold lines, the final

Figure 2.7: Schematics of the perpendiculars incident from skeleton vertex SV1 and SV2, where arrows indicate the direction of the perpendicular.

Figure 2.8: Paper with a single polygons in the shape of the letter “T”. (A) Crease pattern with all the possible perpendiculars. (B) Crease pattern showing the chosen perpendiculars (solid black) and the extra (and unnecessary) creases (dashed gray).
thickness of the flat-folded configuration is also reduced, making it easier to perform the single cut.

We cannot always choose the perpendicularly with the shortest path. Suppose the vertex has one of its angles $\geq 180^\circ$. In that case, we have to split this angle by including a perpendicular line; otherwise, the Kawasaki-Justin Theorem will be violated, and flat-foldability will not be possible at this vertex. Remember, as long as all the vertices are even and obey this rule, the Kawasaki-Justin Theorem will always be satisfied.

To satisfy the even degree theorem and the Kawasaki-Justin theorem, we only need to add one perpendicular to odd vertices. For even degree vertices with all the angles $< 180^\circ$, we do not need to add perpendiculars unless a perpendicular from another vertex is connected to it (making it an odd vertex) or to satisfy the Maekawa-Justin Theorem. This will be clarified in the following examples.

2.2.3 Step 3: Mountain/valley assignment

In the same way that the crease pattern for the fold-and-one-cut is not unique, the mountain/valley assignment is also not unique. Distinct assignments can generate a flat-foldable pattern. Our goal is to find a crease assignment that allows us to align the cut edges and nothing else. Meaning that we need the region inside the polygon (green) to be folded in one side and the remaining paper (magenta) in the opposite side with respect to the final cut line. If this is not respected, we may have cut lines that do not belong to the cut graph. Here we propose a simple method for the assignment of the crease lines. Unless we are taking advantage of the polygon symmetry, all the parallel lines inside the cut graph will almost always have the same assignment. In contrast, the ones outside will have the opposite assignment. Therefore, we propose an initial guess to start the mountain/valley assignment: parallel lines inside the polygon are assigned as mountain folds and parallel lines outside the polygon are assigned as valley folds (Fig. 2.9(A,B)). This initial guess will leave a few of the crease patterns without assignment.
Figure 2.9: Mountain/valley assignment of the crease pattern for the letter “T”. (A) Skeleton (bisector and parallel) lines and perpendiculars. Steps for the mountain/valley assignment: (B) First step: the parallel lines inside and outside of the polygon are assigned as mountain and valley, respectively. (C) Second Step: Recognize the angles that are local minimums, and assign the creases such that both the local minimum and the Kawasaki-Justin theorem are satisfied. (D) Crease pattern for the letter “T” with the mountain and valley assignment.

The next step is to check for vertex flat-foldability. Because, at this point, we know that both the even degree and the Kawasaki-Justin theorems are satisfied in all vertices, we only need to check the vertices for the Maekawa-Justin theorem and the local minimum theorem. By satisfying those two theorems, we find a mountain/valley assignment that
leads to a flat-foldable pattern. At this point, all the vertices have at least one crease line with an assignment. To exemplify, we examine Vertices #1 to #7 in Fig. 2.9(C):

- **Vertex #1** is a four-degree vertex that has two non-strict local minimum angles, each one bounded by a mountain fold. To satisfy the local minimum theorem, we need to assign the crease line between the two angles as a valley fold. Because of Maekawa-Justin theorem, we know that the other non-assigned crease has to be a mountain.

- **Vertex #2** is a four-degree vertex with one pre-assigned mountain fold and two non-strict local minimum angles. Because the assigned mountain fold bounds the two largest angles, we know that this vertex will have three mountains and one valley. Because smaller angles are non-strict local minimum, the valley can be assigned to any one of the remaining creases. Thus, we assign the crease between the two non-strict local minimums as a valley fold.

- **Vertex #3** is a four-degree vertex with a pre-assigned valley fold, bounding a strict local minimum. This vertex also shares a crease with **Vertex #2**, which has already been assigned as a valley fold. Thus, to satisfy the Maekawa-Justin theorem, this vertex has to be a one-mountain and three-valley type. To satisfy the local minimum theorem, we assign the mountain fold to the crease bounding the strict local minimum angle.

- **Vertex #4** is a four-degree vertex with a pre-assigned mountain fold. This vertex also shares a crease with **Vertex #3**, which has already been assigned as a mountain fold. To satisfy the Maekawa-Justin theorem, this vertex has to be a three-mountain and one-valley type. Thus, the two creases without assignment will be assigned as one mountain and one valley fold. We also satisfy the local minimum theorem at the non-strict local minimum angle. In the crease assignment in Fig. 2.9(D), we assigned the left crease as a mountain and the right as a valley. The two creases could be assigned the other way around and still satisfy all the theorems.
• **Vertex #5** is a six-degree vertex with three mountain folds pre-assigned and four non-strict local minimum angles. Because of the Maekawa-Justin theorem, we know that this has to be a four-mountain and two-valley vertex. Also, we know that at least one of the valley folds has to be bounding a non-strict local minimum angle. The remaining mountain fold can be assigned to any of the unassigned creases and satisfy all the flat-foldability theorems. To simplify the folding, in Fig. 2.9(D), we opt to assign the mountain to the crease shared by the two 90° angles.

• **Vertex #6** is a four-degree vertex with a pre-assigned valley fold. This vertex also shares a crease with **Vertex #1** and **Vertex #5**, which have been both assigned as valleys. Because of the Maekawa-Justin theorem, we know that the non-assigned crease has to be a mountain fold. With this assignment, we also satisfy the local minimum theorem at the non-strict local minimum angles.

• **Vertex #7** is a four-degree vertex with a pre-assigned valley fold not bounding the two non-strict local minimum angles. Thus, we know that this vertex is a three-valley and one-mountain type. We can assign the missing mountain to any of the remaining creases and satisfy all the flat-foldability theorems. To simplify the folding, in Fig. 2.9(D), we opt to assign the mountain to the crease shared by the two non-strict local minimum angles.

• **Vertex #8** is a four-degree vertex with a pre-assigned valley fold bounding a strict local minimum angle. Thus, we know that this angle needs to be bounded by a mountain and a valley fold. The crease line shared with Vertex #2 has to be a mountain, which is consistent with the assignment we made for Vertex #2. Finally, because of the Maekawa-Justin theorem, the two un-assigned creases can be either mountain or valley folds while satisfying all the flat-foldability theorems. In Fig. 2.9(D), we assign them as valleys.

• **Vertex #9** is a four-degree vertex with four non-strict local minimum angles. This
vertex has two pre-assigned mountain folds. The vertex also shares a crease line with Vertex #8, which has been assigned as a valley. Thus, we know that the non-assigned crease has to be a mountain fold because of the Maekawa-Justin theorem.

- Vertex #10 is a four-degree vertex with a pre-assigned valley fold bounding a strict local minimum angle. Because of the local minimum theorem, we know that the crease line shared with Vertex #11 has to be a mountain, and because of the Maekawa-Justin theorem, we know that the other non-assigned crease has to be mountain fold. Although this vertex is similar to Vertex #8, the assignment of those vertices is not the same, which is needed to guarantee compatibility among connecting/neighbor vertices.

By inspecting all the remaining vertices in the same form as described above, we reach the crease assignment shown in Fig. 2.9(D). Sometimes, we may need to re-assign some creases to ensure compatibility between vertices. Therefore, it is good practice to work the assignment from one corner vertex to its neighbors. For example, following the same procedure described above for the other vertices, we see that although the crease pattern itself is symmetric, the mountain and valley assignment is not. If you work on vertices on both sides simultaneously, you would probably not guarantee assignment compatibility with all the vertices and would need to adjust the assignment of some lines. As previously mentioned, the mountain/alley assignment is not unique. For example, in Fig. 2.10, we show three possible mountain/valley assignments for the same crease pattern.

2.3 Example 2: “K” letter - split event

We use a polygon in the shape of the letter “K” (Fig. 2.11(A)) to show an example of a split event. This type of event occurs during the shrinking process of the polygon and results in the offset polygon being split into two (see the yellow region in Fig. 2.11(B)). After this event, we keep shrinking the two split polygons until they result in skeleton parallel
Figure 2.10: Mountain/valley assignment of the crease pattern for the letter “T”. (A) Assignment created using the initial guess explained in this section. (B) Assignment created taking advantage of the symmetry of the letter. Note that the creases in the right and the left side have opposite assignments. (C) Assignment created such that the resulting assignment is symmetric. That is, right side is the mirror image of the left side.

lines. Because of the splitting event, the two parallel lines inside the polygon have no direct connection (Fig. 2.11(B)).

Figure 2.11: Fold-and-one-cut of a polygon in the shape of the letter “K” (A) Polygon to be cut. (B) Split event during the shrinking/expanding process (yellow polygons). (C) Skeleton lines

Although we have a split event, the procedure to create the crease pattern is still the same as described in the previous example. That is, once the shrinking/expanding process is done and we have all the parallel lines and some of the skeleton vertices, we find all the bisector lines by connecting the vertices of the cut edge and vertices between offset lines
Figure 2.12: Fold-and-one-cut of a polygon in the shape of the letter “K” (A) Skeleton lines and all possible perpendicular lines. (B) Crease pattern without assignment. (C) Initial guess assignment. (D) Crease pattern.

(Fig. 2.11(C)). Next, we add perpendiculars to the vertices, such that all of them satisfy the even degree theorem and Kawasaki-Justin theorem. Fig. 2.12(A) shows all the possible perpendiculars for each vertex. All of them are valid choices, but we use the perpendiculars that do not cross any skeleton line for simplicity.

After we choose the perpendiculars that we will use (Fig. 2.12(B)), we need to assign
the creases as either mountain or valley folds. Once again, we use our proposed initial guess: *parallel lines inside and outside the polygon are mountain and valley folds, respectively* (Fig. 2.12(C)). Next, we visit each vertex and assign the mountains and valleys such that the Maekawa-Justin Theorem and local Minimum Theorem are satisfied in every vertex. In Fig. 2.12(C), we identify all the local minimums, which helps with the assignment choices. As previously mentioned, the mountain and valley assignment is not unique. In Fig. 2.12(D), we show one of the possible solutions for the mountain/valley assignment.

### 2.4 Example 3: “GT”

In this example, we increase the complexity of the problem and we will show that the same approach described for a single polygon also applies for multiple polygons. To exemplify, we demonstrate how we can fold and single cut a simplified version of the Georgia Tech “GT” (Fig. 2.13).

![Figure 2.13: Simplified version of the Georgia Tech “GT” to be folded and single cut.](image)

2.4.1 Step 1: Straight skeleton

Similar to a single polygon, the first step consists of building the straight skeleton. While shrinking/expanding the polygons, we observe an interaction between the offset lines of the letter “G” with itself and with the letter “T”. This interactions result in *parallel lines* outside the polygons (Fig. 2.14(A)). After finding all the parallel lines, we connect all the vertices between offset lines and their respective vertices in the cut edges. The process to find the straight skeleton (i.e., skeleton parallel lines, bisector lines, and vertices) is shown
2.4.2 Step 2: Perpendiculars

After we find the straight skeleton, we no longer need the offset lines. Therefore, we can remove them. Next, we need to satisfy the even degree theorem in all the vertices. For that, we add a perpendicular line at all (and only) the odd degree vertices. Fig. 2.14(C) shows all the possible perpendiculars and the degenerated cases. For a simplified crease pattern, we choose perpendiculars that intersect the straight skeleton the least (Fig. 2.14(D)).

2.4.3 Step 3: Mountain-valley assignment

Once we have all the crease lines defined, we need to assign them as mountain or valley folds. For that, we start by using the proposed initial guess: \textit{parallel lines inside and outside the polygon are mountain and valley folds, respectively} (Fig. 2.14(E)). With this initial assignment, all the vertices have at least one pre-assigned crease. Following, we need to assign the remaining creases such that both the Maekawa-Justin theorem and the local minimum theorem are satisfied in all the vertices.

Vertices #1 to #6 (Fig. 2.15(A)) already have two out of four creases pre-assigned as both mountains or both valleys folds that bound two non-strict local minimum angles. Because of the Maekawa-Justin theorem, we know that we need to assign one mountain and one valley. Because of the local minimum theorem, we know that for vertices #1 to #4, the valley fold has to be between the non-strict local minimum, and for vertices #5 and #6, the mountain fold has to be between the non-strict local minimum (Fig. 2.15(B)).

Vertex #8 is a four-degree vertex with three-mountains (Fig. 2.15(B)). Consequently, the unassigned crease is a valley. Now we can follow Vertex #8 perpendicular line that was just assigned as a valley. This perpendicular line forms vertex #9 and vertex #10, which have two valleys and two mountains already assigned, respectively. Because of the Maekawa-Justin theorem, we know that between vertex #9 and #10, this perpendicular is
Figure 2.14: Steps for the fold-and-one-cut of “GT”: (A) Shrunken/Expanded polygon faces and parallel lines. (B) Shrunken/Expanded polygons with all the skeleton (parallel and bisector) lines. (C) Skeleton lines with all possible perpendiculars. (D) Skeleton line and chosen perpendicular lines. (E) Initial guess for assignment and local minimum angles marked. (F) Crease pattern with mountain/valley assignment.
Figure 2.15: (A-F) Mountain/valley assignment Steps.
assigned a valley. Between Vertex #10 and the boundary of the paper, this perpendicular is assigned a mountain. Similarly, we can assign the creases for vertices #7 and #11 (Fig. 2.15(C)).

The remaining vertices do not have unique assignments defined by the flat-foldability theorems, and multiple choices of assignments are possible. For example, Vertices #18 and #19 (Fig. 2.15(B)) have a mountain fold bounding two non-local minimum angles. Thus, we know that those are three-mountain and one-valley vertex. However, because of the non-strict local minimum angles, the valley fold can be assigned to any one of the non-assigned creases. We decide to assign the valley fold to the crease between the two non-strict local minimum angles (Fig. 2.15(C)).

Vertices #12 to #17 (Fig. 2.15(C)) are highly interconnected, meaning that to guarantee a compatible assignment, we must assign those vertices together. From an initial inspection, we see that Vertex #12 and #15 have a pre-assigned mountain fold that does not bound the local minimum angle. Consequently, the creases between vertices #12 and #14, and vertices #13 and #15 have to be assigned as a mountain fold (Fig. 2.15(D)). At this point, Vertices #12 and #13 impact each other, but not the remaining unassigned creases. We can complete the assignment of those vertices in two ways, and we show one of them in Fig. 2.15(E).

Because of the Maekawa-Justin theorem, the two unassigned creases at Vertex #14 (Fig. 2.15(E)) must have the same assignment. Those creases are connected to Vertex #15 and #16, which are vertices that can accommodate those creases with either assignment. Once again, we have two choices of assignment, and we assign the creases at Vertex #14 as valley folds (Fig. 2.15(F)). As a result and to satisfy the Maekawa-Justin theorem, the crease line between Vertex #15 and #16 has to be a mountain fold, and the crease between Vertex #16 and #17 has to be a valley fold (Fig. 2.15(F)). The only two creases left are the ones connected to the Vertex #17. Because of the Maekawa-Justin theorem, we know that one is a valley and the other is a mountain fold. Because the local minimum theorem was
already satisfied, any of the two lines can be assigned as a mountain. Fig. 2.14(F) shows the final mountain/valley assignment. In Fig. 2.16 we show the actual fold-and-one-cut of the “GT”.

2.5 Example 4: “RICE”

As a final example, we design a crease pattern that will collapse four disconnected polygons in the shape of the letters that compose the word “RICE” (Fig. 2.17).

2.5.1 Step 1: Straight skeleton

As before, we shrink/expand the polygons to find all the skeleton parallel lines and some of the skeleton vertices. Note that interaction between the letters occurs during the expansion, resulting in parallel lines outside the polygons. Besides, the interaction between the letters “C” and “E”, creates a square that is later shrunk to a skeleton vertex. Similarly, the
Figure 2.17: Four disconnected polygons forming the word “RICE” to be folded and single cut.

expansion of the letters “R” and “I” creates a triangle that is shrunk into a skeleton vertex (Fig. 2.18). After finding some of the skeleton vertices and all the skeleton parallel lines, we can connect all the vertices formed by offset lines with their respective cut vertex (Fig. 2.18).

Figure 2.18: Shrinking/expanding of the polygons edges (top) and complete straight skeleton (bottom).
2.5.2 Step 2: Perpendiculars

In previous examples, we avoided choosing perpendiculars that cross the skeleton lines and interact with other letters. Unlike previous examples, the degenerated vertices between the letters and the degenerated vertex inside the letter “E” force us to have perpendicular lines that interact with multiple letters (Fig. 2.19). Considering the degenerated vertices, we designed the letters such that the perpendiculars would reach another skeleton vertex (which terminates the perpendiculars) instead of intersecting skeleton lines that reflect them. This strategy is not necessary, but it allows for less dense crease patterns. Fig. 2.19 shows all the possible perpendiculars for each vertex and the chosen perpendiculars. The choice of perpendiculars was made such that we use the perpendiculars with the least number of intersections.

2.5.3 Step 3: Mountain and valley assignment

The mountain and valley assignment is done following previous strategy. That is, we start with the initial guess: parallel lines inside and outside the polygon are assigned as moun-
tain and valley folds, respectively. Following, we explain in detail how the creases in Fig. 2.20 were assigned.

Because of the complexity of this crease pattern, we will start inspecting the vertices that have a strict local minimum bounded by an already assigned crease. Because of the local minimum theorem, we know that the other crease bounding the strict local minimum angle must have the opposite assignment. Those are the case of the vertices labeled with the letter \( a \) in Fig. 2.21(A). After satisfying the local minimum theorem, some vertices are left with a single unassigned crease (vertices \( b \) in Fig. 2.21(B)). Those creases are assigned by satisfying the Maekawa-Justin theorem \( (M - V = \pm 2) \). At the vertices \( b \), we can assign all the remaining creases. After, we can re-inspect for strict local minimums and assign some of their creases as well, which is the case of vertex \( a \) in 2.21(B).

Next, we can assign the independent vertices (vertices \( c \) in Fig. 2.21(C)). Those vertices have multiple possible assignments. However, their assignment does not impact other vertices. Fig. 2.21(D)) shows one possible solution. The remaining creases have interac-
tion with multiple vertices. Therefore, we need to choose one vertex either on the left or right side of the paper and ensure that the assignments are compatible between neighboring vertices.

Looking at the letter “R”, we can assign all (but two) crease lines without considering the other letters. We start from vertex #1 (Fig. 2.22(A)). This vertex is a three-mountain and one-valley type and has three possible flat-foldable assignments. For this example, we decided to place the valley fold between the two non-strict local minimum angles. Now, we can assign the crease lines at vertex #2. Because the just assigned mountain fold is not bounding the strict local minimum, we know that this is a three-mountain and one-valley vertex. Thus, the crease between vertex #2 and #3 has to be a mountain. We keep following the vertex sequence from vertex #2 to #6, such that both the Maekawa-Justin theorem and local minimum theorem are always satisfied. Note that if we assign the crease between vertices #1 and #2 as a valley and follow the same procedure that we just described from vertex #1 to #6, we will find another valid assignment.

Vertex #7 (Fig. 2.22(B)) is a three-valley and one-mountain type. Because of the non-strict local minimum, we know that the mountain fold has to be assigned to the crease between vertex #7 and #8. This assignment leaves vertex #8 with one unassigned crease, which has to be valley \( M - V = \pm 2 \) (Fig. 2.22(C)). Vertices #9 and #10 have three and two possible assignments, respectively. Fig. 2.22(C) shows one of the possible assignments. Now, we are left with vertices #11 and #12 and three unassigned creases (Fig. 2.22(C)). By inspecting the vertices, we observe that all the unassigned creases will have the same assignment. We assign all those creases as valley folds such that we can ensure that the magenta portion of the will not be aligned with the cut lines (Fig. 2.22(D)).

Now that all the creases of the letter “R” were assigned, we can inspect the remaining vertices. From Fig. 2.22(E), we observe that we can assign the perpendicular from vertex \( d_1 \) to \( d_4 \) by satisfying the Maekawa-Justin theorem (Fig. 2.22(F)). Vertex \( d_4 \) has multiple possible assignments. In Fig. 2.22(G), we show our choice. This choice leads to a sim-
plified fold and ensures no overlapping of the magenta portion of the paper with the cut edges. Vertex \( e \) (Fig. 2.22(G)) is left with a single possible assignment, which also determines the assignment of the remaining creases (Fig. 2.22(H)). In Fig. 2.23 we show the actual fold-and-one-cut of the word “RICE”.

Figure 2.21: (A-H) Steps for the mountain/valley assignment for the crease pattern of “RICE”.
2.6 When does the method fail?

The straight skeleton works almost always. The method fails in specific examples in which perpendicular lines become extremely dense or can never reach the boundary of the paper. In Fig. 2.24, we show an example of dense perpendiculars. We focus on the marked degenerated vertex. This vertex has a single possible perpendicular reflected at the skeleton lines multiple times, creating creases extremely close to each other and making the pattern difficult or even impossible to be folded. Other examples are shown on [27]. In summary, as long as we can ensure that perpendicular lines will not wonder around the pattern, this method will result in a valid solution for the fold-and-one-cut problem.
2.7 Remarks

Here, we provide a list of remarks, which can be used as a checklist to avoid mistakes in the crease pattern:

- A one-to-one correspondence exists between the skeleton regions and cut edges. Each cut edge belongs to a single skeleton region, and each skeleton region has a single cut edge.
Figure 2.24: Example of a highly dense crease pattern. The black lines represent the only possible perpendicular of the marked degenerated vertex. Although we can still obtain a valid crease, it becomes unrealistic to fold such a pattern.

- The skeleton lines should only cross the cut graph at the cut vertices (never at the cut edges).

- Only perpendiculars can cross the cut edges.

- The sequence of folding is important. If a wrong sequence is used, it may bring material (that should not be cut) to the final cutting line.

- The folds and the mountain/valley assignment are not unique. Our proposed initial guess guides us to a series of possible solutions.
CHAPTER 3
FOLDING AT THE MICRO-SCALE: ENABLING MULTIFUNCTIONAL 3D ORIGAMI-ARCHITECTED METAMATERIALS

Mechanical metamaterials inspired by the Japanese art of paper folding have gained considerable attention because of their potential to yield deployable and highly tunable assemblies. The inherent foldability of origami structures enlarges the material design space with remarkable properties such as auxeticity, high deformation recoverability, and deployability. In this Chapter, we integrate the results of the design, 3D direct laser writing fabrication, and in situ scanning electron microscopic mechanical characterization of microscale origami metamaterials based on the zipper/align coupling of Miura-Ori tubes. The origami-architected metamaterials, achieved by means of microfabrication, display remarkable mechanical properties: stiffness and Poisson's ratio tunable anisotropy, a significant degree of shape recoverability, and reversible auxeticity (i.e., the metamaterial switches Poisson’s ratio sign during deformation). Our findings emphasize the scalable and multifunctional nature of origami designs and pave the way toward harnessing the power of origami engineering at small scales.

3.1 Introduction

Architected metamaterials are materials with unusual properties, such as high shape recoverability [36, 37, 38], mechanical cloaking [39], high strength-to-density ratios [40], and mechanical anisotropy [41]. Such properties are dictated by the geometry of the material micro-structure. Thus, origami patterns are excellent candidates for the design of the architecture of metamaterials as some patterns present unusual mechanical properties [42, 43] combined with stacking [1] and space-filling [44] capabilities that are displayed across scales (Figure 3.1). Although origami is a promising tool for many applications, the manu-
facturing of such structures, specifically at the material level, is still a challenge. Complex origami assemblies have been obtained in the macro-scale using 3D printing techniques, such as digital light processing [45]. However, on a material scale, previous works focused on the behavior of a single unit cell (panel lengths of 20\(\mu\)m [23], and 200\(\mu\)m [46]), rather than on the assembly of more complex functional systems.

In this chapter, we integrate geometric design, micro-fabrication via 3D direct laser writing, and in situ scanning electron macroscopic mechanical testing to reveal remarkable mechanical properties of the zipper/aligned origami assembly [9], which results from the coupling of Miura-Ori tubes with compatible geometries. The tubes are assembled from two mirrored Miura-Ori strips (Fig. 3.2(A,B)). The constructed tube is flat-foldable in two configurations and preserves the one degree of freedom of the Miura-Ori pattern. Thus, under a rigid origami assumption, its kinematics is still described by the intrinsic parameters of the pattern: the panel angle (\(\alpha\)) and dimensions (\(a\) and \(b\)), and a folding angle (such as \(\psi\)). The tubes are connected in an aligned and zipper fashion along the \(z\)- and \(y\)-direction,
respectively. The aligned coupling of two Miura-Ori tubes can be understood as a translation, while the zipper coupling also includes a rotation between the tubes (Fig. 3.2(C)). The geometry of the cellular assembly is defined in terms of the zipper unit cell, which is replicated along the Cartesian directions. The assembled structure, like the Miura-Ori tube, is deployable in the $x$- and $y$-directions (Fig. 3.2(D)). However, because of the zipper assembly, this structure is not deployable in the $z$-direction.

The zipper/aligned metamaterial behavior has been replicated via 3D printing on a
Figure 3.3: Geometry of the fabricated metamaterial.

macro-scale (panel length of 6 mm). The fabricated sample uses a thick origami model that can accommodate the thickness of the panels and provide reduced stiffness at the hinges [45]. However, in the micro-scale, no such complexity has been reported. In this work, we fabricate the zipper/aligned metamaterial at the micro-scale via 3D direct laser writing (DLW) using 2-photon lithography (Nanoscribe, GmbH), producing the smallest 3D origami-architected metamaterial (panel length of 13.83 µm and thickness of 1.1 µm) (Fig. 3.3). In our fabricated model, we do not use special elements of the thick origami model. Thus, in the fabricated metamaterial, the folds and panels have the same thickness and are made of the same material. While the fabricated metamaterials do not exhibit the same kinematics of the paper model, yet it provides enough foldability and a strong anisotropic mechanical behavior (Fig. 3.2(E)), similar to the one previously predicted computationally [9].

This chapter is organized as follows. First, we provide an introduction to the zipper/aligned geometry and kinematics, and we derive analytical equations for the Poisson’s ratio. Next, we will show that the fabricated zipper/aligned metamaterial presents stiffness anisotropy and a large degree of shape recoverability. Following, we will show that based on the initial configuration (i.e., initial folding angle $\psi_0$), the metamaterial can display ei-
ther an auxetic behavior or even reversible auxeticity during the axial deformation. Then, we conclude with final remarks.

3.2 Geometry and Mechanics

Under the assumption of rigid origami, we derive analytical expressions to describe the zipper/aligned assembly’s kinematics. Thus, considering that the zipper/aligned assembly is composed of tubes with rigid panels and perfectly compliant hinges, the assembly folds rigidly with a single degree of freedom, and the zipper unit cell kinematics (Fig. 3.4(A)) is described by

\[ w_x = 2b \sqrt{1 - \left(\frac{\cos^2 \alpha}{\cos^2 \psi}\right)}, \quad w_y = 2a \sin 2\psi, \quad w_z = a, \quad \text{where} \quad \psi[0, \alpha] \] (3.1)

where \(a, b,\) and \(\alpha\) the panels intrinsic parameters and \(\psi\) is the folding angle. Fig. 3.4(B) shows how the geometry of the zipper unit cell changes with the folding angle \(\psi\) for a zipper unit cell with \(a = b = 13.83 \mu m\) and \(\alpha = 75^\circ\). We also derive the in-plane Poisson’s ration \(\nu_{ij}\), i.e., the ratio between the strains in the transverse direction \(j\) and the loading direction \(i\)

\[ \nu_{xy} = -\frac{dw_y(\psi)}{dw_x(\psi)} = \frac{(\cos^2 \psi - \cos^2 \alpha)(1 - \tan^2 \psi)}{\tan^2 \psi \cos^2 \alpha}, \quad \nu_{yx} = 1/\nu_{xy}, \quad \nu_{xz} = -\frac{dw_z(\psi)}{dw_x(\psi)}, \quad \nu_{zx} = 0 \] (3.2)

where \(dw_x(\psi)\) and \(dw_y(\psi)\) refer to the derivatives of \(w_x\) and \(w_y\) with respect to \(\psi\). The kinematic model predicts that \(\nu_{xz}\) is always zero, independent of the folding angle \(\psi\), while \(\nu_{xy}\) is a function of \(\psi\). In Fig. 3.4(C) we plot \(\nu_{xy}\) and \(\nu_{yx}\) as a function of the folding angle. From those plots, we observe that if the panel angle \(\alpha < 45^\circ\), the zipper/aligned metamaterial will always have \(\nu_{xy} < 0\). However, if \(\alpha > 45^\circ\), the Poisson’s ration changes sign depending on the configuration (i.e., folding angle \(\psi\)).

While forces along the \(x\)-direction are capable of promoting the metamaterial’s full
kinematics ($\psi$ can reach values from 0 to $\alpha$, forces along $y$-direction have their deployability constrained by the folding angle $\psi$. At the folding angle $\psi = 45^\circ$, the projection of the panels into the $yz$-plane are perpendicular to each other. At this point, $w_y$ has its highest dimension and corresponds to an instability/bifurcation point in the architecture kinematics. Further compression along $y$-direction leads either to a contraction or expansion along the $x$-direction. This geometric instability produces the sign switching in the Poisson’s ratio when we compress the structure along the $x$-direction. From the kinematic equations, we observe that depending on the choice of intrinsic and extrinsic geometric parameters, we are capable of design a structure with a positive or negative Poisson’s ratio, or even a single structure with switching Poisson’s ratio sign. Although, in reality, the fabricated
structure is not composed of rigid panels and perfectly compliant hinges, we can still use those kinematic equations to describe the geometry of the initial structure and to obtain an insight into the mechanical behavior and design of those structures.

3.3 Results

The single degree-of-freedom kinematic model for the zipper/aligned assembly indicates a geometric instability at the folding angle $\psi = 45^\circ$, where $w_y$ reaches its maximum (Fig. 3.4(B)). Associated with this is a switch in the sign of the Poisson’s ratio (Eq. 3.2 and Fig. 3.4(C)). Motivated by this, we investigate two sets of zipper/aligned metamaterials, both with the same panel lengths $a = b = 13.83\mu m$, angle $\alpha = 75^\circ$, and thickness $1.1\mu m$, but with different initial folding angles $\psi_0$. The initial folding angle can be understood as the natural state (i.e., equilibrium state) and is chosen such that the selected configurations are on opposite sides of the instability point. Thus, we select Configuration A at $\psi_0 = 55^\circ$ and Configuration B at $\psi_0 = 45^\circ$, which are equivalent to 92.4% and 97.4%, respectively, of the total extension of a Miura-Ori tube. The number of unit cells and building direction of the printed metamaterial is dictated by the compression direction in which the structure will be tested. That is, the number of zipper/aligned unit cells is $N_i = 6$ and $N_j = N_k = 3$, where the subscript $i$ indicates the compression/building direction and $j, k$ the perpendicular directions.

3.3.1 Stiffness Response and shape recoverability: Configuration A, $\psi_0 = 55^\circ$

The fabricated zipper/aligned metamaterial exhibit pronounced stiffness anisotropy. The initial stiffness for Configuration A along the $z$-direction is almost twice the initial stiffness along the $x$-direction and six times higher than the initial stiffness along the $y$-direction (Fig. 3.2(E)). This anisotropic behavior results from the folding properties of the origami assembly. That is, in the two flat-foldable directions ($x$- and $y$-directions), the metamaterial is softer, while in the non-foldable direction ($z$-directions), the metamaterial is stiffer.
For the characterization of the stiffness in multiple stages of compression, we subject the metamaterial to an oscillatory compression load along the foldable (\(x\)- and \(y\)-) directions (see inset in Fig. 3.5). From the stress-strain response of the metamaterial at Configuration A, we observe that the fabricated zipper-aligned metamaterial presents distinct stress-strain behaviors in the large deformation regime. Along the \(x\)-direction, we observe a high stress plateau over a long strain regime (Figs. 3.5), while along the \(y\)-direction, we observe a strain hardening (Fig. 3.6). Note that upon unloading, there is a residual compression that subsequently recovers significantly but not completely. The geometric- and scale-enabled foldability in the \(x\)- and \(y\)-directions endows the origami assemblies with high shape recoverability under large deformations. After \(\approx 30\) minutes of relaxation, the structure recovers up to 93\% and 94\% of its initial configuration after compression in the \(x\)- and \(y\)-directions, respectively.

Fig. 3.8 reports the tangent stiffness of Configuration A obtained during the oscillatory loading steps at various compression levels, where the colors represent different tested samples. Solid and dashed lines show the stiffness upon the first and second compression cycle, respectively. The second compression cycle was done after the reported viscoelastic recovery. We observe that the response is repeatable for the first and second compression of the same sample. Note that fabrication variances (i.e., laser power, writing speed) can change the polymer’s material properties, giving rise to variations in the mechanical response. Thus, consistent fabrication processes are fundamental.

Under compression along the \(x\)- and \(y\)-direction, we can observe a folding-like behavior of the unit cell layers, while along the \(z\)-direction this behavior is not observed. Instead, we observe a local buckling of the vertical panels (parallel to the \(z\)-direction), which is a result of the intrinsic unfoldability of the metamaterial along the \(z\)-direction (Fig. 3.9). Note that this unfoldable direction is a consequence of the zipper coupling and allows for a higher initial stiffness in the \(z\)-direction.
3.3.2 Poisson’s Ratio Anisotropy: Configuration A, $\psi_0 = 55^\circ$

We calculate the Poisson’s ratio to quantify the ability of the metamaterial at Configuration A to expand/contract in the transverse directions in response to axial deformation. We measure the change in length by comparative image analysis at two compression stages: zero compression and maximum compression. In this case, the Poisson’s ratio should be interpreted as an average instead of an instantaneous value. Owing to the non-uniform deformation of the structures, a consequence of both the folding sequence heterogeneity and end effects, only a region in the middle of the structures was employed to calculate Poisson’s ratio, as highlighted in Fig. 3.7. A summary of the measured Poisson’s ratios is presented in Table 3.1. The Poisson’s ratio of the zipper/aligned origami assemblage for Configu-
Figure 3.6: Configuration A hardening behavior upon compressive loading and recovery along the $y$-direction. SEM snapshots during loading (1–4), at maximum compression (5), and during recovery (6–7). Inset shows loading scheme of compression tests.

Configuration A is clearly anisotropic. When compressed along the $x$-direction and observe from $z$-direction, the metamaterial exhibits a negative Poisson’s ratio of $\nu_{xy} = -0.55$ (transverse strain measured along the $y$-direction). However, when observing from $y$-direction, the metamaterial exhibits a Poisson’s ratio of $\nu_{xz} = 0.04$ (transverse strain measured along the $z$-direction), which is close to the theoretical value of zero. Because of the initial folding angle of Configuration A ($\psi = 55^\circ$), under compression, the metamaterial always exhibits negative Poisson’s ratio $\nu_{xy}$. Note the sign of the measured Poisson’s ratio agrees with our geometric-based prediction.
Figure 3.7: Compression of Configuration A. (A) Schematic and SEM images of the metamaterial compressed along the $x$-direction and observed from (B) the $z$-direction (sample (X;Z)) and (C) the $y$-direction (X;Y). (D) Schematic and SEM images of the structures compressed along the $y$-direction and observed from the (E) $z$-direction (sample (Y;Z)) and (F) $x$-direction (sample (Y;X)). SEM images show the metamaterial at initial configuration (left), maximum compression (center), and after relaxation (right). Red squares represent regions where the Poisson’s ratios were measured.

3.3.3 Poisson’s Ratio Reversible Auxeticity: Configuration B, $\psi_0 = 40^\circ$

From the kinematic model of the zipper/aligned metamaterial, we observe that if we compress a metamaterial with an initial folding angle $\psi_0 < 45^\circ$ a switch in the sign of the Poisson’s ratio occurs. To investigate this behavior predicted via geometry, we fabricate a
Figure 3.8: Stiffness relationships for non-monotonic loading of Configuration A samples. (A) Compression along $x$-direction of $(X;Y)_{1,2}$ and $(X;Z)_{1,2}$ samples. (B) Compression along $y$-direction of $(Y;X)_{1,2}$ and $(Y;Z)_{1,2}$ samples. Where sample $(i;k)_m$ corresponds to the samples being compressed along the $i$-direction and observed from the $k$-direction. Subscript $m$ corresponds to the compression cycle.

Figure 3.9: Stress-strain curves and SEM snapshots of Configuration A under monotonic compression loading along the unfoldable $z$-directions.

metamaterial with initial folding angle $\psi_0 < 40^\circ$, named Configuration B. We test the fabricated structure under axial monotonic load applied along the $x$-direction (Fig. 3.10(A)) and observe it along the $z$-direction. As the metamaterial is compressed, we measured both
Table 3.1: Measured Poisson’s ratios for Configuration A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Observation direction</th>
<th>(X;Z)</th>
<th>(X;Y)</th>
<th>(Y;Z)</th>
<th>(Y;X)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Poisson’s ratio ($\nu$)</td>
<td>$\nu_{xy} = -0.55$</td>
<td>$\nu_{xz} = 0.04$</td>
<td>$\nu_{yz} = -0.18$</td>
<td>$\nu_{xy} = 0.10$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

axial and transverse strains along the $x$- and $y$-direction (Fig. 3.10). We observe that the transverse strain initially increases and is positive but subsequently decreases and becomes negative upon increasing compression (Fig. 3.10(B)). This marks a switching in the sign of the Poisson’s Ratio $\nu_{xy}$ consistent with the kinematic model. Following the gradient definition of the Poisson’s ratio [47], the sign switch occurs at the peak of the transverse strain (point #2 in Fig. 3.10(B)), which occurs at a critical axial strain $\varepsilon_{\text{crit}} = 3.2\%$. Note that while both Configurations A and B exhibit auxetic behavior, the latter stands out because of its ability to exhibit reverse auxeticity.

3.4 Methods

3.4.1 Fabrication

The origami architected metamaterials were fabricated via 3D direct laser writing (DLW), two-photon polymerization technique (Nanoscribe, GmbH), employing a two-photon liquid photoresist (IP-DIP, Nanoscribe). The 3D DLW has a print resolution of 100nm in-plane and 300nm out-of-plane. The structures were printed on top of a glass slide. To enhance the adhesion between the metamaterial structure and the substrate, the glass slide (fused silica substrate) was cleaned using acetone and isopropyl alcohol ($p > 99.5\%$), followed by de-ionized water. A dip-in mode was used wherein a 63X objective lens was immersed into the polymer placed on the substrate (Fig. 3.11) where the metamaterial was vertically printed in a layer-by-layer fashion [48]. To attain high resolution, a writing speed of 50 $\mu$m/s and a femtosecond laser power of 4 $mW$ were found to be optimal and used for fabricating the metamaterials. After printing, the structures were developed with
propylene-glycol-monomethyl-ether-acetate (PGMEA, \( p > 99.5\% \)) and rinsed with isopropyl alcohol. Finally, a critical point dryer (Tousimis, SAMDRI-795) was used to dry the structures in a controlled manner to avoid bending.

### 3.4.2 Mechanical Testing

In situ Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) compression tests were performed using a commercial Alemnis nanomechanical test platform (Alemnis AG) set up inside an FEI Nova 600 SEM (Fig. 3.12(A)). Both monotonic and oscillatory displacement profiles were programmed to be exerted by a piezo-driven actuator with a stainless-steel flat punch (1mm diameter). For the oscillatory scheme (Fig. 3.12(B)), applied only to Configuration A, initial loading-unloading cycles were performed with the objective of eliminating any possi-
Figure 3.11: Schematics of the fabrication process. (A) Picture Nanoscribe Photonic Professional GT (image source [49]). (B) Schematics of the fabrication process.

ible hysteresis within the system. Subsequent steps sought to probe the structure’s elastic response at different levels of compression. Within each load step, the amount of compressive displacement was first increased by $5\mu m$. Following a holding time of 10 seconds, the imposed displacement oscillated with an amplitude of $0.5\mu m$ for five cycles, followed by another 10 seconds of holding. The unloading portion of the five cycles at each compression level was used for stiffness calculations. In all cases, the flat punch speed was prescribed to be $0.1\mu m/s$, and the force was measured by a load cell with 1N capacity and $4\mu N$ resolution.

Configuration A specimens were tested under compression in the three orthogonal directions, labeled as $x$, $y$, and $z$ in Fig. 3.2(D). For each Cartesian direction, two sets of structures were tested and imaged from different orientations. For instance, the structures compressed in the $x$-direction were observed from the $y$- and $z$-directions, denoted as $(X;Y)$ and $(X;Z)$, respectively. After a waiting time to allow for viscoelastic recovery, the structures compressed in the $x$- or $y$-direction were subjected to a second compression test. Numerical subscripts are used to differentiate the results of the first and second (post recovery) tests on a particular printed structure (e.g., $(X;Y)_1$ and $(X;Y)_2$). Configuration B specimens were compressed along the $x$-direction and observed from the $Z$-direction. Similar to Configuration A, two sets of samples were printed and in situ SEM tested.
3.4.3 Micropillar Compression Tests for Material Characterization

We fabricate micro-pillars via two-photon polymerization to characterize the photocured printing polymer’s constitutive properties. The Micropillars have a nominal diameter of $8\mu m$ and a length-to-diameter ratio of 3:1 (Fig. 3.13(A)). Printing parameters (i.e., laser power, writing speed) and manufacturing steps remained consistent with those in the origami metamaterials’ fabrication. The micropillar tests provided information on the nature of the cured polymer’s compressive uniaxial stress–strain behavior. Micropillar compression testing was performed on five samples using the Alemnis (Alemnis AG) micromechanical test platform under in-situ SEM conditions, using displacement control at a nominal strain rate of $\approx 1x10^{-4} s^{-1}$ with a flat-tip diamond indenter. Yield stresses and strains were estimated using the 0.2% offset rule. Fig. 3.13(B) shows the stress–strain curves for the micropillar compression experiments described above. Table 3.2 summarizes the mechanical parameters obtained from each test and average values with the corresponding sample standard deviations.
Figure 3.13: (A) Two-photon lithography printed IP-DIP (Nanoscribe, GmbH) micropillars for material mechanical characterization (B) Stress-strain curves from uniaxial compression tests.

Table 3.2: Material properties of IP-DIP from micropillar uniaxial compression tests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Young’s Modulus (MPa)</th>
<th>Yield Stress (MPa)</th>
<th>Yield Strain</th>
<th>Tangent Modulus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3030.83</td>
<td>65.76</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>564.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2910.20</td>
<td>53.84</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>465.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3364.74</td>
<td>56.19</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>572.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2860.14</td>
<td>51.50</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>502.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3319.82</td>
<td>61.50</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>680.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Average</strong></td>
<td><strong>57.76</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.021</strong></td>
<td><strong>557.00</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.5 Conclusion

Foldability, the core property underlying origami principles, is natural at the micro- and nanoscale because of reduced bending stiffness, as demonstrated in this Chapter. We have exploited the microscale features (e.g., plate thickness) enabled by two-photon direct laser writing to fabricate 3D origami metamaterials, have measured their mechanical properties using in situ SEM experimentation. The structures, based on the coupling of Miura-Ori tubes, constitute the smallest fabricated origami architected metamaterials exhibiting a combination of mechanical properties without precedents. As such, they promise to influ-
ence several applications across a wide range of fields encompassing the nano-, micro-, and macroscales, leveraging the intrinsic scalability of origami assemblies. For example, in soft microbotics, structural components with highly anisotropic stiffness could be harnessed to carry payloads while maintaining degrees of flexibility for mobility and deployability. The microscale dimension of the developed metamaterials paves the way for applications in the field of medical devices (e.g., deployable stents, microsurgical instruments), energy harvesting (e.g., auxetic boosters), and other areas where size, shape-morphability, and deployability coupled with functionality are requisite attributes.
CHAPTER 4
CONTINUOUS-RANGE TUNABLE MULTI-LAYER FREQUENCY SELECTIVE SURFACES USING ORIGAMI AND INKJET-PRINTING

The tremendous increase in the number of components in typical electrical and communication modules requires low-cost, flexible and multifunctional sensing, energy harvesting, and communication modules that can readily reconfigure depending on changes in their environment. Current reconfigurable systems based on subtractive manufacturing offer limited flexibility (limited finite number of discrete reconfiguration states) and have high fabrication cost and time requirements. Thus, this chapter introduces an approach to solve the problem by combining additive manufacturing and origami principles to realize tunable electrical components that can be reconfigured over continuous state ranges from folded (compact) to unfolded (large surface) configurations. Special “bridge-like” structures are introduced across the crease lines and parallel to the traces, increasing their flexibility, thereby avoiding breakage during folding. These techniques allow creating truly flexible conductive traces that can maintain high conductivity even for large bending angles, further enhancing the states of reconfigurability. To demonstrate the idea, a Miura-Ori pattern is used to fabricate spatial filters – frequency selective surfaces (FSSs) with dipole resonant elements placed along the fold lines. The electrical length of the dipole elements in these structures changes when the Miura-Ori is folded, which facilitates tunable frequency response for the proposed shape-reconfigurable FSS structure. Higher-order spatial filters are realized by creating multi-layer Miura-FSS configurations, which further increase the overall bandwidth of the structure. Such multi-layer Miura-FSS structures feature the unprecedented capability of on-the-fly reconfigurability to different specifications (multiple bands, broadband/narrowband bandwidth, wide-angle of incidence rejection) requiring neither specialized substrates nor highly complex electronics, holding frames, or fabrication
4.1 Introduction

Frequency selective surfaces (FSSs) have found many applications ranging from the design of radomes, reflectors, and spatial filters to reduction of antenna radar cross-section and realization of artificial electromagnetic bandgap materials [50, 51, 52]. FSS structures typically consist of a periodic arrangement of resonant elements on a thin sheet of substrate that reflect, absorb or allow certain electromagnetic waves to pass through them based on their frequency, thus exhibiting either bandpass or band-reject characteristics [53, 54, 55]. These characteristics have made them a subject of extensive research for the past five decades resulting in the evolution of their design from a simple planar array of 2D resonant structures to complex 3D resonant elements printed/etched on thin sheets of substrates [50, 56, 57, 58, 59].

The electromagnetic behavior of a single-layer FSS is primarily determined by the shape, size, and type of resonant elements, as well as their inter-element distances [50]. Moreover, the dielectric substrate’s effects can be ignored if its thickness is less than \( \lambda/100 \), where \( \lambda \) is the wavelength. Typically, single-layer FSS structures suffer from poor selectivity and narrow bandwidth [50]. These characteristics are improved by using multi-layer configurations that are traditionally realized by either placing the resonant element on both sides of a thick substrate or using specialized frames to separate the FSS layer by the required distance [50, 60, 61]. Especially at higher frequencies, both techniques drastically limit the effective realization of the optimum frequency response in terms of the tunable frequency range, angle of incidence rejection range, and other standard performance parameters.

Traditional FSS structures are unable to tune their response according to the environmental changes over an almost continuous multitude of states. Typically, tunable FSS structures are realized by incorporating electronic components such as varactor-diodes [62] and
MEMS switches [63] or by changing the electrical properties [64, 65] or geometric configuration [66] of the substrate. However, these approaches become extremely expensive, laborious, and impractical as the size of the FSS is increased. To address this problem, origami-based structures have been proposed as a solution to create deployable continuous-state tunable structures, in which an origami pattern enables the change in the overall shape of the structure, thereby realizing on-demand reconfigurability [67, 68, 69, 4, 2, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74]. These properties make them a good candidate for terrestrial, outer-space, and electromagnetic cloaking applications over tunable frequency ranges, as well as morphing devices.

Previous work in origami-based FSS [75, 69, 76] has been dedicated to single-layer structures in which the resonating elements were realized by etching copper tape and manually placing them over the flat panels or the fold lines of the Miura-Ori pattern. Nevertheless, the copper tape is prone to peel off with humidity and high temperature, and the manual placement of the resonant elements is a laborious, inefficient, and non-repeatable procedure, limiting its use for practical applications. The unique “continuous-state” reconfigurability feature of a shape-shifting (origami-based) structure can only be fully exploited if the utilized resonators are highly flexible and their shape changes along with the underlying origami structure. Also, a repeatable and accurately controlled manufacturing technology is required. Thus, a preliminary single layer prototype of a Miura-FSS has been realized by inkjet-printing [77], in which the flexible conductive lines are printed using silver nano-particle ink [78].

The folding-induced reduction of the electrical length of the dipole resonators in the FSS structures implies that, without changing the physical length of the dipoles, the folding introduces an additional degree of continuous state reconfigurability through an increase in effective capacitance to the bandstop Miura-FSS structure, resulting in a resonant frequency shift to higher values. Besides, because the Miura-Ori has a negative in-plane Poisson’s ratio [42, 1], it proportionally reduces the resonators’ electrical length as well as their inter-
element spacing to enable a continuous state tunability without the use of any electronic component. Furthermore, it is also a developable pattern (that is, it can be developed from a single 2D sheet) that enables the realization of a full 3D-FSS from a 2D-FSS structure, thereby enhancing the portability while significantly reducing the metalization complexity and the cost typically required by the conventional 3D-FSS structures.

Single-layer Miura-FSS implementations typically result in narrow bandstop frequency responses, limiting their use in practical applications. Thus, this paper introduces two multi-layer Miura-FSS configurations (Fig. 4.1), the mirror stacking and the inline stacking, that feature “on-demand” broad bandwidth with a wide-angle of incidence stability (Figs. 4.2, 4.3). These configurations eliminate the need for a holding frame or a thick dielectric substrate to maintain an accurately controlled inter-layer distance as required by conventional multi-layer FSS structures [50]. Each layer consists of a cellulose paper with inkjet-printed dipole elements folded in the Miura-Ori pattern (Fig. 4.1). Fully inkjet-printed multi-layer tunable Miura-FSS structures are demonstrated and compared with the single-layer Miura-FSS limited performance.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. First, we introduce the geometry of the Miura-FSS unit cell for single- and multi-layer configurations. Next, we present and discuss the frequency response of these structures obtained from an integrated experimental and simulation-based investigation. In addition, we correlate the response of the proposed structures with the intrinsic geometry of the unit cell to provide a systematic methodology for using this approach in applications with arbitrary reconfigurability requirements over a continuous range. We conclude with some final remarks.

4.2 Miura-Ori Based FSS Assemblages

The Miura-Ori pattern has been extensively studied [1, 42] and has found many applications in engineering [79, 9, 4, 2, 80]. Thus, it has been selected as the basis for our origami-based FSS investigation. The Miura-Ori is defined by the geometry of the unit cell rhombic-
shaped panels, which are characterized by two lengths, \(a\) and \(b\), and the panel angle \(\alpha\) (Fig. 4.1(D)). Under assumption of rigid origami model, this pattern features one degree of freedom, meaning that we can fully describe its kinematics using the unit cell intrinsic geometry and one of folding angle, here defined as the dihedral angle \(\theta\).

Figure 4.1: Design, assembly, and response of an origami-FSS with dipole elements of dimension 20x2 mm. Prototype of (A) single-layer, (B) mirror-stacked, and (C) inline-stacked Miura-FSS. (D) Miura-FSS unit cell with \(a = b = 20\) mm, \(\alpha = 45^\circ\) and its folded configuration with folding angle \(\theta\). (E) Assembly of two identical Miura-Ori layers \((a = b = 20\) mm, \(\alpha = 45^\circ\)) into a mirror-stacked configuration and its unit cell. (F) Assembly of two Miura-Ori layers into an inline-stacked configuration and its unit cell, where the intrinsic geometry for the “white” unit cell is defined as \(a = b = 20\) mm, \(\alpha = 45^\circ\), and for the “shaded” unit cell as \(a = 23.3\) mm, \(b = 20\) mm, \(\alpha = 52^\circ\). The electric field \(E\) on the same direction of the dipole elements.

A typical single-layer Miura-FSS consists of a single sheet of the Miura-Ori pattern with two dipole elements per unit cell (Fig. 4.1(A,D)). In this work, the dipole elements are inkjet-printed over the mountain folds and centered along length \(b\) to demonstrate the realization of highly flexible conductive traces, which is an essential requirement for origami-inspired tunable electrical/RF structures over a continuous range of states. Dipoles are fundamental electromagnetic structures that help us fully understand the frequency behav-
ior of a Miura-FSS across folding states.

By stacking two Miura-FSS sheets, we realized two multi-layer configurations: the mirror multi-layer stacking (Fig. 4.1(B,E)) and the inline multi-layer stacking (Fig. 4.1(C,F)). The former consists of two identical Miura-FSS layers connected along the valleys in a mirror fashion, and the latter consists of distinct and kinematic compatible layers [1] connected along the valley folds. Both stacking types preserve the flat-foldability and in-plane kinematics of the Miura-Ori (see Appendix A, Section A.1), which is described as a function of the intrinsic geometry and dihedral angle $\theta$ (shown in Fig. 4.1(D-F)).

Figure 4.2: (A) Frequency response in terms of transmission coefficient $S_{21}$ for the single-layer, mirror-stacked, and inline-stacked Miura-Ori shown in Fig. 4.1 for folding angles $\theta = 60^\circ, 90^\circ, 120^\circ$ corresponding to extensions of 50%, 71%, 87%, respectively; and considering a perpendicular angle of incidence (AoI) and (B) for folding angle $\theta = 90^\circ$ (i.e. 71% extension) and AoI = 0°, 30°, 75°. The electric field $E$ on the same direction of the dipole elements.

4.3 Results and Discussion

The single-layer Miura-FSS structure along with its two multi-layer configurations were designed and simulated in Ansys HFSS. To exploit the periodic nature of the Miura-FSS
Figure 4.3: Simulated response of the Miura-Ori based FSS, in which the internal lines represent the resonant frequency, and the top and bottom lines represent the cut-off frequencies at -10 dB. Response of the FSS structures with distinct panel angles $\alpha = 52^\circ, 56^\circ, 60^\circ, 64^\circ, 70^\circ$ (in the case of inline-stacking, $\alpha = \alpha_t$, i.e. the angle $\alpha$ for the top layer). (A-C) For a specific angle of incidence $\text{AoI} = 0^\circ$ and distinct folding angles $\theta = 60^\circ, 90^\circ, 120^\circ$ for single-layer, mirror-stacked, and inline-stacked Miura-FSS, respectively; (D-F) For a specific folding angle $\theta = 90^\circ$ and distinct $\text{AoI} = 0^\circ, 30^\circ, 75^\circ$ considering single-layer, mirror-stacked, inline-stacked Miura-FSS, respectively.

structure while saving computational time and resources, for each configuration, only the unit cell (shown in Fig. 4.1(D-F)) was simulated using master/slave boundary conditions and Floquet port excitation [5]. The simulation results were verified by a bi-static measurement setup consisting of two broadband horn antennas placed in the line-of-sight to each other with the fabricated Miura-FSS structure placed in the middle. To ensure uniform folding angle throughout the Miura-Ori based FSS structure and minimize measurement errors, we 3D printed specialized frames to hold the FSS structures at different folding angles. As shown in Fig. 4.2(A), the simulated and measured insertion loss ($S_{21}$) for the single and the two multi-layer Miura-FSS configurations display good agreement with each other.

The simulated frequency response for the three Miura-FSS configurations with respect
to different folding angles ($\theta$) and panel angles ($\alpha$) is shown in Fig. 4.3. All Miura-FSS structures resonate at a higher frequency as the folding angle ($\theta$) is decreased. This is because of the reduction in the effective electrical length of the dipole elements as they morph from a flat configuration to a V-shape structure as the Miura-FSS structure is folded. It is also interesting to note here that while the single-layer Miura-FSS structure has a single resonant frequency with a narrow bandwidth ($\leq 15\%$), the two multi-layer Miura-FSS structures feature multiple resonance behavior to realize much broader bandwidth. The frequency response of a typical Miura-FSS can be easily changed on-demand by varying the folding angle ($\theta$) for a given panel angle ($\alpha$).

Figure 4.2(A) shows that the inline-stacked Miura-FSS configuration features two operating frequencies (modes). The lower frequency is mainly determined by the coupling between the two layers (coupling mode), while the higher frequency is determined by the size of the resonant dipole element and the folding angle (resonant mode). At lower values of the panel angle ($\alpha_t$), the change in effective interlayer distance is negligible compared to the wavelength of the resonant mode frequency, which results in the same coupling mode frequency for different folding angles. Moreover, the overall electrical length of the dipole element is reduced by decreasing the folding angle ($\theta$), thereby causing a shift in resonant mode frequency to higher values. However, the coupling mode frequency also changes with different folding angles for higher values of $\alpha_t$ since the change in the interlayer distance becomes comparable to the resonant mode frequency. The two resonant frequencies merge at $\alpha_t = 70^\circ$, which indicates strong coupling between the two layers as shown in Fig. 4.3(C). Furthermore, the inline-stacked Miura-FSS structure features a very stable angle of incidence (AoI) frequency response as shown in Fig. 4.3(F). That is, the change in resonant frequency is relatively small and can be compensated by larger filter bandwidth at higher AoI [50]. An exception occurs at panel angles that feature weak coupling between the two layers (e.g., $\alpha = 52^\circ$).

In contrast to the inline-stacked Miura-FSS, the inter-layer distance for mirror-stacked
Figure 4.4: Relation between folding angle $\theta$ and dipole distances $D_w$, $D_t$ and $\Delta h$ for the mirror-stack and inline-stack of the Miura-FSS. (A) For the mirror stacking of identical layers, the shades represent the range of the curves for panel angles $\alpha$ between $45^\circ$ and $70^\circ$. The green, blue and orange shades represent how $\Delta h$, $D_t$, and $D_w$, respectively, vary with respect to $\alpha$. (B) For the inline stacking, the green shade represents the variation of $\Delta h$ for panel angles $\alpha_t$ (subscript $t$ refers to the top layer) between $52^\circ$ and $70^\circ$. The blue and orange dashed lines represent the distances $D_t$ and $D_w$ between the dipoles of the top and bottom layers. In both figures, the yellow dots represent the configurations in which percentage bandwidth $\leq 15\%$ (comparable to single layer Miura-FSS) while black dots represent configurations which can realize broader bandwidth ($> 15\%$), and brown dots represent configurations with multi-band and multi-resonant frequency.

Miura-FSS increases as folding angle $\theta$ decreases. This behavior is illustrated in Fig. 4.4, which shows how the distances between the resonant elements change depending on panel angle $\alpha$ and folding angle $\theta$ (see Appendix A, Section A.1). By comparing the interlayer distance ($\Delta h$) plots for the two multilayer configurations, we see that mirror-stacking offers a relatively higher variation in $\Delta h$, causing the structure’s frequency response to be more sensitive to the folding angle as opposed to the inline-stacking configuration. However, the optimum inter-layer distance for a given $\alpha$ is difficult to achieve in the mirror configuration for all folding angles $\theta$. Typically, the structure would have a strong resonance with wide bandwidth when $\Delta h \leq n\lambda/2$, where $n$ is a positive integer. In contrast to in-line stacking configuration, mirror-stacked Miura-FSS has good AoI rejection only at lower values of $\alpha$. 
Because of poor inter-layer coupling at higher values of $\alpha$, we get unstable AoI rejection as shown in Fig. 4.3(E).

4.4 Methods

4.4.1 Sample fabrication

We fabricated each layer of the Miura-FSS by perforating the Miura-Ori pattern on 0.11 mm-thick cellulose paper with a mechanical cutting machine (Silhouette CAMEO, Silhouette America) that perforates and cuts the origami pattern on the paper. The pattern had $6 \times 5$ unit cells in the $x$- and $y$-directions, respectively. These cells were a modified version of the Miura-Ori unit cell, in which we included slit cuts with no perforation between them to realize “bridge-like” structures that allow for the inkjet-printed dipoles to smoothly bend over the fold lines, thereby avoiding cracks or breakage in the conductive trace during folding (Fig.4.5(A))

![Figure 4.5: Schematics of the general fabrication process and experimental setup. (A) Schematics of the fabrication process of each Miura-FSS layer, which consists of the perforation of the modified Miura-Ori pattern, inkjet-printing of the dipole elements, and manual folding of the pattern. (B) Schematics of the experimental characterization setup. The top box shows a side (“plane of incidence”) view of the setup, where AoI (angle of incidence) represents how much we tilted the support table, reflecting the relative angle between the incident waves and the normal to the FSS structure plane.](image-url)
4.4.2 Experimental testing

We tested each prototype in three geometric configurations. For accuracy, we used 3D printed frames to shape the prototype into the desired folding angles ($\theta = 60^\circ, 90^\circ$ and $120^\circ$). Each test consisted of placing the prototype with the 3D printed frame between two horn antennas in the line-of-sight. We attached the horn antennas to a vector network analyzer (VNA), to measure the $S_{21}$ (transmission coefficient) values of the three Miura-FSS configurations. The frequency response of the structures with respect to the folding angle was measured for only normal incidence ($AoI = 0^\circ$). While the angle of incidence rejection capability of the structures was measured by keeping the folding angle fixed ($\theta = 90^\circ$) and rotating the support table about the rotation axis (Fig. 4.5(B) and Fig. A.3).

4.4.3 Mechanical Properties of the Cellulose Paper

The bending stiffness of the panels ($K_B$) and folding stiffness of hinges ($K_F$) are essential mechanical properties that dictate the behavior of the Miura-Ori pattern. Thus, to characterize those quantities for the fabricated Miura-FSS, we test individual panels and hinges made of 0.11mm-thick cellulose paper. For the test, we use a custom-build testing bed (detailed description in Appendix B) that mainly consists of a frame with a fixed plate that is attached to the load cell and a movable plate that is responsible for applying displacement (Fig. 4.6). We attach a 3D printed force arm to the fixed plate, and to the movable plate, we attach a spacer. The spacer is responsible for holding the sample and providing clearance for the sample to fold/bend. The spacer and the force arm are placed 20 mm apart (in the $x$-direction).

To measure the bending stiffness of the panels ($K_B$), we test five samples with a single 40x20 mm panel surrounded by folded tabs. Those tabs simulate the existence of surrounding panels. We attach one side of the panel to the spacer and apply a total displacement of 5 mm in the $y$-direction (Fig. 4.7). The spacer moves with the movable plate and presses the sample against the force arm. The arm is attached to the load cell that measures the
Figure 4.6: Testing setup for the characterization of the bending stiffness of the panels ($K_B$) and folding stiffness of the hinges ($K_F$). Distance is shown in mm.

reaction force ($F$).

For the measurement of the folding stiffness of the hinges ($K_F$), we test five samples with two 20x20 mm panels. Those panels are also surrounded by folded tabs and are connected by a single hinge. The hinge was fabricated with the same dashed perforation as the Miura-FSS samples. Before the test, each hinge is completely folded and unfolded to the initial position shown in Fig. 4.7. Similar to the panels’ test, we attached the sample to the spacer and applied a total displacement of 10 mm in the $y$-direction.

For each increment of applied displacement ($\Delta u$) and measured force ($F$), we calculate the moment $M$ at the bending/folding regions and the rotation angle $\psi$ as

$$M = d_x F, \quad \psi = \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{u_0}{d_x} \right) - \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{u_0 - \Delta u}{d_x} \right) \quad (4.1)$$

where $d_x$ is the distance between the crease/bending line and the force arm (i.e., $d_x = 10$ mm), and $u_0$ is the initial distance between the force arm and the spacer in the $y$-direction.
Figure 4.7: Schematics of the single panel (left) and single hinge (right) test for characterization of the bending and folding stiffness, respectively. Here we show only the spacer holding the samples in the initial (top) and intermediate (bottom) position. The red arrows and line represent the region where the displacement is applied (i.e., where the force arm touches the sample). Distances are shown in mm.

For the measurements of bending stiffness, $u_0 = 0$ and for the folding stiffness, $u_0 = 5$ mm.

Fig. 4.8 shows the moment-rotation diagrams of one panel and one hinge sample. From the slope of the fitted curve, we obtained the stiffness of each sample. Table 4.1 shows the stiffness per unit length for each sample. We average the stiffness values and obtained the stiffness ratio $K_r = K_B/K_F = 3.3$. This ratio will be used for the mechanical simulation of the Miura-FSS.
Figure 4.8: Moment $M$ vs. rotation angle $\psi$ of one (A) panel sample and one (B) hinge sample made of cellulose paper. The measured data is plotted in blue lines, and the red lines represent the linear regressions. From the slope of the red line, the rotational stiffness is obtained.

Table 4.1: Cellulose Paper Properties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$K_B$ (N-mm(rad-mm)$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$R^2_B$</th>
<th>$K_F$ (N-mm(rad-mm)$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$R^2_F$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.02432</td>
<td>0.9800</td>
<td>0.01211</td>
<td>0.8734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.02604</td>
<td>0.9417</td>
<td>0.00602</td>
<td>0.8926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.02533</td>
<td>0.9631</td>
<td>0.00622</td>
<td>0.9212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.02630</td>
<td>0.9707</td>
<td>0.01263</td>
<td>0.8959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.02497</td>
<td>0.9536</td>
<td>0.00478</td>
<td>0.8713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Average</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>0.008353</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.89088</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4.4 Bar and Hinge Simulation Using Merlin Software

To simulate the electromagnetic response of the Miura-FSS, we assumed that the fabricated structures have the same kinematics as a rigid Miura-Ori. To show that this is a reasonable assumption, we simulate the in-plane mechanical behavior of the fabricated Miura-FSS and compare it to the rigid origami behavior, which is analytically described by the kinematic equations provided in Appendix A, Section A.1.

We simulate the in-plan folding motion of the Miura-FSS using the Merlin software...
[81, 82, 83], which is a nonlinear implementation of the bar-and-hinge model [84]. Following the bar-and-hinge discretization, each crease line is modeled as a bar with rotational springs along its length. Similar bars are also added along the panels shortest diagonals (Fig. 4.9(A)). Those additional bars provide an approximation to the bending behavior of the panels. The major material parameter for this analysis is the stiffness of the rotational springs. For the bars that represent the crease lines, the rotational stiffness corresponds to the hinges’ folding stiffness \( K_F \). For the diagonal bars, the rotational stiffness corresponds to the bending stiffness \( K_B \) of the panels. Note that both values were obtained from the material characterization in section 4.4.3.

To simulate the same folding motion necessary for the reconfigurability of the proposed Miura-FSS, we apply the boundary conditions shown in Fig. 4.9(B) and impose a displacement to the boundary nodes on the right. The total imposed displacement is equivalent to the change in the folding angle from \( \theta = 120^\circ \) to \( \theta = 60^\circ \) (i.e., total displacement of -62.12 mm in the \( x \)-direction). The final configuration (equivalent to \( \theta = 60^\circ \)) is shown in Fig. 4.9(C), where the brown lines represent the initial configuration. Fig. 4.9(D-F) shows the final configuration obtained from the simulation for single-layer, mirror, and inline stacking, where the red lines represent the position of the crease lines under a rigid origami assumption (i.e., calculated following the parametrization in Eq. A.1). We observe that the boundary unit cells do not behave as rigid origami, but the unit cells in the middle present a behavior close to a rigid origami. Thus, in Fig. 4.9(G-I), we quantitatively compare the values for the parameters calculated from Eq. A.1 and Eq. A.3 (red column) with the parameters measured for each unit cell. The green and blue columns represent the minimum and maximum values obtained from the Merlin simulation, respectively. The percentages indicate the difference between the values obtained from the simulation and the values from Eqs. A.1 and A.3.

Fig. 4.9(J-L) shows the stored energy, where the red line represents the total stored energy. The shaded areas represent the portion of the energy of the hinge folding (red), panels
bending (blue), and stretching of the crease lines (magenta). For the single-layer Miura-FSS, we observe that a small portion of the energy corresponds to bending and stretching, while for the multi-layer structures, those are negligible, indicates that deformations occur mainly at the hinges.

4.5 Concluding Remarks

In this work, we created Miura-Ori-based FSS multi-layer structures that feature the unprecedented capability of on-the-fly reconfigurability to different specifications (multiple bands, broadband/narrowband bandwidth, wide-angle of incidence rejection). By combining additive manufacturing and origami principles, we achieve tunable electrical components that can be reconfigured over continuous state ranges from folded (compact) to unfolded (large surface) configurations on cellulose paper. The use of a highly porous substrate along with the “bridge-like” structures allows the realization of truly flexible resonant elements that maintain high conductivity even for large bending angles, further enhancing the states of reconfigurability. The dipole elements’ electrical length in these structures changes when the Miura-Ori is folded, which is the tuning mechanism for the shape-reconfigurable response of the FSS structure.

We remark that the present approach applies to other developable and non-developable tessellations. Furthermore, multi-layer origami-based FSS can be developed from layers of tessellations with compatible in-plane kinematics [85], such as Miura-Ori derivatives [86, 87] and kirigami patterns [88, 89]. In addition, the mirror-stacking FSS could be explored considering layers with different intrinsic geometry. In this case, the maximum distance between resonant elements could be better controlled, such that the distance among the resonant elements is finite (no inter-penetration) as the stacked configuration unfolds.
Figure 4.9: Mechanical simulation of the Miura-Ori pattern. (A) Discretization of the unit cell using the bar and hinge model. (B) Applied Boundary conditions. (C) Final configuration after applied displacement from $\theta = 120^\circ$ to $\theta = 60^\circ$. Final configuration of the (D) Single layer and (E) mirror-stacking with $a = b = 20$ mm and $\alpha = 45^\circ$, and (F) Inline-stacking with $a_b = b_b = 20$ mm, $\alpha_b = 45^\circ$ and $\alpha_t = 60^\circ$, where the red lines represents the configuration assuming a rigid origami behavior. (G-I) Comparison of the unit cell parameters for the rigid origami assumption, and Merlin simulation. (J-K) Plot of the stored energy.
Deployability, multifunctionality, and tunability are features that can be explored in the design space of origami engineering solutions. These features arise from the shape-changing capabilities of origami assemblies, which require effective actuation for full functionality. Current actuation strategies rely either on slow, or tethered or bulky actuators (or a combination). To broaden applications of origami designs, we introduce an origami system with magnetic control. We couple the geometrical and mechanical properties of the bi-stable Kresling pattern with a magnetically responsive material to realize the untethered and local/distributed actuation with controllable speed, which can be as fast as a tenth of a second with instantaneous shape locking. We show how this strategy facilitates multi-modal actuation of the multi-cell assemblies, in which any unit cell can be independently folded and deployed, allowing for on-the-fly programmability. In addition, we demonstrate how the Kresling assembly can serve as a basis for tunable physical properties and for digital computing. The magnetic origami systems are applicable to origami-inspired robots, morphing structures and devices, metamaterials, and multifunctional devices with multiphysics responses.

5.1 Introduction

Origami applications take advantage of the shape change capabilities to create tunable, deployable, and multifunctional systems. Naturally, shape changing systems require proper actuation. Unfortunately, the lack of a robust solution for shape actuation is one of the barriers to widespread use of origami-based engineering solutions. While many applications focus on mechanical [20] and pneumatic [16, 17, 18, 19] actuations, those solutions result
in bulky assemblages with excessive wiring. Although other solutions exist, where thermo-
[21, 22, 13], humidity- [24], and pH-responsive [23] materials are adopted, the actuation
speed of the shape transformation is significantly limited by the slow response rate of the
materials and/or actuation sources.

By means of origami engineering, kinematic shape change can be synergistically in-
tegrated with mechanical instabilities to devise functional mechanisms [90, 91, 19, 92].
Such instabilities may arise from non-rigid foldable patterns with an unstable deformation
path leading to a stable state, representing multi-stability and an instantaneous shape lock-
ing [17, 2]. The Kresling pattern [93] is an example of a geometrically bi-stable pattern
that can be spontaneously generated on a thin cylindrical shell under axial and torsional
load, displaying a natural coupling between axial deformation and rotation. For a bi-stable
Kresling, the bi-stability represents an instantaneous shape locking of the pattern in the two
stable states, which are achieved either by axial forces or torques that are superior to the
energy barrier between states. When composed of axially assembled $N$ unit cells, the Kres-
ling assembly can effectively accomplish tremendous height shrinkage, while possessing
the capability of achieving $2^N$ stable states if each unit cell is actuated locally (e.g., Fig.
5.1). Because of those properties, this pattern has been used in several applications, such
as metamaterials [94, 95], robot [20], and wave propagation media [96]. However, un-
der currently available actuation methods (e.g., motors, pressure, shape memory polymers,
and hydrogels), those Kresling structures are limited by slow actuation or bulky wiring
systems. Further, local/distributed control requires multiple actuation sources as well as
multiple controllers, leading to increased system complexity.

Recently, magnetic-responsive materials have emerged as a promising alternative for
shape control [97, 98], as it allows for untethered ultra-fast and controlled actuation speed,
as well as distributed actuation [99, 100]. The magnetic untethered control separates the
power source and controller out of the actuator by using field-responsive materials, making
applications possible at different scales (e.g., macro, micro, and nano). These features pro-
mote magnetic actuation as an ideal solution for origami shape transformation, as explored in this chapter. Thus, we attach magnetic-responsive plates to the Kresling unit cells for the application of torsion to a level that triggers the bi-stable state transition (Fig. 5.2(A)). This torsional force is instantaneously generated in the presence of an external magnetic field $B$, which causes the plate to rotate while trying to align its programmed magnetization $M$ with $B$. For multi-cell Kresling assembly with a magnetic plate attached on each unit cell, different magnetic torque intensities and directions can be exerted by distinguishing the magnetization directions of the magnetic plates. The unit cells can be actuated simultaneously or independently by utilizing different magnetic torques of the magnetic plates and distinct geometric-mechanical properties of each unit cell. Further, the magnetization directions change with the states of the multi-cell assembly, allowing multi-modal distributed actuation by controlling just the magnetic field.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. First, we present and discuss the design and actuation of the Kresling pattern using different strategies. Next, we provide two
5.2 Results and Discussion

5.2.1 Geometry and Magnetic Actuation

The Kresling pattern is a non-rigid foldable origami, meaning deformation is not restricted only to folding hinges but also involves bending and stretching of both panels and hinges. This non-rigid behavior is what allows for unit cell bi-stability. Although, theoretically, all geometrically designed Kresling unit cells present bi-stability, the material plays an important role in whether or not this behavior will be observed in the fabricated unit cell.
Thus, to guarantee bi-stability, the design of the pattern parameters (panel angle $\alpha$, and lengths $a$ and $b$ in Fig. C.1) are guided both by geometric relations [101] and computational mechanics simulations [81] (Appendix C, Section C.1, Table C.1). The Kresling unit cells are fabricated with cut-relieved hinges [102], that is, we replace diagonal mountain folds by cuts (Fig. C.1). In each unit cell, we add a magnetic-responsive plate with volume $V$ and a programmed magnetization $M$, whose direction is always in the plane of the plate. In the presence of an external magnetic field $B$, a magnetic torque $T = V(M \times B)$ is generated, which tends to align the plate magnetization direction $\theta_M$ with the magnetic field direction $\theta_B$. Note that the direction of the applied magnetic field is also in the plane of the plate so that the induced magnetic torque causes a rotational motion of the plate around the longitudinal axis of the Kresling unit cell. This motion twists the unit cell by an angle $\delta\theta$.

Fig. 5.2(A) shows a single unit cell that folds under a clockwise magnetic torque. Because the unit cell is bi-stable, an energy barrier has to be overcome for the switch from stable state $\{1\}$ (deployed) to $\{0\}$ (folded). We experimentally quantified this energy barrier by obtaining the required torque to fold the unit cell (black curve in Fig. 5.2(B)) via a uniaxial compression (see Methods Section 5.3.3). The magnetic torque has to be both clockwise and larger than the required torque ($T_r+$) for the unit cell to fold. The magnetic torque $T$ with clockwise as the positive direction is computed as $T = BMV \sin(\theta_M - \theta_B)$, where $B$ is the magnetic field intensity, $M$ is the magnetization intensity of the magnetic plate (Appendix C, Section C.2.2), and both directions $\theta_B$ and $\theta_M$ are defined with respect to the $x$-axis. Taking the case with magnetization direction $\theta_M = 180^\circ$ at the deployed state, as an example, the Kresling pattern folds when the provided magnetic torque is larger than the required torque during the entire folding process (red curve in Fig. 5.2(B) with $B = 20\text{mT}$ and $\theta_B = 80^\circ$). Note that the magnetic torque varies during the rotation of the magnetic plate. If the applied magnetic torque is smaller than the required torque at any angle during the entire folding process (blue curve in Fig. 5.2(B) with $B = 20\text{mT}$ and $\theta_B = 140^\circ$), the Kresling pattern will fail to achieve the folded state and will return.
Figure 5.3: Magnetic actuation of the Kresling pattern ($H = 18.2\text{mm}$) from folded state $\{0\}$ to deployed state $\{1\}$ (A) Schematic of the actuation process, where $\theta_B = 240^\circ$ is the direction of the magnetic field $B$, and the magnetization $M$ has direction $\theta_M = 129^\circ$. (B) Torque $T_{r-}$ is required to switch the unit cell stable state, and the torques produced by the magnetic actuation versus the rotation angle $\delta\theta$. (C) Contour plot of the experimental and analytical results for the deployment, showing if the unit cell will switch from stable state $\{0\}$ to stable state $\{1\}$, depending on the direction of the magnetic field $\theta_B$ and intensity of the magnetic field $B$.

to the deployed state when the magnetic field is removed. Because of the tunability of the magnetic field, the actuation speed can be controlled as fast as a tenth of a second. Fig. 5.2(C) shows the required actuation condition (combination of $B$ and $\theta_B$) to fold the Kresling from state $\{1\}$ to $\{0\}$ (Appendix C, Section C.3). For the deployment of the unit cell (switching from state $\{0\}$ to $\{1\}$), a counterclockwise torque $T < T_{r-}$ throughout the rotation is required. Fig. 5.3 shows the deployment process and required actuation condition.
5.2.2 Distributed Actuation

Rationally designing the individual magnetization on each unit cell of the Kresling assembly allows a distributed torque to be introduced along the longitudinal axis of the assembly and under the applied magnetic field. To explain the concept, Fig. 5.4 show the actuation of a two-cell assembly with equivalent geometries. The global states are defined by a binary code \( \{ij\} \), with \( i \) and \( j \) denoting the bottom and top unit cells, respectively. For example, global state \( \{10\} \) corresponds to the state in which the bottom unit cell is deployed and the top unit cell is folded. Each unit cell behaves differently because of the different magnetization directions of the attached magnetic plates (e.g., \( 0^\circ \) and \( 90^\circ \) at the folded state \( \{00\} \)). Tailoring the intensity and direction of the magnetic field, we can precisely actuate the two-cell assembly from, and to, any of the four stable states. In Fig. 5.4, we provide the top view of the unit cells as the assembly switches from the stable state \( \{00\} \) to the other three stable states under a 20mT magnetic field.

Starting from state \( \{00\} \), when a 20mT magnetic field is applied at \( \theta_B = 120^\circ \), the torque generated is enough to deploy the bottom unit cell, but not the top one, leading to a new stable state \( \{10\} \). Note that the torque generated on the top unit cell is determined only by the top magnetic plate, while the torque acting on the bottom unit cell is the vector summation of the magnetic torques from both magnetic plates. Thus, only the bottom unit cell can change state, rotating by \( \delta \theta_1 \), making the top unit cell rotate with it by rigid body motion (i.e., \( \delta \theta_2 = \delta \theta_1 \)). From Global State \( \{00\} \) to \( \{01\} \), the change of state occurs under a magnetic field with intensity \( B = 20 \text{mT} \) and direction \( \theta_B = 240^\circ \). In the bottom unit cell, the magnetic field induces a clockwise magnetic torque that is opposite to the rotation direction for deployment, preventing the state change (\( \delta \theta_1 = 0 \)). While, in the top unit cell, the magnetic field induces a counterclockwise torque larger than the required torque (i.e., \( T < T_{r-} \)), leading to the unit cell deployment with a rotation \( \delta \theta_2 \). From Global State \( \{00\} \) to \( \{11\} \), the change of state occurs under a magnetic field with intensity \( B = 20 \text{mT} \) and direction \( \theta_B = 180^\circ \). In both bottom and top unit cells, the magnetic field induces a
Figure 5.4: Schematics of the magnetic actuation of a two-cell Kresling assembly. The first column represents the initial state of the unit cells and the other three columns show the three different stable states of the assembly after the magnetic actuation. The parameters $\delta \theta_1$ and $\delta \theta_2$ denote the rotation angle of the bottom and top unit cells, respectively. In each column, the corner insets represent the unit cell state after the magnetic field is removed. $T_{r+}$ and $T_{r-}$ represent the required torques to fold and deploy the unit cell, respectively. The red cross (on the third column) denotes that the rotation is constrained by the geometry. Counterclockwise torque larger than the required torque (i.e., $T < T_{r-}$). Thus, the bottom unit cell rotates by $\delta \theta_1$ and the top unit cell rotates by $\delta \theta_1 + \delta \theta_2$. Fig. 5.5(A) shows the contour plot of the magnetic field direction and the intensity needed to keep the global state at \{00\} or to switch to any of the three other stable states (i.e., states \{10\}, \{11\}, and \{01\}). Fig. 5.5(B-D) shows the contour plots for the actuation starting from the stable states \{10\}, \{11\}, and \{01\}, which provides guidance to achieve sequential deformations from a specific state to the others.
Based on the concept of distributed actuation, we can theoretically achieve $2^N$ stable states from a Kresling assembly with $N$ unit cells. This multi-stable assembly therefore enables large number of state shifting, which can be further explored for multifunctional applications such as tunable physical properties and logic computing that will be discussed in the following sections.

5.2.3 State Shifting of Kresling Assembly

Taking advantage of distributed actuation, we explore the multiple state shifting behavior of the Kresling with enhanced programmability by assembling unit cells with reverse creases. As shown in Fig. 5.6(A), two assembled unit cells are chiral to each other and have opposite folding rotational direction. The orange unit cell folds under clockwise (CW) rotation, while blue unit cell folds under counterclockwise (CCW) rotation. As an example, we
show in Fig. 5.6(B) a four-cell Kresling assembly with chiral unit cells (blue-orange-blue-orange) in which we can program the actuation of the achiral groups (represented by same colors) to fold/deploy together. This strategy also allows for two global actuation modes: (1) purely rotational modes in which the change in global state occurs without axial displacement (represented by switching between states \{1010\} and \{0101\} in Fig. 5.6(B)); and (2) purely axial modes in which the change in global state occurs without the change in global rotation (for example, switching between states \{1111\} and \{0000\} in Fig. 5.6(B)). This occurs because the rotation of the pair of chiral unit cells cancels each other, leading to no rotation between the polygonal panels in the two extremities. The distributed actuation allows us to achieve the fully and selectively folded/deployed states even though we control the unit cells in groups. All the reported actuation strategies are possible because of the local response of the magnetic plates under the two-dimensional magnetic field generated by the setup in Fig. 5.6(C). The setup consists of two pairs of coils along the Cartesian \(x\)- and \(y\)-directions. Inside the coil assembly, the samples are attached to an acrylic base that kinematically restricts one of the ends, leaving the other end free for any type of displacement. In Fig. 5.6(D), we show the contour plots with the measured actuation parameters \((B, \theta_B)\) needed to cyclically switch states \{11\}, \{01\}, \{00\}, \{10\}. Although some transformations cannot be attained directly, the actuation actually closes a loop, meaning that we can actuate the Kresling assembly to all the possible global stable states via the ultra-fast magnetic actuation method by controlling applied magnetic field intensity and direction.

5.2.4 Distributed Actuation for Tunable Physical Property

The aforementioned discussion focuses on the Kresling assemblies with the same unit cell geometry (same required torque and energy barrier between stable states). Since their multi-cell assemblies can shift between states under the distributed actuation, we geometrically engineer the energy barriers needed to fold/deploy each unit cell to achieve tunable physical property. In our designs, the polygon size and type are fixed, and only the height
Figure 5.6: Magnetic actuation of generalized reverse creases Kresling assemblies with multiple cells. (A) Two-cell Kresling assembly with reverse creases. (B) Sequential magnetic actuation of unit cells with reverse creases. (C) Magnetic actuation setup used to provide the two-dimensional magnetic field. (D) Magnetic actuation of multi-cell assembly with reversed creases leading to cyclic switch of states \{11\}, \{01\}, \{00\}, \{10\}, \{11\}, ... etc. Each contour plot provides the set of actuation parameters ($B$ and $\theta_B$) needed to switch the unit cell from one stable state to the other.

of the unit cell in the deployed state is changed to tune the required energy barrier effectively. From those constraints, the crease pattern parameters are computed (Appendix C, Section C.1). The increase in height relates to the increasing of the energy barrier between states, as shown by the experimentally measured force-displacement curves (Fig. 5.7(A)) and the computed stored energy (Fig. 5.7(B)) of the unit cells under the axial compression load (Methods Section 5.3.2). The samples are fixed at the bottom, which restricts both rotation and axial displacement, and are entirely free at the top (see inset in Fig. 5.7(A)). Because of the specific boundary conditions (fixed-free ends) of the test, we do not obtain (measure) negative forces. Instead, the null forces in Fig. 5.7(A) indicate that the unit cell
snaps and loses contact with the load cell. Although the test gives no information about the unit cell during the snapping process, it provides the stored energy before the snapping point and the height change between the states of each unit cell. The initial slope of the force-displacement curve can be further used to calculate the stiffness of each unit cell. From the uniaxial compression, we obtain the required torque needed to actuate each unit cell design (Methods Section 5.3.3, Fig. C.8), which guides the parameter design of the magnetic actuation. Fig. 5.7(C) shows the contour plots with the analytical and experimental values for the actuation parameters. It can be seen that the actuation of unit cells with higher energy barrier requires larger $B$, meaning that we can use distinct energy barriers for the actuation, where the wide range of magnetic field intensity allows for the local control of assemblies with a larger number of unit cells (e.g., $N > 4$).

The assembly of geometrically different unit cells enables tunable mechanical properties under the distributed magnetic actuation. Because each unit cell presents distinct stiffness, we can conceptualize the assembly as springs in series and compute the system’s stiffness in each one of the global states, where the Kresling units are selectively folded/deployed. Fig. 5.7(D) shows the experimental force-displacement curve for the four-cell assembly. In this plot, we observe a sequential compression of the unit cells. In the first linear region, we characterize the stiffness $K$ at the all-deployed state $\{1111\}$.

Similarly, we characterize the stiffness of the assembly at the other states and report it in Fig. 5.7(E) together with the theoretical values (See Appendix C, Section C.1.3). From this figure, we observe that by using the proposed distributed actuation, we can tune the stiffness of the assembly by switching between stable states.

5.2.5 Multifunctional Origami for Digital Computing

Origami systems have recently been explored for digital computing because of the potential applications in intelligent autonomous soft robots, integrating the capabilities of actuation, sensing, and computing in the origami assemblies, acting as either basic logic gates [24]
or integrated memory storage devices [95]. The multifunctional origami can eliminate the requirement of conventional rigid electronic components and its stiffness mismatch with compliant origami bodies. The bi-stable nature of the Kresling pattern shows its potential in representing a binary system for digital computing, introducing multifunctionality into our Kresling system that goes beyond structural actuation. To develop a multifunctional Kresling assembly, we employ a magneto-mechano-electric device that incorporates actuation and computing capabilities, which could be further extended to sense external stimulation. The operation of the assembly is based on the distributed actuation of the
Figure 5.8: Origami logic circuit with LED (A) Schematics of the electric circuit of a single unit cell, where the arrows show the current direction depending on the state of the unit cell. If the unit cell is deployed, both switches are open and the current follow the green arrows, turning on the green light. Otherwise, the switches are closed, and the blue light is on. (B) Schematics showing the placement of the copper tape inside the crease pattern and folded unit cell. (C) Schematic showing how the state of the unit cell controls whether both switches are open or closed. (D) Demonstration of the logic circuit on a multi-cell pattern with unit cells with distinct energy barriers.

Kresling unit cells with distinct, geometrically designed, energy barriers. By treating the applied magnetic torque as the input signal and digitizing the resultant mechanical states of the Kresling pattern as digital output \{1\} (deployed state) or \{0\} (folded state), it can be regarded as a Schmitt Trigger (Fig. 5.8(A)), a basic comparator circuit to convert analog input signal to a digital output signal. The higher and lower thresholds of the “Origami Schmitt Trigger” are the required torques \(T_{r+}\) and \(T_{r-}\) to change the stable state of the unit cell. Blue and green LEDs are used to represent the folded and deployed stable states,
respectively. To construct the circuit, copper tape is attached inside the unit cell to form two switches (Fig. 5.8(B)). Switch 0 is connected to the blue LED in series and Switch 1 is connected to the green LED in parallel (Fig. 5.8(A)). Starting from the deployed state, when \( T > T_{r+} \), the unit cell changes to the folded state \( \{0\} \) and both switches are closed (blue paths in Fig. 5.8(A)). The green LED is short-circuited and only the blue LED is turned on (Fig. 5.8(C)). Now, starting from the folded state, if we apply a \( T < T_{r-} \), the unit cell changes to the deployed state \( \{1\} \), both switches are open and only the green LED is turned on (green path in Fig. 5.8(A)). If the applied magnetic torque is not enough to change the state of the Kresling pattern, the “Origami Schmitt Trigger” remains in its state and possesses memory. With the concept of “Origami Schmitt Trigger”, we design a device for three-bit information storage and display using a three-cell magneto-mechano-electric Kresling assembly that has three different energy barriers and controllable multi-modal distributed actuation (Fig. 5.8(D)). Each unit cell is represented by two LEDs: The blue LED in the lighted state denotes the folded state of the unit cell. The other colored LEDs are green, yellow, and red, whose lighted state denotes the deployed state of the unit cell with the same color. In this way, the state of the Kresling assembly is digitized as three-bit information with real-time display. Fig. 5.8(D) demonstrates the transition between the eight states in a loop by accurately controlling the intensity and direction of the magnetic field \((B, \theta_B)\). The initial magnetization directions of the attached magnetic plates are shown in Table C.2. Note that by designing the Kresling geometries and magnetic controlling parameters, this device can be extended to a \(N\)-layer assembly with the capabilities of \(N\)-bit information storage resulted from the \(2^N\) distinct states. Additionally, because of the differently designed energy barriers in the assembly, the device can passively sense and actively respond to the external load, enabling an intelligent system with integrated actuation, sensing, and computing.
5.3 Methods

5.3.1 Samples Fabrication

We fabricate each unit cell of the Kresling pattern by perforating and cutting the pattern on Tant origami paper (0.1mm thick) with the PLS4.75 laser cutting system (Universal laser systems). The Kresling pattern is modified to a flower-like shape (Fig. C.1(B)) to accommodate the cuts along the mountain folds. Those cuts avoid kinks in the mountain folds, creating samples with similar response on multiple folding cycles [102]. After the pattern is folded, we use 3M Scotch double sided tape to attach the top and bottom polygons (Fig. 5.9). These polygons are made of 160g/m Canson Mi-Teintes paper (0.2 mm thick), a thicker paper meant to provide stiffness and avoid bending of the polygons.

![Figure 5.9: Fabrication steps of the Kresling unit cell.](image)

To the top of each unit cell, we attach the magnetized plate using Sil-Poxy silicone adhesive. We fabricate the magnetized plates by first mixing Ecoflex 00-30 silicone rubber and NdFeB particles into a homogeneous mixture with 30% NdFeB volume. This solution is poured into a circular 3D printed mold with 22mm of diameter and 3mm of depth and cured for one hour at 60°C. Next, we magnetize the plates using a magnetizer with an 1.5T impulse magnetic field. In Table C.2, we provide the magnetization directions of the magnetic plates at the folded state with respect to the x-axis and the geometries of the unit cells for the Kresling assembly presented in this Chapter.

We investigate the variability of the mechanical properties over multiple compression cycles. Fig. 5.10 shows the force-displacement response of a unit cell with $H = 18.2$mm
Figure 5.10: Kresling pattern (Design 3, $H = 18.2\text{mm}$) responses up to 500 compression cycles and snapshots of the experiment. Points a, b, and d are contact points, while point c is a non-contact point. Note that once the unit cell snaps, it loses contact with the load cell (e.g., point c), resulting on null forces until the contact is restored (e.g., point d).

(design 3 in Table C.1) up to its 500th folding cycle. We observed that the mechanical response stabilizes around the cycle 300. Thus, for consistent results, all the samples were folded and deployed up to 300 times prior to performing the magnetic actuation and mechanical tests reported in this work.

5.3.2 Mechanical Test

We test the mechanical properties of the Kresling unit cells under compression using a customized testing bed (see Appendix B). The setup consists of a metallic frame that integrates two steel plates. One plate is fixed and is connected to a 50N capacity load cell
(RSP1, Loadstar Sensors) with accuracy to 0.02\% full scale. The other plate is movable and is controlled by a stepper motor (STP-MTR-23079, SureStep). The testing bed has a safety mechanism that limits the distance between the two plates to be no smaller than 15mm, which is about the size of our samples. To overcome this size limitation, we add a 3D printed sample holder to the setup.

From the experiments, we observe that the stable states of the samples differ from the geometric folded stable state. In reality, the folded stable state is not equivalent to the flat-foldable state (that is, $H_0 > 0$). Similarly, the rotational angles $\delta \theta$ are also different from those geometrically computed $\Delta \psi$ and reported in Table C.1. This difference comes from the fact that the fabricated samples have panels with thickness and hinges with stiffness, while the geometric model assumes panels with zero thickness and hinges with zero stiffness.

**Setup #1: Folding of the Unit Cell**

For each unit cell design in Table C.1, we test five samples under compression. For the tests, we attach one end of the unit cell to the sample holder, while leaving the other end completely free (Fig. 5.11). The free end is compressed against the fixed plate. Note that because the sample has no physical connection to the fixed plate, once the sample snaps, the free end loses contact with the load cell (see snapshots in Fig. 5.10). This results in the region with zero load in the force-displacement curves. Once the free end reaches the load cell again, we see the load increasing.

**Setup #2: Folding and Deployment of the Unit Cell**

Because we need to measure the required forces to both fold (compress) and deploy (pull) the unit cell, we modified the boundary conditions of the testing setup. For deployment, we need to constrain both ends of the unit cell, while allowing for rotation of the end in contact with the fixed plate. Thus, we use a wire to attach the crease pattern to a acrylic
Figure 5.11: Compression test (setup #1). (A) Compression test bed and (B) Schematic of the test with fixed-free boundary conditions.

plate (Fig. 5.12(A)). In the acrylic plate, we laser cut a hole and a slot, allowing for the wire to pass through the plate and to be folded into the slot. This wire connection is enough to constraint the unit cell to the plate, while allowing for it to freely rotate. Once the attachment is done, we fold the unit cell, as described previously (Fig. 5.9). Next, we attach the acrylic plate to the testing bed fixed plate and attach the bottom of the unit cell to the sample holder (Fig. 5.12(B,C)). We first compress (fold) each unit cell from the deployed to the flat-folded state. Because both ends of the unit cell are constrained, the sample will not lose contact with the load cell. Thus, we obtain the entire equilibrium path between the stable states (Fig. 5.13) in which we observe a change in the direction of the axial load (from compression to tension). Once the unit cell reaches the stable state [0], the load
changes direction again (from tension to compression) and the unit cell is compressed until it reaches the flat-folded state. After reaching the flat-folded state, we start the deployment of the unit cell. At first, the unit cell deploys without any force being applied (i.e., the unit cell experiences unloading). After a stable state is reached, the unit cell starts to experience tension. Similarly to the folding process, we capture the entire equilibrium path and we observe a change in the direction of force (from tension to compression). Once the unit cell reaches another stable state, further deployment is only possible under tension (Fig. 5.13).

5.3.3 Rotation and Displacement Coupling

Because the Kresling pattern displays a coupling between compression and torsion, we can obtain the required torque to fold the unit cells from the uniaxial compression test. Thus, we use a compression test setup to measure the force needed to transition between the two stable states of the pattern (Fig. 5.7(A)).

From the measured results, we obtain the stored energy. The derivative of the stored energy with respect to the rotation angle variation $\delta \theta$ results in the torque ($T_{r+}$) required to fold the unit cells. Thus, we express the stored energy as a function of $\delta \theta$, instead of $\Delta H$ (Fig. 5.14). With the torque, we compute the parameters ($B$ and $\theta_B$) needed to actuate each one of the unit cell designs (Table C.1), which are provided in Fig. C.8.

Although the Kresling pattern has a coupling between rotation and axial displacement, the relationship between the two is not available from kinematic equations. Because the Kresling Pattern is a non-rigid origami, we only have a geometrical relationship between height $\Delta H$ and the rotation angle $\delta \theta$ at the stable states. Thus, we approximate this relationship from the simulation of each unit cell under axial load using the Merlin software [81]. Simulation details are shown in Appendix C, Section C.1.2. From the displacement history of the nodal coordinates, we measure both the axial and rotational displacements of the unit cell. We approximate this data by a polynomial function and use this function to plot the stored energy as a function of the rotation angle.
Figure 5.12: Compression and Tension test (setup #2). (A) Modified sample with a wire connection to an acrylic plate. (B) Sample assembled in the test bed. The sample is directly attached to the sample holder and the acrylic support to the fixed plate. (C) Schematic of the test setup.
Figure 5.13: (A) Force-displacement curve obtained from the compression/tension test (setup #2) of the Design 3 unit cell. (B) Torque-rotation curve obtained from the derivation of the stored energy. (C) Snapshots of the experiment. Note that the left side of the sample is fixed to the sample holder and the right side uses a wire connection that constrains the unit cell while allowing for free rotation. The constraints at both ends permit the measurement of the entire equilibrium path. Contact at the right-hand-side of the setup is maintained at all times (points a, b, c, d).

5.3.4 Magnetic Actuation Experiment

The Kresling patterns with magnetic plates are actuated within a customized electromagnetic coil system, which can generate a two-dimensional (2D) uniform magnetic field (Fig. 5.15). Two sets of standard Helmholtz coils are configured perpendicularly to each other in the $xy$-plane. The in-plane magnetic field direction and intensity can be accurately controlled by the current in the coils. The coils can generate 2.7 mT/A and 3.3 mT/A uniform magnetic fields with 60mm and 80mm spacing for the $x$- and $y$-axes, respectively.

All Kresling unit cells and multi-cell assemblies are tested in the 2D electromagnetic coils. The Kresling samples are attached to an acrylic support (Fig. 5.15), so that only the bottom polygon is constrained against any type of displacement, and the other end is
Figure 5.14: Mechanical response obtained from the average of the force-displacement
curves (Fig. 5.7(A)) of the unit cells tested with fixed-free boundary condition, i.e., setup
#1 (Fig. 5.11). (A) Stored energy and (B) Torque required to fold each designed unit cell,
where $\delta \theta$ is the rotation angle. Dashed lines represent the region in which the unit cell loses
contact with the load cell.

completely free. All magnetic plates are placed parallel with the $xy$-plane of the coils. The
induced magnetic torque can fold and deploy the patterns along the $z$-axis. Then, a specific
direction of the magnetic field is set, and the amplitude increases from 0 mT to 30 mT at
a rate of 1 mT/s. When the Kresling patterns change states, the corresponding magnetic
field is recorded. This is the minimum required magnetic field to actuate the Kresling
pattern in this specific direction. Then, we change the magnetic field direction and repeat
the same procedure. A step of $5^\circ$ is used to scan the $xy$-plane from $0^\circ$ to $360^\circ$. We fit the
recorded magnetic field direction and amplitude data using the Fourier series and plot the
respective experimental contours of magnetic actuation (Fig. 5.2(C), Fig. 5.4(B), Fig.
5.6(D), Fig. 5.7(C), Fig. 5.3(C), Fig. 5.5, and Fig. C.8).

5.4 Concluding Remarks

This work closes the gap existing in most origami applications by providing an actuation
solution that acts locally and remotely on complex origami assemblies. We propose a cou-
pling between magnetic-responsive materials with a bi-stable origami pattern, eliminating
Figure 5.15: Magnetic actuation setup with electromagnetic coils. Bottom schematic shows the boundary conditions of the sample inside the coils.
the need for explicit shape-locking mechanisms, and allowing for a fast shape changing and instantaneous shape-locking of those structures. In addition, we are capable of actuating complex assemblies (as opposed to single or dual unit cells) with local control. That is, each unit cell can fold and deploy independently, on demand. This approach is extendable to other origami materials, as the magnetic material is assembled to the unit cells. Thus, we envision a simple transition to other material systems, including 3D printing, previously used to fabricate origami structures.
CHAPTER 6
BIG INFLUENCE OF SMALL RANDOM IMPERFECTIONS IN ORIGAMI-BASED METAMATERIALS

Origami structures demonstrate great theoretical potential for creating metamaterials with exotic properties. However, there is a lack of understanding of how imperfections influence the mechanical behavior of origami-based metamaterials, which, in practice, are inevitable. For conventional materials, imperfection plays a profound role in shaping their behavior. Thus, in this chapter, we investigate the influence of small random geometric imperfections on the compressive response of the representative Miura-Ori, which serves as the basic pattern for many metamaterial designs, as we showed in previous chapters. Experiments and numerical simulations are used to demonstrate quantitatively how geometric imperfections hinder the foldability of the Miura-Ori, but on the other hand, increase its compressive stiffness. This leads to the discovery that the residual of an origami foldability constraint, given by the Kawasaki theorem, correlates with the increase of stiffness of imperfect origami-based metamaterials.

6.1 Introduction

Mechanical metamaterials exhibit unconventional behavior that is rarely found in natural materials [38, 103, 104, 105]. Their exclusive properties and functionalities arise from carefully architected microscopic structures, for which origami is a rich source of inspiration. Origami-based metamaterials are able to produce negative Poisson’s ratio [1, 42, 43], acoustic bandgaps [106], multi-stability, [46, 107, 108, 109, 17], programmable thermal expansion [4], and tunable chirality [70]. However, regarding practical applications of origami-based metamaterials, a few fundamental questions are yet to be answered: how robust are their special properties, and how these properties may change in the presence of
imperfections [110, 111, 112]? We focus on a well-known origami pattern, the Miura-Ori, which, together with its variants, is perhaps the most adopted pattern for origami-based metamaterial designs [1, 42, 9, 113, 114, 106, 107, 108, 115, 2, 116, 117, 118, 4, 70, 86]. The special properties of the Miura-Ori are mainly programmed in its geometry [1, 42]. Consequently, irregularities in a Miura-Ori geometry can significantly change its mechanical behavior [118, 119, 120]. For instance, the so-called “pop-through defect” in Miura-Ori, a deterministic and localized interruption of periodic folding, was shown to affect their stiffness towards either stiffening or softening [2]. However, in practice, small random geometric imperfections are perhaps the more likely cause of irregularity in the Miura-Ori geometry. An example of this is reported by Baranger et al. [110]. They showed that local inaccurate crease pattern greatly reduces the global out-of-plane response of origami-like folded core. Additionally, Jianguo et al. [111] found that the influence of the imperfections, modeled by the buckling modes from eigenvalue analysis, strongly affect the folding behavior of the Kresling tubular origami structure that shifts the folding sequence. Therefore, in this chapter, we conduct both experiments and numerical simulations to study the statistical influence of small random geometric imperfections on the mechanical properties of Miura-Ori. The type of imperfection that we are considering is fundamentally different from deterministic variations (or intentional imperfection) of origami geometry that has been studied in the literature [108, 2, 86, 119]. In this research, our main interest is to understand how the presence of random imperfections may hinder or enhance the functionality of origami-based metamaterials, but not to modify the mechanical properties of origami metamaterials by introducing imperfections.

Geometric imperfections are caused by various sources, such as misaligned crease patterns or deterioration during service. To motivate our study, let us fold three Miura-Ori with different degrees of random imperfection. The imperfections are imposed by random perturbations of the nodes on the planar crease pattern to create misalignment. Since the perturbations are small, the three Miura-Ori do not show any notable difference initially.
However, if we try to fold them (in-plane compression) simultaneously, their responses deviate significantly, as shown in Fig. 6.1(A). This example shows that small random geometric imperfections seem to hinder the foldability of Miura-Ori, but on the other hand, increase their stiffness, which is different from geometric imperfections in lattice and thin-walled cellular materials [38, 112, 121, 122].

6.2 Geometry and Stiffness of Standard Miura-Ori

A standard Miura-Ori unit cell is composed of identical parallelogram panels, defined by panel edge lengths \( a, b \), and panel angle \( \alpha \), as shown in Fig. 6.1(B). At each vertex of this pattern, the sum of opposite sector angles equals to \( \pi \), satisfying a necessary condition for flat-foldability (aka the Kawasaki theorem) as demonstrated Fig. 6.1(C). As a result, the Miura-Ori admits a single degree-of-freedom (DOF) rigid folding mechanism, which can be parametrized by one of the two dihedral angles \( \beta \) and \( \theta \). The two angles are related by

\[
\sin^2(\beta/2) = \sin^2(\theta/2)[\cos^2 \alpha + \sin^2 \alpha \sin^2(\beta/2)]
\]

[1, 42]. Ideally, when subject to in-plane compression, a Miura-Ori should deform only at the folding creases, which is known as rigid origami behavior. As the functionality of origami-based metamaterials mainly arise from large folding deformations [123, 43, 1, 42, 9, 113], here we focus on the nonlinear response of imperfect origami under in-plane compressive folding (i.e., compression in the \( x \)-direction shown in Fig. 6.1). Assuming a simple discretized model (Fig. 6.1(B)) to represent the Miura-Ori unit cell and considering rigid origami behavior, which means that there is no bending deformation and stretching deformation, the reaction force along the \( x \)-direction of a Miura-Ori unit cell is derived as [42]:

\[
F_x = 2K_F a(\theta - \theta_0) \cos^2 \xi + b(\beta - \beta_0) \cos \alpha \frac{\cos^2 \xi \sin \alpha \cos(\theta/2)}{b \cos^2 \xi \cos(\theta/2)}
\]  

(6.1)

where \( K_F \) is the assigned rotational stiffness of the hinges, \( \xi = \sin^{-1}[\sin \alpha \sin(\theta/2)] \), \( \beta_0 \) and \( \theta_0 \) define the initial partially folded configuration, and \( a, b \) are the edge length of panels.
Figure 6.1: Geometric imperfections in origami metamaterials. (A) Three origami sheets under the same load. We fold the yellow one with the perfectly aligned Miura-Ori pattern. The blue one is folded from a slightly misaligned Miura-Ori pattern, and the red one is folded from a pattern with relatively strong misalignment. The inset shows the initial configurations of the three samples. (B) Geometry of the Miura-Ori unit cell (left) and schematic of a bar-and-hinge model as a simplified discretization of the Miura-Ori, which we use later for the numerical simulations (right). We discretize each quadrilateral panel into two triangles by its shorter diagonal. The parameters $K_B$, $K_F$, and $K_S$ are bending, folding and stretching stiffness, respectively. (C) Introduction of geometric imperfections by random nodal perturbations. At each node, the perturbation is decomposed into $x$- and $y$-directions (denoted as $\delta_x$ and $\delta_y$). Folding up a perturbed crease patterns results in an imperfect Miura-Ori, whose geometry slightly deviates from the perfect Miura-Ori as indicated by magenta dashed lines. For each vertex, we compute the Kawasaki excess $\alpha_K$. When $\alpha_K = 0$, the vertex is flat-foldable, which is the case for all the vertex in a standard Miura-Ori pattern. However, nodal perturbation leads to $\alpha_K > 0$, in which early contact between two panels prevents the whole origami to be flattened, and some dihedral angles (marked by red crosses) cannot reach zero kinematically.
6.3 Experimental Analyses

All experimental samples have 4x4 unit cells, with standard geometry defined by \( a = b = 25 \text{mm} \) and \( \alpha = 60^\circ \). To quantitatively examine the effect of geometric imperfections, we fabricate and perform in-plane compression tests on Miura-Ori samples with different degrees of random geometric imperfection. As sketched in Fig. 6.1(C), at each node of the crease pattern, the perturbations along \( x \)- and \( y \)-direction are sampled independently from a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and standard deviation \( \chi \) (i.e., \( N(0, \chi) \)). From such sampling, we make sure that the nodal perturbations are unbiased in direction. Two representative values of \( \chi \) are used to prepare two groups of perturbed patterns: \( \chi = 0.01a \), and \( \chi = 0.02a \). The physical samples are fabricated using three different materials: (1) craft paper (160g/m\(^2\) Mi-Teintes, Canson, Young’s modulus \( E = 1219\text{MPa} \), thickness of 0.24mm), (2) polyester film (Grafix Drafting Film, \( E = 2449\text{MPa} \), thickness of 0.127mm), and (3) composite sheet (260 g/m\(^2\) Durilla Durable Premium Ice Card Stock, \( E = 1303\text{MPa} \), thickness of 0.30mm), as shown in Fig. 6.2. The composite sheet is made of three layers in a “paper-film-paper” construction.

6.3.1 Characterization of Materials Mechanical Properties

\( Folding \text{ and bending stiffness} \)

Folding and bending stiffness of the sheet materials are important properties when dealing with origami metamaterials. To characterize the bending stiffness of the origami panels \( K_B \), for each material, we prototype five rectangular panels (50x25 mm) with folded flanges that resemble the presence of neighboring panels in an origami pattern (Fig. 6.3(A)). The presence of the flanges leads to localized bending curvatures, similar to deformed origami panels [81]. In a similar fashion, we also prototype five samples per material to characterize the folding stiffness of the paper creases \( K_F \). Each sample has two square panels of dimension 25x25 mm, jointed by a perforated crease line (Fig. 6.3(D)). The crease lines
Figure 6.2: Zoom-in view of the creases of Miura-Ori samples made from craft paper (Mi-Teintes, Canson), polyester film (Grafix Drafting Film) and composite (Durilla Durable Premium Ice Card Stock). The right most column shows the deformation of the creases under compressive folding. We can see that the small gaps between creases being pulled open, especially for the polyester film samples.
are first folded completely and then released to a neutral angle prior to the test.

The samples are tested using a custom-built mechanical testing device (see device description in Appendix B), similarly to the material characterization in Chapter 4. That is, we attach a spacer to the movable plate. The spacer holds the sample, while leaving clearance for the free end of the sample to displace freely in space to some extent. Second, we mount a 3D printed force arm to the fixed plate with its center offset 29 mm from the spacer edge. This arm transmits the reaction force from the sample to the load cell. Fig. 6.3(B,E) show the initial setup of the tests to measure bending stiffness and folding stiffness, respectively. Fig. 6.3(C,F) sketch intermediary scenarios during the test.

The moment \( M \) at the crease/bending lines and the rotational angle \( \psi \) are calculated by Eq. 4.1, where \( d_x \) is the distance between the crease/bending line and the force arm (i.e., \( d_x = 19 \text{mm} \)), \( F \) is the measured force from the load cell, and \( u_0 \) is the initial distance between the force arm and the spacer in the \( y \)-direction. For the measurements of bending stiffness, \( u_0 = 0 \), while for the folding stiffness, we see different initial neutral angles after a complete fold. In such cases, \( u_0 \) was measured for each sample based on where the force arm touches the sample. Fig. 6.4 shows the moment-rotation diagrams of one bending test and one folding test for the craft paper. The measured rotational stiffness of all samples and materials are collected in Tables 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3 with coefficients of determination (i.e., \( R^2_B \) and \( R^2_F \)) included. The coefficients of determination (i.e., \( R^2_B \) and \( R^2_F \)) can be used to indicate the linearity of the constitutive relationships of the folding hinges and bending lines. We observe that while the bending constitutive relationships of all three materials are quite linear as all \( R^2_B \)'s are close to 1.0, the linearity of the folding constitutive relationships is less significant. For the polyester film, the average value of \( R^2_F \) is 0.88, less than the other two materials, which indicates a relatively strong nonlinear behavior of the folding hinges of polyester films. On the contrary, both bending and folding constitutive of the craft paper is quite linear, even for a relatively large range of rotation, as implied by the coefficients of determination, and as shown in Fig. 6.4, which is the reason
why later we use the properties of the craft paper to build our numerical models. The mean value of the measured rotational stiffness is normalized by the bending/folding hinge length (i.e., 25mm) to obtain the rotational stiffness per unit length. The ratios between the bending and folding stiffness for the materials used in the experiments are averaged at $K_B/K_F = 6.4$, $K_B/K_F = 1.95$, and $K_B/K_F = 10.7$ for craft paper, polyester film, and the composite sheet, respectively. The ratio of $K_B/K_F$ is a key parameter that determines whether an origami is close to a mechanism (rigid origami) or not. For example, when $K_B/K_F \rightarrow \infty$, we approach a situation where rigid panels are connected by zero-stiffness hinges (rigid origami). When $K_B/K_F = 1$, the panels and the folds have the same stiffness (such as molded samples).

Figure 6.3: Schematics of the bending and folding test. (A-C) Characterization of the bending stiffness of the panels, and (D-F) characterization of the folding stiffness of the perforated crease (fold line).
Figure 6.4: Moment $M$ vs. rotation angle $\psi$ for the (A) panel bending and (B) hinge folding from one sample of each made of Canson Mi-Teintes paper. The measured data is plotted in blue lines, and the red lines represent the linear regressions. From the slope of the red line, the rotational stiffness is obtained.

**Stretching stiffness**

To obtain the Young’s modulus ($E$) of the three sheet materials, we use an Instron model 5566 equipped with a 30kN load cell to perform a tensile test on five samples per material (Fig. 6.5). Each sample has a dimension of 20mmx100mm. From those tests, we take the mean of the results and obtained the Young’s modulus $E$. The data is collected in Tables 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3.

The values presented in the Tables 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3 represent samples tested in one orientation. We did not investigate either consider the anisotropic behavior of the material sheets in this work. In Appendix D, we provide a preliminary study on the investigation of the influence of material anisotropy into the mechanical response of the Miura-Ori patterns. From this study, we observed that the Miura-Ori pattern’s behavior is governed by its geometry, and the material anisotropy does not considerably impact it.

6.3.2 Miura-Ori Sample Fabrication

A MATLAB program generates the crease patterns for the samples. We include a reference group consisting of 6 samples folded from a standard Miura-Ori pattern. For each choice of
standard deviation for random perturbations, a group of 10 different crease patterns is generated. A mechanical cutting machine (Silhouette CAMEO, Silhouette America) is used to fabricate samples from the craft paper, and a PLS4.75 laser cutting system (Universal laser systems) is used to fabricate samples from the polyester film and the composite sheet.
Creases were patterned by cutting perforated lines with equal lengths of material and gaps. All samples are then carefully folded by hand, according to the same folding procedure. Samples are first folded to approximately 20% of the full extension of the crease pattern before mechanical testing and then fit into a mold of partially folded configuration with a width of \( W_0 = 152 \text{ mm} \) for approximately seven days to release the residual stresses. This results in a nominal rest fold angle at \( \beta_0 = 95^\circ \).

### 6.3.3 Experimental Tests on the Miura-Ori Samples

Each Miura-Ori sample is tested a single time under in-plane compression. For the tests, we use the custom-build mechanical testing device described in Appendix B. The testing frame consists of two steel plates. One of the plates is fixed and mounted on a high-sensitivity load cell (50N); a stepper motor controls the other to apply prescribed displacement load (Fig. 6.6). We configure the initial setup by separating the two steel plates by a distance of 152mm and placing the sample between the plates. All samples are subject to a displacement load of 110mm with a speed of 1mm/s. The displacement and force data are simultaneously recorded by a custom LabVIEW program and stored for later analysis.

The samples are uniaxially compressed along the \( x \)-direction, as shown in Fig. 6.7(A,B). The behavior of the samples is recorded by the compressive strain \( \varepsilon_x = \Delta W/W_0 \) and bulk stress \( \sigma = F/H_0L_0 \), where \( F \) is the measured force, and \( H_0, L_0, \) and \( W_0 \) are the dimensions of the initial configuration. As shown in Fig. 6.8, all samples behave almost linearly.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( E ) (MPa)</th>
<th>( K_B ) (N-mm(rad-mm))(^{-1})</th>
<th>( R_B^2 )</th>
<th>( K_F ) (N-mm(rad-mm))(^{-1})</th>
<th>( R_F^2 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1317.1</td>
<td>0.7667</td>
<td>0.9895</td>
<td>0.0827</td>
<td>0.9797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1323.5</td>
<td>0.7587</td>
<td>0.9886</td>
<td>0.0623</td>
<td>0.9132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1298.3</td>
<td>0.7866</td>
<td>0.9892</td>
<td>0.0620</td>
<td>0.9323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1277.2</td>
<td>0.7729</td>
<td>0.9889</td>
<td>0.0690</td>
<td>0.9377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1297.0</td>
<td>0.7952</td>
<td>0.9841</td>
<td>0.0875</td>
<td>0.9032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Average</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.7760</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.9881</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.0727</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.9332</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
up to a small strain around 2%. The metamaterials continue to deform at slowly increasing stress for a large range of deformation (plateau), until the stress rises with a notably increasing slope (densification).

Figure 6.6: Schematics of the in-plane compression test setup for the Miura-Ori samples at the initial (left) and final position (right). $W_0$ is the initial length the sample, and $\Delta W$ is the total in-plane displacement applied.

Figure 6.7: Experimental quantification of the effect of geometric imperfections. Snapshots from experiments of craft paper samples with (A) an unperturbed crease pattern and (B) a perturbed crease pattern with $\chi = 0.02a$ under increasing compressive strain. The blue lines outline a row of vertices.

To quantitatively compare the constitutive behavior of Miura-Ori, we define the initial linear modulus $E_{lin}$, computed as the slope of the stress-strain curve between zero and 2%
Figure 6.8: Bulk stress $\sigma$ (kPa) vs. compressive strain $\varepsilon$ for samples made of different materials. The solid lines represent mean responses. The error bars show the maximum and minimum values of the measured $\sigma$ data. Plotting the min/max values can show that our data suggests no significant skewness, as the min and max values are about equidistant from the mean. The dashed line is the response of ideal Miura-Ori according to Eq. 6.1, where $K_F$ is obtained by mechanical test on single creases.

strain, and the plateau stress $\sigma_{0.65}$ as the stress at 65% strain, as illustrated in Fig. 6.9(A). The plateau stress is defined as the end-of-plateau stress. The representative strain of 65% is based on our observation on all curves as the approximate end point of the plateau stage before densification.

Let’s denote $\langle \cdot \rangle$ as the mean value operator. The reference groups of unperturbed samples have: $\langle E_{lin,ref} \rangle = 4.93$ kPa and $\langle \sigma_{0.65,ref} \rangle = 0.52$ kPa for the craft paper, $\langle E_{lin,ref} \rangle = 11.11$ kPa and $\langle \sigma_{0.65,ref} \rangle = 0.76$ kPa for the polyester film, and $\langle E_{lin,ref} \rangle = 18.33$ kPa and $\langle \sigma_{0.65,ref} \rangle = 0.92$ kPa for the composite sheet. Based on the results, we see that for all three materials, as $\chi$ increases, the Miura-Ori become stiffer, as shown in Fig. 6.8 and 6.9(B). Compared to the reference groups: for the craft paper samples, $\langle E_{lin} \rangle$ increases up to 38% and $\langle \sigma_{0.65} \rangle$ increases up to 72%; for the polyester film samples, $\langle E_{lin} \rangle$ remains almost unchanged, but $\langle \sigma_{0.65} \rangle$ increases by 22%; for the composite samples, $\langle \sigma_{0.65} \rangle$ increases by 27%. We notice that the average value of linear moduli of the three types of experimental samples is less sensitive to geometric imperfections compared to the plateau stress. However, geometric imperfection increases their variances. This is likely caused by material variability, such as the variances of $K_F$. Also, the edges of the imperfect Miura-
Ori samples are jagged, not as straight as the standard pattern. Hence, when the moving plate applies the in-plane compression, it is possible that the compression is not applied uniformly to the sample, in the beginning, causing localized deformation of the protrusions first near the boundary before affecting the entire sample, which may appear a softer response on the load record.

![Graph](image)

**Figure 6.9:** Experimental quantification of the effect of geometric imperfections. (A) Illustration of the constitutive model. (B) $E_{lin}$ and $\sigma_{0.65}$ for different sample groups, where $E_{lin,\text{ref}}$ and $\sigma_{0.65,\text{ref}}$ refers to unperturbed sample group. The gray error bars show standard deviations, and the green error bars indicate extrema of data.

Besides the difference in the global responses between perturbed and unperturbed samples, a significant difference is also observed at the local level (Fig. 6.7). The unit cells of the unperturbed pattern uniformly deform with the lattice structure of vertices remaining relatively ordered and periodic throughout the compressive folding process. The perturbed samples, however, display non-uniform deformation among unit cells, with severely distorted lattice structures, especially under higher compressive strains.

### 6.3.4 Numerical Analyses

The variability of the mechanical properties of the physical samples comes from not only random geometric imperfections, but also material variabilities. To study the pure effect of geometric imperfections, we would like to exclude material variabilities as much as possible. Hence, we perform numerical simulations using a reduced order bar-and-hinge model of origami [81, 124], as introduced earlier in Fig. 6.1(B). The bar-and-hinge model
represents the behavior of an origami structure by a triangulated bar frame with constrained rotational hinges, capturing three essential deformation modes of origami structures: in-plane stretching (modeled by $K_S$), folding (modeled by $K_F$), and panel bending (modeled by $K_B$). With only a few degrees of freedom, the bar-and-hinge model predicts well the overall mechanical behavior of elastic origami structures [1, 9, 125, 122, 81], offering the generality and computational efficiency that is needed to reveal statistical trends of the influence of random geometric imperfections. The numerical simulations are performed using the MERLIN software [81] that implements the bar-and-hinge model. We use the data collected from the craft paper to tune $K_B$ and $K_S$ of the bar and hinge model, and vary $K_F$ to assess the effect of hinge compliance. The folding stiffness $K_F$ is calculated based on different prescribed ratios of $K_B/K_F$.

Using numerical models, we are able to assign constant material properties and impose random imperfections under precise probability distributions. Omitting the process of folding, we configure the numerical models directly in 3D (Fig. 6.10) and impose random nodal perturbation onto the 3D model. This is to keep the study general because not all origami metamaterials are made by folding from a flat piece of sheet. Some are directly assembled to partially folded state by pieces of panels, yet they also carry geometric imperfections. Moreover, some types of imperfections, such as distortion induced by non-uniform thermal effect, may display strong spatial correlation. Thus, we introduce spatially correlated random fields [126] to generate the nodal perturbations. The random perturbations follow zero-mean Gaussian fields with an exponential covariance function [127] characterized by standard deviation $\chi$ and correlation length $\ell$:

$$C(x_i, x_j) = \chi^2 \exp \left( -\frac{||x_j - x_i||}{\ell} \right)$$  (6.2)

where $||x_j - x_i||$ is the Euclidean distance between two nodes whose coordinates are $x_i$ and $x_j$. Larger $\ell$ indicates stronger spatial correlation between random nodal perturbations, as shown in Fig. 6.10. For the experimental samples presented earlier, the imposed pertur-
bations follow random fields with $\ell = 0$. We prepare, in total, sixteen groups of perturbed samples with four different $\chi$’s and four different $\ell$’s. We assume that the random field is homogeneous, because typically spatial variability in isotropic materials follows a homogeneous covariance law (depends only on spatial separation) [127]. In addition, some imperfections may be non-Gaussian in nature. Therefore, the adoption of Gaussian random field in this work is an idealized (and first attempt) approximation that intends to provide some insight into the influence of geometric imperfections.

For a group with a given combination of $\chi$ and $\ell$, the number of samples are determined to ensure the estimated mean of $\sigma_{0.65}$ has 95% confidence to be within $\pm 0.1 \text{kPa}$ from the true mean, using the following formula [127]:

$$N \geq \frac{\bar{\chi}^2 \sigma_{0.65}}{w^2} \left( \Phi^{-1} \left( 1 - \frac{h}{2} \right) \right)^2$$ (6.3)
where, \( w = 0.1, h = 0.05 \) (for 95% confidence), \( \bar{\sigma}_{0.65} \) is the measured standard deviation of \( \sigma_{0.65} \) of the samples, and \( \Phi(-1) \) is the inverse of the standard normal cumulative distribution function. Based on the variance of the measure samples, the number of samples of each group could be different. The number of samples increase by multiples of 8 to utilize parallel computation on 8 cores. Each group has a minimum of 8 samples and a maximum of 240 samples. For all cases, \( a = b = 25 \) mm, \( \alpha = 60^\circ \), and \( \beta_0 = 70^\circ \).

A uniform displacement load is applied to compress the numerical samples. As shown in Fig. 6.11, the \( \sigma-\varepsilon_x \) curves of the numerical samples display a similar trend as the physical samples. While the change of \( \sigma_{0.65} \) due to imperfection has the same trend as in the experimental data, the influence of imperfection on the linear modulus \( E_{lin} \) is more obviously presented in the numerical data, as shown in Fig. 6.11. The deformation of imperfect numerical samples also displays obvious local disorder, as shown in Fig. 6.12(A). The variances shown by the error bars come from the complex effect of random imperfections on origami-based metamaterials, as each numerical sample in the same group is imposed with different nodal perturbations drawn as one realization from the same underlying random field. We remark that the larger the standard deviation of the input random nodal perturbations, the larger the variances of the observed properties of the imperfect origami metamaterials, in agreement with the experimental data.

6.3.5 Relation Between Geometry and Mechanical Response

Both the experimental and numerical results reveal that the magnitude of nodal perturbations positively correlates to the stiffness of Miura-Ori (see Fig. 6.9(B) and Fig. 6.13). Furthermore, the numerical samples show that the spatial correlation between nodal perturbations contributes negatively to the increase of stiffness, as shown in Fig. 6.13. To quantitatively describe geometric imperfections, we need a parameter that provides a consistent and continuous measure that reflects the effects of magnitude and spatial correlation. We could use \( (\ell/\chi) \) as the measure of geometric imperfection, as shown in Fig. 6.14. This
Figure 6.11: Numerical quantification of the effect of geometric imperfections. Bulk stress $\sigma$ vs. compressive strain $\varepsilon_x$ for numerical samples with $K_B/K_F = 10$. Each solid line shows the mean response of a group of samples and the error bars extend to one standard deviation.

Figure 6.12: Quantification of geometric imperfections in terms of Kawasaki excess. (A) Snapshots from numerical simulation of a perturbed sample with $\chi = 0.02a$ and $\ell = 0$. The varying color indicates the absolute value of Kawasaki excess $||\alpha_K||$ at each vertex. (B) Change of global Kawasaki excess $||\alpha_K||$ as $\chi$ and $\ell$ vary. The error bars extend to one standard deviation. For all cases, $\alpha = 60^\circ$, $\beta_0 = 70^\circ$.

ratio is independent of the size of the origami (quantified by panel edge length $a$), however, such measure may lead to ambiguities among sample groups with $\ell = 0$.

Owing to its simplicity and relevance, the Kawasaki excess [101] offers a good measure of the random geometric imperfection (as introduced in Fig. 6.1(C)). The Kawasaki theorem states that the flat-foldability of an origami vertex is equivalent to $\alpha_K = 0$ [101].
Figure 6.13: $E_{lin}$ and $\sigma_{0.65}$ of sample groups with different material parameters. Each black error bar extends to one standard deviation. The ratio of $K_B/K_F$ reflects the relative stiffness between bending and folding deformations. For all cases, $a = b = 25$ mm, $\alpha = 60^\circ$, and $\beta_0 = 70^\circ$.

Figure 6.14: Mechanical properties vs. relative imperfection measured as $\ell/\chi$. Each solid dot shows the mean response of a group of samples and the error bars extend to one standard deviation. The black solid line refers to the obtained values from the unperturbed Miura-Ori. All samples have $\alpha = 60^\circ$, $\beta_0 = 70^\circ$, and $K_B/K_F = 10$. The $E_{lin}$ and $\sigma_{0.65}$ are in units of kPa.

For a multi-vertex origami, we collect the vertex-wise $\alpha_K$ into a vector $\alpha_K$, and define the Kawasaki excess of an multi-vertex origami as the L2-norm of the Kawasaki excess vector (i.e., $||\alpha_K||$). It is sufficient that if $||\alpha_K|| \neq 0$, the pattern loses global flat-foldability. As shown in Fig. 6.12(B), $||\alpha_K||$ increases as $\chi$ increases, and decreases as $\ell$ increases,
Figure 6.15: Connection between origami geometric design constraint with metamaterial mechanical properties. (A) The square of Kawasaki excess $||\alpha_K||^2$ vs. the normalized mean values of $E_{lin}$. Each straight line is obtained from linear regression of all data points belonging the samples with the same material properties. The slopes of the linear trend lines are given by: $S_{(E,o)} = 283.20$ ($K_B/K_F = 100$), $S_{(E,x)} = 25.44$ ($K_B/K_F = 10$), $S_{(E,\Delta)} = 4.54$ ($K_B/K_F = 1$), $S_{(E,Exp)} = 1.33$ (Craft paper). Each marker represents the mean value $\langle E_{lin} \rangle$ of a certain group of samples. (B) The square of Kawasaki excess $||\alpha||^2$ vs. the normalized mean values of $\sigma_{0.65}$. We obtain $S_{(\sigma,o)} = 142.92$, $S_{(\sigma,x)} = 15.07$, $S_{(\sigma,\Delta)} = 2.42$, and $S_{(\sigma,Exp)} = 2.74$. Inset legend in (B) explains the colors and shapes of the markers in both (A) and (B). Note that the linear regression is performed on all data points of a material (i.e., entire cluster), however, the dots only show the means of the clusters.

reflecting similar effect of $\chi$ and $\ell$ on $E_{lin}$ and $\sigma_{0.65}$. For an imperfect Miura-Ori, as we keep compressing, the origami metamaterial becomes very stiff before it can be folded flat, indicating that its flat-foldability is destroyed by the random imperfections. Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 6.12(A), at the local level, we can clearly see that origami vertices with higher Kawasaki excess appear to be stiffer in folding than vertices with smaller Kawasaki excess, contributing to the increase of global stiffness. Therefore, we may conjecture that flat-foldability is a geometric feature that causes the change of mechanical properties of imperfect Miura-Ori metamaterials.

Indeed, we discover that both $\langle E_{lin} \rangle$ and $\langle \sigma_{0.65} \rangle$ (normalized by the reference values based on unperturbed samples) correlate with the square of Kawasaki excess $||\alpha_K||^2$, as shown in Fig. 6.15. The slope of each line reflects the sensitivity of samples made with the
same materials to random geometric imperfections. Therefore, the average compressive modulus and plateau stress of geometrically imperfect Miura-Ori can be estimated as

\[
\langle E_{\text{lin}} \rangle = S_E \|\alpha_K\|^2 + 1, \quad \langle \sigma_{0.65, \text{ref}} \rangle = S_\sigma \|\alpha_K\|^2 + 1
\]  

(6.4)

The samples with higher \( K_B/K_F \) ratio are more sensitive to geometric imperfections. The response of the craft paper samples (with \( K_B/K_F = 6.8 \)) is expected to be between the lines of \( K_B/K_F = 1 \) and \( K_B/K_F = 10 \) from the numerical data (tuned by the properties of the craft paper), which is true for \( \langle \sigma_{0.65} \rangle \) of the craft paper samples. However, the sensitivity of experimental samples is generally lower than what we expected for both \( \langle \sigma_{0.65} \rangle \) and \( \langle E_{\text{lin}} \rangle \). There are several possible reasons. First, in the numerical models, the creases always hold their continuity, while in the physical models, the perforated creases (especially their intersecting nodes) can be pulled apart by small gaps, which compensate for the violation of strong kinematic constraint imposed by the geometric continuity, and thus mitigate the effect of geometric imperfection (Fig. 6.2). Second, the numerical models are elastic while the physical models are inelastic. Lastly, the material variabilities could also be a contributing factor for this discrepancy, as it reduces the statistical significance of observations related to geometric imperfections. Although not compared with the numerical model as the material parameters (i.e., \( K_S \) and \( K_B \)) in the numerical models are tuned only with the craft paper, similar linear correlation is seen in the polyester film samples and composite samples, as shown in Fig. 6.16. For the experimental samples made with three different materials, the correlations between the pair of \( \langle E_{\text{lin}} \rangle \) and \( \|\alpha_K\|^2 \) are not as strong as the pair of \( \langle \sigma_{0.65} \rangle \) and \( \|\alpha_K\|^2 \), while the numerical samples present clear correlations for both pairs. This discrepancy seems to suggest that the influence of material variabilities is larger at small strains but not at large strains.
Figure 6.16: The normalized mean values of (A) $E_{lin}$ and (B) $\sigma_{0.65}$ vs. the square of Kawasaki excess $||\alpha_K||^2$ for the polyester film samples and composite samples. The linear regression is performed on all data points of a material (i.e. entire cluster), however, the dots only show the means of the clusters.

6.3.6 Other observations related to geometric imperfections

Another interesting phenomenon that we observed is that relatively large degree of random geometric imperfections may lead to instability, as we observe strain softening from some numerical samples, which is also recorded in a few polyester film samples and composite samples (see Fig. 6.17). Such phenomenon shows a connection with the observations by Dudte et al. [117] that the flat-foldability residual (defined similarly to the Kawasaki excess) enables energy barrier between two configurations during form-find of curved Miura-Ori patterns.

We find no significant change of effective global in-plane Poisson’s ratio due to imperfections, based on the numerical analyses. However, it is difficult to make a clear argument about the effect on Poisson’s ratio, as the local distortion can be quite large (Fig. 6.7). As a result, based on the size of the local region over which the Poisson’s ratio is defined, we could reach at different conclusions. However, we remark that these are not the main focus of this study, they are mentioned here to demonstrate the complex influence of random geometric imperfections on the behavior of origami-based metamaterials.
Figure 6.17: Examples of unstable strain softening, highlighted by red boxes, on perturbed Miura-Ori metamaterials from (A) numerical and (B,C) experimental measurements. For perturbed samples with small $\chi$ or large $\ell$, this phenomenon is rarely seen. Instability seems to be induced by relatively large geometric imperfections.

6.4 Concluding Remarks

We conclude that small random geometric imperfections change the mechanical properties of origami-based metamaterials. In this work, a quantitative investigation is carried out by a representative case study on the popular Miura-Ori, which serves as the building block for many origami-based metamaterials. Therefore, our results have direct implications on all Miura-Ori based metamaterials. Moreover, the conceptual framework introduced in this research can potentially be extended to other patterns, such as the metric of Kawasaki excess for flat-foldable patterns. For non-flat-foldable patterns, the Kawasaki excess may be rewritten as the difference between the Kawasaki excess of an imperfect pattern and its standard version. However, to obtain the exact properties of a piece of imperfect origami-based metamaterial, a thorough case study is always needed.

We conduct experimental and numerical analyses to reveal that small geometric imperfections may significantly increase the compressive stiffness of Miura-Ori. Owing to the random nature of the geometric imperfections, we notice relatively large standard deviations in observations, which is part of the physics of the problem being investigated. Because it is not representative to look at specific properties of each individual imperfect sample, in this research, we focus on the statistical average behavior of imperfect samples.
Indeed, we are able to find shared trends among imperfect samples made with different materials, both experimentally and numerically, which help us to make general predictions on the influence of geometric imperfections. In particular, we find that the linear modulus and plateau stress of imperfect Miura-Ori metamaterial correlate to the square of its Kawasaki excess, which is a purely geometric metric based on the vertex sector angles that reflect the degree of imperfections.

We notice that a higher degree of random geometric imperfections significantly amplifies the variance of origami-based metamaterials’ mechanical properties, which is, in general, undesirable and has to be considered cautiously in applications. However, for applications such as energy storage and dissipation [128, 129], geometric imperfections may be beneficial as they raise stored energy (i.e., area below the $\sigma - \varepsilon$ curve). Furthermore, one may exploit random geometric imperfections to purposely modify the behavior of origami-based metamaterials, similar to intentional imperfections [2, 119]. For example, we can introduce unevenly distributed imperfections to achieve functionally graded stiffness (Fig. 6.1(A)), or create designated local deformations (Fig. 6.18). Moving forward, much work remains to be done, for instance, investigating the effect of geometric imperfections for other deformation modes and origami patterns, in order to bring the theoretical advantages of origami [129] to real applications.
Figure 6.18: Purposely induced local deformation concentration by random perturbations. (A) Crease pattern, where the purple region represents the unperturbed portion. (B) The folded pattern under in-plane compression. Notice that the unperturbed region contracts more in the lateral direction than the perturbed portion because of the negative Poisson’s ratio of Miura-Ori.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this thesis, we investigated origami systems from a practical point of view and proposed solutions for challenges that have limited the application of those systems in material, electrical, civil, aerospace, biomedical, and other engineering fields. The challenges we addressed include effect of geometric imperfections, actuation strategy, and manufacturing across scales. Throughout the thesis, we designed, fabricated, and tested multifunctional origami systems, including architected materials with remarkable mechanical properties (e.g., stiffness and Poisson’s ratio tunable anisotropy, large degree of shape recoverability, and reversible auxeticity), tunable electromagnetic structures, and untethered robots capable of computing and sensing. In this final chapter, we summarize the main contributions of this thesis and provide suggestions for future work.

7.1 Summary

In Chapter 1, we introduced Origami Engineering and its challenges. We also introduce the key ideas that are investigated in the following chapter. In this chapter, important concepts and theorems are used in the subsequent chapters are also introduced.

In Chapter 2, we presented a didactic approach for the understanding and solution of the fold-and-one-cut problem. This educational chapter presents examples with increasing complexity, allowing for the gradual understanding of the problem. Our educational approach proposes an initial guess that leads to a systematic approach for the mountain/valley assignment of the crease lines. This approach significantly simplifies the decision process for crease assignment.

In Chapter 3, we took advantage of the intrinsic scalability of origami assemblies and the microscale features (e.g., plate thickness) enabled by two-photon direct laser writing
to design and fabricate a micro-origami metamaterial that displays a combination of mechanical properties without precedents: stiffness and Poisson’s ratio tunable anisotropy, a significant degree of shape recoverability, multistability, and even reversible auxeticity. We showed that the mechanical properties obtained via in situ SEM experimentation match our purely geometric predictions. By deriving the analytical expression for the Poisson’s Ratio of the metamaterial, we could geometrically design metamaterials with reversible auxeticity (i.e., the metamaterial switches Poisson’s ratio sign during deformation).

In Chapter 4, we showed a tunable frequency selective surfaces that uses origami as a substrate and that changes its response as we fold and deploy the origami pattern. We showed that stacking multiple layers of those structures results in a broader bandwidth. Also, we provided a prototyping process that takes advantage of the pattern developability and allows for repeatability. We created Miura-Ori-based FSS structures that feature the unprecedented capability of on-the-fly reconfigurability to different specifications (e.g., multiple bands, broadband/ narrowband bandwidth, wide-angle of incidence rejection). Although we focused on the Miura-Ori pattern as a substrate for the dipole elements, we believe that the same approach applies to other developable tessellations to create tunable FSS. Non-developable tessellations can be fabricated with our approach. However, the manufacturing process becomes cumbersome and less precise because these patterns need to be assembled and glued. Furthermore, multi-layer origami-based-FSS can be developed from developable tessellation with compatible in-plane kinematics [85], which is the case for some Miura-Ori derivatives [86] and some kirigami patterns[88].

In Chapter 5, we closed the gap that exists in most origami applications by providing an actuation solution that acts locally and remotely on complex origami assemblies. We propose a coupling between magnetic-responsive materials with a bi-stable origami pattern, eliminating the need for explicit shape-locking mechanisms and allowing for a fast shape-changing and instantaneous shape-locking of those structures. Besides, we are capable of actuating complex assemblies (as opposed to single or dual unit cells) with local control.
That is, each unit cell can fold/deploy independently and on-demand. This approach is extendable to other origami materials, as the magnetic material is assembled to the unit cells. Thus, we envision a simple transition to other material systems used to fabricate origami structures, including 3D printing.

In Chapter 6, we study the impact of geometric imperfections that can occur during the fabrications process and/or service of origami systems. We showed from experiments and numerical simulations that small random geometric imperfections change the mechanical properties of origami-based metamaterials. Our analyses revealed that such imperfections might significantly increase the compressive stiffness of the origami system. Although the work is focused on the Miura-Ori, a pattern that is directly connected to many origami systems proposed in this thesis, we believe that the conceptual framework introduced in this research can potentially be extended to other patterns [85, 86, 88].

In summary, this thesis showed the potential of origami to create tunable, deployable, and multi-functional systems. We leveraged different aspects of origami patterns (e.g., scalability, developability, bi-stability, and flat-foldability) to enrich the design space by including multi-functionality and adaptability for otherwise non-tunable systems.

7.2 Future Work

This thesis provides multiple examples of how origami can be used in engineering while solving key issues that relate to the practical application of origami systems. In particular, in Chapter 6, we study the impact of geometric imperfections in origami systems. This work opened the door for new questions and possible research paths, such as:

- **General impact of geometric imperfections across patterns:** In Chapter 6, we observe that geometric imperfections can change the mechanical properties of the Miura-Ori pattern, which raises the following question: Would other origami patterns also behave in the same way? Would other patterns also experience the same
behavior as the Miura-Ori? To answer this question, we need a more general study that considers representative patterns with distinct features.

- **Designed geometric imperfections:** In Chapter 6, our objective was not to modify patterns to enhance or tune material properties. However, our investigations showed that this could be a path for future work. By introducing geometric imperfections in a deterministic fashion, we potentially would be able to design the patterns to display a target stiffness or even a functionally graded stiffness.

- **Geometric imperfections and multiple loading cycles:** In Chapter 6, all the samples were tested under a single load cycle. However, from Chapter 5, we see that the origami pattern’s mechanical behavior can be significantly impacted over multiple loading cycles. Thus, an investigation of the influence of geometric imperfection under multiple load cycles should be performed.

- **Anisotropic sheets and Geometry:** The effect of the material anisotropy in origami patterns has not been thoroughly studied. In Appendix D, we did a preliminary study for the Miura-Ori pattern. However, a more representative study with multiples tests and distinct patterns would be beneficial for the origami community. Such a study will reveal if material anisotropy needs to be considered in the origami design.
Appendices


APPENDIX A

SINGLE AND MULTI-LAYER MIURA-FSS DESIGN

A.1 Miura-Ori Geometry

The Miura-Ori is a rigid foldable origami tessellation defined by the geometry of its rhombic-shaped panels, each of which is characterized by the two lengths $a$ and $b$ and the acute angle $\alpha$. This pattern presents one degree of freedom, meaning that we describe its kinematics by one of the dihedral angles between panels, defined as the folding angle. Our parametrization for the Miura-Ori unit cell follows [42], where $\theta$ is used as folding angle (Fig. A.1):

\[
\begin{align*}
 w & = 2b\xi, \quad \ell = 2a\zeta, \quad v = b(1 - \xi^2)^{1/2}, \quad h = a\zeta \tan(\alpha) \cos(\theta/2) \\
(\text{A.1})
\end{align*}
\]

where

\[
\begin{align*}
 \xi & = \sin(\alpha) \sin(\theta/2), \quad \zeta = \cos(\alpha)(1 - \xi^2)^{-1/2} \\
(\text{A.2})
\end{align*}
\]

In addition, the dihedral angle $\varphi$ (Fig. A.1), which is the dihedral angle between the folded dipoles, is also expressed as a function of $\theta$,

\[
\varphi = 2\sin^{-1}(\zeta \sin(\theta/2))
\]

(A.3)

Multiple layers of the Miura-Ori pattern with compatible in-plane kinematics can be stacked. This compatibility is achieved if the dimensions $w$, $\ell$ and $v$ are the same for all the layers, leaving $h$ as an independent dimension [1, 85] (Fig. A.1). Those conditions result in the design constraints on Eq. A.4.

\[
a_t = a_b \frac{\cos(\alpha_b)}{\cos(\alpha_t)}, \quad b_t = b_b
\]

(A.4)
where, the subscript \( b \) and \( t \) represent the bottom and top layer a given Miura design parameter. In addition, because the stacking preserves the in-plane kinematics, a single dihedral angle can still be used to describe the kinematics of the stacking, thus the folding angle \( \theta_t \) of the top layer can be written in terms of the bottom layer

\[
\sin(\theta_t/2) = \frac{\sin(\alpha_b)}{\sin(\alpha_t)} \sin(\theta_b/2)
\]  

Multi-layer structures retain the flat-foldability of the Miura-Ori, that is, they can still be fully folded (i.e, folding angles \( \theta_t = \theta_b = 0 \)). However, structures with distinct layers have the total extension of the largest layer limited by the smallest layer. When the smallest layer is fully extended (\( \theta = 180^\circ \)), all the other layers will be restrained to further expansion and that will be the maximum expansion of those. Therefore, a Miura-Ori with layers with distinct geometry cannot be unfolded into a flat configuration, but it is still flat-foldable.
The maximum folding angle of each layer is defined by

\[ \theta_t = 2 \sin^{-1} \left( \frac{\sin(\alpha_b)}{\sin(\alpha_t)} \right) \]  
(A.6)

The design constraints on Eq. A.4 and the relationship between folding angles on Eq. A.5 are valid for both types of stacking. For inline stacking, we followed the Eq. A.4 to design compatible top layers for a bottom layer with fixed intrinsic geometry \( a_b = 20 \text{ mm}, b_b = 20 \text{ mm} \) and \( \alpha_b = 45^\circ \). On Table A.1, we report the length \( a_t \) of the panel for each panel angle \( \alpha_t \) studied in this work. For the mirror stacking, we used identical layers, therefore the design constraints are automatically satisfied.

Table A.1: Parameters \( \alpha_t \) and \( a_t \) of the top layer with \( b_t = 20 \text{ mm} \) for a kinematic compatibility with a bottom layer with \( a_b = 20 \text{ mm}, b_b = 20 \text{ mm}, \alpha_b = 45^\circ \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \alpha_t )</th>
<th>52°</th>
<th>56°</th>
<th>60°</th>
<th>64°</th>
<th>70°</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( a_t )</td>
<td>22.97 mm</td>
<td>25.29 mm</td>
<td>28.28 mm</td>
<td>32.26 mm</td>
<td>41.35 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While in theory the mirror stacking and the bottom layer of the inline stacking are able to completely unfold, in practice, for the paper prototype, this unfolding is not trivial because of the plasticity of paper at the hinges. However, this plasticity acts in our favor because it allows the pattern to keep the angle engaged (i.e. retains the mountain and valley assignment, which is fundamental for the pattern actuation. (Fig. A.2). It is important to notice that, the use of other materials as substrate and other approaches to create hinges are possible, in which the complete unfolding is achievable.

The distances between conductor elements, \( D_w \) and \( D_\ell \), changes with the folding angle \( \theta \) and these can be expressed in terms of the parameters \( w \) and \( \ell \) of the unit cell, the length of the conductor line \( l_c \), and the line position within the unit cell.

\[ D_w = \beta w, \quad D_\ell = \psi \ell \]  
(A.7)

where \( \psi = \ell_c / 2a \) and \( \beta \) is the design parameter that provides the conductor position in the
unit cell (Fig. A.1). When considering multi-layer structures, the extrinsic parameters $w$ and $\ell$ on Eq. A.9 are expressed in terms of the bottom layer parameters (i.e., $a_b$, $b_b$, $\alpha_b$), while $\beta$ and $\psi$ refers to the specific layer where the conduct is located. For multi-layer configurations, the inter-layer distance is defined by an extra extrinsic parameter $\Delta h$. For the in-line stacking, this is expressed as

$$\Delta h = h_l - h_b$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.8)
and for the mirror stacking

\[ \Delta h = h_t + h_b \]  \hspace{1cm} (A.9)

where for identical layers, \( \Delta h = 2h_b \).

### A.2 Experimental Setup

The measurement setup used to verify the simulation results consisted of a customized Miura-FSS sample holder with an integrated 3D printed frame, which was placed in the middle of two constant gain horn antennas as shown in Fig. A.3. The antennas were placed in line-of-sight of each other to realize maximum power transfer between them and were connected to a vector network analyzer (VNA) using coaxial cables. The distance between the two antennas was kept far enough such that the Miura-FSS sample was in far-field of each antenna, this is a key criterion for an FSS measurement to ensure that it is excited by a plane wave.

It is also important to note here that the fabricated Miura-FSS structure comprised of finite number of unit cells (hence finite FSS size) as opposed to the simulation setup, in which infinite array was assumed. Therefore, the fabricated Miura-FSS was made large enough such that it encloses the main beam of the antenna thereby mitigating the edge effects introduced by a finite FSS and realizing constant current distribution along resonant elements in the same fashion as in an infinite FSS [130].

One of the key challenges for the measurements of a Miura-FSS is to ensure that each Miura unit cell features the same folding angle. This was realized by using a 3D printed frame for each folding angle (i.e. \( \theta = 60^\circ, 90^\circ, 120^\circ \)) as shown in Fig. A.3. Moreover, the 3D printed frame along with the Miura-FSS sample was secured firmly to the rotating table so that the Miura-FSS sample was parallel to the antenna aperture for normal incidence and excited by plane waves. Finally, measurements for different angles of incidence (AoI) were made by rotating the FSS structure around \( y \)-axis as shown in Fig. A.3.
In this work, a two-step calibration was performed to incorporate system errors and shift the reference plane to the surface of the Miura-FSS structure. First, the effects of the VNA and coaxial cables were eliminated by using a conventional 2-port Short-Open-Load-Through (SOLT) calibration technique at the end of the coaxial cables that would be connected to the antennas. Next, a free-space Gate-Reflect-Line (GRL) calibration was performed to de-embed the region between the antennas and Miura-FSS structure. This was done by first finding the location of the Miura-FSS in time domain by comparing the return loss (as a function of time) of an empty sample holder with a metal sheet using the VNA. Then a proper time-domain gated function (according to the width of the reflected pulse) was applied to filter out any unwanted reflections. Therefore, making sure that the Miura-FSS structure was only excited by direct line-of-sight plane waves. Finally, the calibration was completed by taking reflect and line measurements by respectively placing and replacing a metal sheet with given thickness on sample holder. The quality of calibration was further improved by placing absorbers around the measurement setup to mitigate the effect of unwanted reflections from objects in its surroundings as shown in Fig. A.3.

Figure A.3: Experimental setup and prototyped Miura-FSS. (A) Experiment setup, where \( \mathbf{k} \), \( \mathbf{E} \), and \( \mathbf{H} \) are the direction of propagation, the Electric field, and the magnetic field, respectively, of the electromagnetic wave (B) Prototype with the 3D printed frame (C) Schematics of the position of the prototype relative to the main lobe of the source
### A.3 Dipole position

#### A.3.1 Dipoles along the V-shaped creases

The unique feature of printing dipoles on the mountain creases is that in this configuration, the electrical length and the inter-element distances between the dipoles (along $y$–axis) varies linearly. This results in a very systematic, predictable and quantifiable frequency response. On the other hand, Miura-Ori geometry does not allow comparable linear shrinkage in the $y$-axis that would result in wider inter-element distances as the Miura-Ori geometry is folded. Therefore, the dipoles printed on the V-shaped creases may have a reduced electrical length but inter-element distances would become larger than the $\lambda$ (wavelength of the operational frequency) with folding. This means that the real and imaginary part of the dipole impedance will change for different values of angle of incidence (as compared to only real part variation in the mountain fold dipoles presented in the paper) resulting in an unstable angle of incidence rejection.

Second, the shape of the dipole on the V-shaped creases is also critical. Let’s consider the sub cases below:

- **Straight dipoles**: In this case, the dipoles are printed along one mountain and one valley fold (i.e., the folds parallel to the $y$-axis) folds of the Miura-Ori unit cell and are parallel to the $x$-axis as shown in Fig. A.4(A). In the folded configuration, the dipole on the mountain fold folds upwards while the one on the valley fold, folds inwards. This means that they would experience different phases from the incoming field. The phase variation would become even more pronounced at lower values of the folding angle $\theta$ where dipoles would have reduced electrical length (higher resonant frequency) and wider inter-element distances. Thereby further complicating quantification of the electromagnetic behavior of the FSS structure. The non-linearity of such FSS can be seen in Fig. A.4(C), where the resonance frequency at $\theta = 60^\circ$ is lower than the one at $\theta = 90^\circ$ even though the electrical length of the dipole is shorter.
for the former case. Moreover, the change in resonance frequency with folding angle is also not linear. Last, the bandwidth also decreases with folding which is primarily due to the wider inter-element distances [50]. As mentioned earlier, the wider inter-element distances give rise to an unstable angle of incidence rejection as shown in Fig. A.4(E,G) for $\theta = 180^\circ$ and $120^\circ$, respectively.

- **V-shape Dipoles:** In order to minimize the phase difference of the two dipoles at the two folds, a V-shaped dipole can be used as shown in Fig. A.4(B). This can introduce linear variation in the frequency response of the Miura-FSS with folding angle as shown in Fig. A.4(D). However, inter-element distance (along $y$-axis) is still much larger for the given dipole length used in the paper and it becomes even larger (compared to resonant frequency wavelength) as the structure is folded. This results in unstable frequency response with angle of incidence [50] as shown in Fig. A.4(F,H).

- **One dipole on V-shaped crease and one parallel to $y$–axis:** In view of the detailed explanation on the effects of inter-element distance on the FSS frequency response, we can conclude that if we place one dipole on V-shaped crease and one parallel to $y$–axis neither of them would have required inter-element distance. Thus, would also have narrow-band and unstable angle of incidence frequency response.

As a conclusion, one of the limitations of Miura-FSS structure is that it does not realize linear shrinkage in both axes. This can be realized by using other origami structures with a positive Poisson’s ratio, such as the egg-box pattern. However, the egg-box is a non-developable pattern, meaning that it cannot achieve a flat sheet configuration, making the ink-jet printing of the dipoles complicated.
Figure A.4: Unit cell of single-layer Miura-FSS with (A) straight and (B) V-shaped dipoles placed along the V-crease mountain fold in unfolded and folded configuration ($\alpha = 45^\circ$, $a = b = 20$ mm). Simulated $S_{21}$ frequency response for single-layer Miura-FSS with (C) straight and (D) V-shaped dipoles for different values of folding angle $\theta$. Simulated $S_{21}$ frequency response for Miura-FSS with (E,G) straight and (F,H) V-shaped dipoles for different values of angle of incidence (AoI) at flat configuration $\theta = 180^\circ$ and folded configuration $\theta = 120^\circ$, respectively.
A.4 Specimens sensitivity

Variation in frequency response due to change in folding angle is the key to realize continuous-range frequency tunability for the proposed structure. Therefore, a quantitative measure of tolerance due to variation of folding angle across the sample is important. Typically, the complete frequency response of FSS structures is defined by both its resonance frequency and the bandwidth. For our structures (band-stop filters), maximum reflection occurs at the resonance frequency while the bandwidth is defined at the two points where the transmission curve intersects the -10dB level. That is the structure reflect at least 90% of the incident power at all frequencies points within the bandwidth of the filter. Thus, a slight shift in resonant frequency can be compensated as long as the desired resonant frequency is within its bandwidth. For example, lets consider the frequency response of a typical single-layer bandstop filter with resonance frequency $f_c$ as shown in Fig. A.5(A) with the respective bandwidth highlighted in grey. Now if the resonant frequency shifts at $f_2$ we can still get good reflection as $f_c$ lies within the (shifted) bandwidth. However, this would not be the case if the resonant frequency shifts to $f_1$ as value of $S_{21}$ for $f_c$ is more than -10dB. Therefore, the system can compensate for the shift in resonant frequency as long as its magnitude is less than -10dB. That is why very narrow band FSS are generally undesirable because it would not only require a system with very high frequency resolution (thereby increasing its cost) but would also be prone to failure with slight variation in the structure.

In order to quantify the tolerances for the proposed structure with respect to variation in folding angle long the Miura-FSS structure, we fabricated a graded Miura-Ori [131] with dipole elements. The grading allows for a Miura-FSS with different folding angles across the unit cell. We use the intrinsic parameter $c$ (see Fig. A.5(B)) to define the grading as follows

$$c_i = (1 + (i - 1)P)c_1, \quad i = 1..N$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.10)

where $i$ refers to the numbering of the unit cells in the $x$-direction, $N$ is the total number
of unit cells in the $x$-direction and $P$ is the percentage of increasing. We prototype and tested models with $P = 0.02$ and $P = 0.1$ (i.e., 2% and 10% graded). We design the structure such that all the unit cells have different extension $w_i$ in the $x$-direction and the same dimension $\ell, v,$ and $h$ (see Figure S1). This results in the following design constraints

$$\alpha_i = \cos^{-1}\left(\frac{b_i}{b_i} \cos(\alpha_1)\right), \quad i = 1..N$$

(A.11)

where $\alpha_1 = 45^\circ$, $a = 20$ mm, $b_1 = 20$ mm, and $b_i = (c_i^2 + c_i^2 - b_1^2)^{1/2}$.

The folding angle of all the unit cells is defined as a function of the folding angle $\theta_1$ of the smallest unit cell (i.e., unit cell number 1)

$$\theta_i = \sin^{-1}\left(\frac{\sin(\rho) \sin(\alpha_1)}{\sin(\alpha_i)}\right), \quad i = 1..5$$

(A.12)

where

$$\rho = \cos^{-1}\left(\frac{\sin(\theta_i/2) \cos(\alpha_1)}{1 - (\sin(\alpha_1) \sin^2(\theta_1/2))^{1/2}}\right)$$

(A.13)

The simulated and measured results of 0% (uniform Miura-FSS), 2% and 10% graded Miura-FSS are shown in Fig. A.5(D) with folding angle $\theta_1 = 90^\circ$. It can be seen that the resonant frequency for uniform (0% graded) Miura-FSS can be filtered even if folding angle of each neighboring cell varies up to 10%.

A.5 Applications of shape-reconfigurable Miura-FSS

Shape-reconfigurable Miura-FSSs are good candidates for terrestrial, outer-space and electromagnetic cloaking applications over tunable frequency ranges, as well as morphing devices. Reconfigurable FSS allows a designer to use the same structure for different operational frequencies. This also helps re-tune the frequency response of the structure effectively compensating for manufacturing or installation errors or failure of some radiating elements due to environmental factors. One of the most common methods to achieve re-configurability is to use electronic components such as diodes and varactors that become
Figure A.5: (A) Schematics of the sensitivity of band-stop filters, (B) Crease pattern and (C) Miura-FSS. (D) Simulated $S_{21}$ frequency response for a graded Miura-FSS.
expensive and complicated for increasing sizes of the FSS structure. Since these are non-linear devices, they make the overall response of the structure non-linear as well. Therefore, Miura-FSS presents a more robust mechanism to change, on-the-fly, the electromagnetic response of FSS structures without using any non-linear electronic components.

In addition to the electromagnetic reconfigurability of Miura-FSS structures, their ability to be stowed in small spaces and on-demand deployability makes them extremely important for terrestrial and outer-space applications. For example, one of the key components of the space-to-ground communication systems is the parabolic reflector that ensures high signal fidelity due to its large gain. However, its typically large size and high manufacturing cost makes it a very expensive payload especially for modern cubesats. That is why modern satellites use reflectarrays due to their planar design and ability to reflect the desired band of frequencies in a given direction. The operation principle of reflectarrays is similar to FSS except that the size of each neighboring element of a reflectarray is varied such that there is a progressive phase difference between them as opposed to FSS where the phase difference is constant between each neighboring element [132]. The amount of phase difference dictates the beam scanning ability of the reflectarrays. One of the key drawbacks of these structures is their inability to reconfigure the size of each element on-the-fly thereby limiting its beam scanning ability. On the contrary, the proposed Miura-FSS would enable us to change the size of these radiating elements on-demand by simply changing its folding angle. This would allow us to realize a deployable reflectarray with wider beam scanning ability and lower failure rate as compared to traditional reflectarrays.

Similarly, FSS structures are also used for electromagnetic cloaking of metallic structures. A common figure of merit to detect the electromagnetic size of RF structures (such as antennas) for a given band of frequencies, is its radar cross-section (RCS). Typically, RCS of an antenna is reduced by either placing FSSs at the aperture (of horn antenna) or using them as a ground plane (for planar antennas e.g. patch antenna) [133]. The frequency band can be varied by using tunable FSS structures. However, traditional flat FSSs are harder to
mount, complicated to reconfigure and additional biasing network for electronic reconfigurable FSS structures may not be desirable for some applications [134]. Since Miura-Ori geometry provides higher mechanical strength as well as wider frequency tunability range as compared to flat FSS, the presented Miura-FSS structures would be a better alternative in a sandwich configuration [135]. Moreover, multi-layer configuration is typically required for wide-band RCS reduction applications, which is much easier to realize using the approach presented in this work than the traditional multi-layer FSSs.

Another key application could be the design of a universal “morphing” radome that can be optimized for various operational frequencies without modifying its design. Typical radomes feature a curved or a flat configuration. While the curved radomes are extremely costly to fabricate and harder to mount, the flat radomes (comprising of FSS structures) do not offer high reconfigurability and suffer from non-linear affects mentioned earlier. On the other hand, curved Miura structures can be easily realized by varying the shape of the unit cell. This makes mass-production of radomes possible and with their ability to be stowed in small spaces, they can be transported much easily as compared to the traditional radomes. Similarly, due to their higher mechanical strength and wider frequency tunability, they can be used as the filling material in the dry walls for shielding or structural health monitoring purposes [136] that could find applicability in a variety of scenarios e.g. hospitals, radiation rooms, homes (to create localized wifi zones). From the aforementioned, there is a broad range of applications of shape-reconfigurable Miura-FSS.
APPENDIX B
MECHANICAL TESTING DEVICE

In Chapters 4, 5 and 6, we characterized the mechanical behaviour of the origami patterns, the bending stiffness of the panels, and the folding stiffness of the hinges using the customised mechanical testing bed shown in Figures B.1 and B.2. The setup consists of two parts: (1) A test frame (Fig. B.1) that offers a vertical support for the sample and that integrates two steel plates, a stepper motor (STP-MTR-23079, SureStep), and a 50N capacity load cell (RSP1, Loadstar Sensors) with accuracy of 0.02% full scale and its I/O module (DI-1000U, Loadstar Sensors), and (2) a hardware component box (Fig. B.2) that integrates the microstepping drive (STP-DRV-6575, SureStep), the stepper motor power supply (STP-MTR-23079, SureStep), and the data acquisition device (DAQ) (National Instruments). Note that although the machine is equipped with a string pot, we did not use it to measure the applied displacement. Instead, we collect the displacement based on the number of rotations done by the stepper motor. We use a Lab-VIEW program to control the system and acquire data.
Figure B.1: Testing frame of the customised mechanical testing bed.

Figure B.2: Hardware components of the customised mechanical testing bed.
APPENDIX C
KRESLING PATTERN GEOMETRY, DESIGN, AND MAGNETIC ACTUATION

C.1 Kresling Pattern Geometry and Design

C.1.1 Geometry

We engineer the Kresling pattern [137, 93] to obtain desired mechanical properties and precise actuation. From a geometry perspective, the Kresling pattern is a non-rigid origami and presents two stable states per unit cell. That means that each unit cell cannot transition between those two stable states through the folding of the hinges alone. Each unit cell is tessellated with triangulated panels of equal geometry, that is, same panel angle $\alpha$ and lengths $a$ and $b$ (Fig. C.1). The geometrical assemblages are composed of multiple unit cells $N$, with the same or distinct geometry, that behave independently from each other. In fact, because each unit cell has two stable states, we can have $2^N$ stable states.

The vertices of the triangles, when folded, all lie on the top and bottom polygon circumscribed circles. Those polygons twist in relation to each other, and the angle between them is the twisting angle ($\psi$). This angle varies from $\psi_1$ (deployed) to $\psi_0$ (folded) as the unit cell is folded, showing the coupling between rotation and axial displacement. The Kresling pattern is designed based on the height of the unit cell in the two stable states (i.e., $H_0$ and $H$), number $n$ of polygon edges, and corresponding edge lengths, $b$. From those parameters, we compute the design parameters of the crease pattern. That is, panel length $a$ and angle $\alpha$, as provided in [101]

$$\alpha = \cos^{-1}\left(\frac{x_2(x_2 - \cot(\pi/n))}{\sqrt{((x_2^2 + 1)(h_0^2(x_2^2 + 1) + x_2^2 \csc(\pi/n)^2))}}\right) \quad (C1)$$
\[ a = b \sqrt{h_0^2 + \frac{x_2^2 \csc(\pi/n)^2}{(x_2^2 + 1)}} \]  
\[ (C2) \]

\[ c = b \sqrt{(h_0^2(x_2^2 + 1)^2 + x_2^2 \cot(\pi/n)(x_2 \cot(\pi/n) + 2) + x_2^2)} \]  
\[ (x_2^2 + 1) \]  
\[ (C3) \]

where \( h_0 = H_0/b, \) \( h = H/b, \) and

\[ x_1 = 2 \sin(\pi/n) \frac{(\sin(\pi/n) \sqrt{(\cot(\pi/n)^2 \csc(\pi/n)^2 - (h^2 - h_0^2)^2) - \cos(\pi/n)})}{1 + h^2 - h_0^2 + (1 - h^2 + h_0^2) \cos(2\pi/n)} \]  
\[ (C4) \]

\[ x_2 = 2 \sin(\pi/n) \frac{(\sin(\pi/n) \sqrt{(\cot(\pi/n)^2 \csc(\pi/n)^2 - (h^2 - h_0^2)^2) - \cos(\pi/n)})}{1 - h^2 + h_0^2 + (1 + h^2 - h_0^2) \cos(2\pi/n)} \]  
\[ (C5) \]

The twisting angles in the two stable configurations are computed as

\[ \psi_1 = 2 \tan^{-1} x_1, \quad \psi_0 = 2 \tan^{-1} x_2 \]  
\[ (C6) \]

When the twisting angle between bottom and top vertices of a valley fold is equal to 180°, that is \( \psi_0 = \pi - 2\pi/n, \) the valley folds meet at the center, making this a critical design. If \( \psi_0 > \pi - 2\pi/n, \) the pattern will experience contact among its panels and will not be able to reach the folded stable state. This angle restriction results in a design constraint on the choice of the height difference between stable states [101],

\[ |H^2 - H_0^2| \leq b^2 \cot^2(\pi/n) \]  
\[ (C7) \]

Because we work with compact assemblies that have large changes in geometry, we opt for flat-foldable designs, that is, we design the unit cells to have zero height on the folded state \( (H_0 = 0). \) In addition, all the designs are based on hexagons \( (n = 6) \) with sides length
Table C.1: Geometry of the Kresling Unit Cells

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design</th>
<th>$H$ (mm)</th>
<th>$\alpha$</th>
<th>$c$ (mm)</th>
<th>$a$ (mm)</th>
<th>$\psi_1$</th>
<th>$\psi_0$</th>
<th>$\Delta \psi$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>107.72°</td>
<td>16.66</td>
<td>17.34</td>
<td>35.44°</td>
<td>84.56°</td>
<td>49.12°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>105.40°</td>
<td>17.60</td>
<td>18.26</td>
<td>30.80°</td>
<td>89.20°</td>
<td>58.40°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>102.77°</td>
<td>18.61</td>
<td>19.08</td>
<td>25.54°</td>
<td>94.46°</td>
<td>68.92°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>20.8</td>
<td>96.18°</td>
<td>20.87</td>
<td>20.99</td>
<td>12.35°</td>
<td>107.65°</td>
<td>95.30°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$b = 13\text{mm}$, resulting on height restriction of $H_{\text{crit}} = 22.52\text{mm}$. Respecting this design constraint, we investigate unit cells with $H = 15.6\text{mm}$, $16.9\text{mm}$, $18.2\text{mm}$, and $20.8\text{mm}$ (see Table C.1). For each unit cell, we define the folded and deployed stable states as state $\{0\}$ and state $\{1\}$, respectively (Fig. C.1(A)).

C.1.2 Mechanics

Geometrically, the Kresling pattern always presents bi-stability, with an energy barrier correlated to the height of the unit cell. However, this statement is only valid under the assumption of hinges with zero stiffness. In reality, the crease lines store energy as we fold the pattern, making the existence of bi-stability dependent on the material properties of both hinges and panels.

To guide our design, we simulate the unit cells with distinct heights (Fig. C.2) using
the MERLIN software [81]. This software uses a non-linear formulation combined with the modified generalized displacement control method [138], which allows tracking of the complete equilibrium path, even for structures displaying snap-type behavior, as is the case of the Kresling pattern. The MERLIN software uses a reduced order model (known as the bar-and-hinge model) [1, 124] that considers the crease lines as bars with rotational springs along them. For non-triangular (quadrilateral) panels, this model adds an extra bar along the panels’ shortest diagonals to avoid mechanisms and to approximate the bending of the panels. However, because the Kresling pattern is already tessellated by triangles, the simulation will not consider any bending of the panels and consider that all the deformation occurs either by the folding of the hinges or stretching of the crease lines and panels. The reduced order model provides information on the global behavior of the unit cell and how the geometry is correlated with the energy barrier between stable states [81].

C.1.3 Mechanical Properties of the Four-Cell Kresling Assembly

We investigate the mechanical tunability of the four-cell Kresling assembly (Fig. 5.7(D,E)) by axial compression of the assembly at all sixteen stable states. The assembly is composed of unit cells with designs 1 to 4 (top to bottom) presented in Table C.1. However, because the folded unit cells (state \{0\}) are not completely flat-folded during the experiments, we decided to remove them for a better quantification of the stiffness of the assembly in each state. Thus, we test only the unit cells that are deployed. For example, the quantification of the stiffness of the stable state \{1001\} involves testing the assembly using only the unit cells with design 1 and 4.

For each one of the sixteen stable states, we test the same assembly sample under compression three times using the experiment setup #1. That is, the assembly has one end attached to the sample holder, and the other end is free. The legend in Fig. C.3 refers to the stable state of the unit cells (from bottom to top), and it is in this figure that we show the averaged force-displacement curves for all three tests in each of the stable states.
Figure C.2: Simulation of the Kresling unit cell used to guide the geometric design. (A) Bar-and-hinge model representing the unit cell. Valley folds (blue lines) are modeled by bars with area $A \approx t \times b$, where the paper thickness $t = 0.1\text{mm}$ and $b = 13\text{mm}$, and rotational springs with stiffness $k_f = 2.4 \times 10^{-3}\text{N/mm/mm/rad}$. Mountain folds with slit cuts (dashed lines) are modeled as bars with area $A_{\text{slit}} \approx 0.5A$ and rotational springs with stiffness $k_{\text{slit}} \approx 0.01k_f$. Arrows represent the direction of applied displacement $0.9H_i$ ($i = 1..4$). (B) Stored energy vs. displacement curve. Force-displacement curves for (C) Design 1 ($H_1 = 15.6\text{mm}$), (D) Design 2 ($H_2 = 16.9\text{mm}$), (E) Design 3 ($H_3 = 18.2\text{mm}$), and (F) Design 4 ($H_4 = 20.8\text{mm}$).

By comparing those curves, we observe a dramatic change in the mechanical behavior between some of the stable states, showing that we can use our actuation method to tailor the mechanical properties of a Kresling metamaterial.
Figure C.3: Average force-displacement curves of the sixteen stable states of the four-cell Kresling assembly, where $H_1 = 15.6\,\text{mm}$, $H_2 = 16.9\,\text{mm}$, $H_3 = 18.2\,\text{mm}$, and $H_4 = 20.8\,\text{mm}$. For this test, we use setup #1 (Fig. 5.11). Legend refers to the state of each unit cell (bottom to top).

From the force-displacement curves, we obtain the stiffness $K$. This stiffness is defined as the slope of the first linear region of the force-displacement curves. In Fig. 5.7(E), we compare theoretical values of the equivalent stiffness for each state with the measured values. The theoretical values are obtained from the simplification of the four-cell assembly to a system of springs in series, where the stiffness of each spring corresponds to the stiffness of each unit cell that is obtained from the compression test. Thus, we compute the
theoretical stiffness $K_{eq}$ as

$$\frac{1}{K_{eq}} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{1}{K_i}, \quad \text{(C8)}$$

where $K_i$ is the stiffness of each spring (i.e., unit cell) $i$ in the deployed state and $N$ is the number of deployed unit cells. Because the values of $K_i$ are obtained experimentally, in Fig. 5.7(E), we provide the theoretical values computed with the averaged (columns), maximum and minimum (error bars) stiffness values. The averaged measured values for single unit cells are $K_1 = 0.25\text{N/mm}$, $K_2 = 0.39\text{N/mm}$, $K_3 = 0.59\text{N/mm}$, and $K_4 = 1.26\text{N/mm}$.

In Fig. C.4, we provide a comparison of the modulus $E$ of each state, which is defined as the slope of the first linear region of the stress-strain ($\sigma$-$\epsilon$) curves, being expressed as

$$E = \frac{\sigma}{\epsilon} = \frac{F}{A} \frac{H}{\Delta H}, \quad \text{(C9)}$$

where $F$ is the measured force, $A$ is the area of the unit cell polygon, $\Delta H$ is the applied displacement, and $H$ is the sum of the heights of the deployed unit cells. The averaged measured values for single unit cells are $E_1 = 0.86 \times 10^{-2}\text{N/mm}^2$, $E_2 = 1.4 \times 10^{-2}\text{N/mm}^2$, $E_3 = 2.4 \times 10^{-2}\text{N/mm}^2$, and $E_4 = 5.9 \times 10^{-2}\text{N/mm}^2$.

## C.2 Material Characterization

### C.2.1 Mechanical Properties

To measure the stiffness of the hinges, we test samples with a primary hinge manufactured with the same process as the valley folds of the Kresling unit cell samples. That is, the hinge is cut with a dashed line pattern and is folded and deployed for 300 cycles. Parallel to the primary hinge, we add secondary hinges that are made weaker than the primary one, making the stiffness at those hinges close to zero.

Each end of the sample is attached to an acrylic plate. Those plates have a slit cut,
allowing for the edges of the sample to pass through it and be folded and taped on the other side. The acrylic plates are assembled to the test bed shown in Fig. 5.11, such that one plate is attached to the sample holder and the other to the fixed plate (Fig. C.5). From the experiment, we measure the displacement $d$ and force $F$, and with this information, we calculate the bending moment $M_b$ and the change in folding angle $\delta \phi$ as

$$M_b = F \delta \ell, \quad \delta \phi = 2 \sin^{-1}(d_0/2b) - 2 \sin^{-1}(\delta d/2b)$$  \hspace{1cm} (C10)$$

where $\delta \ell$ is the vertical distance between the edges and the hinge, $b = 13\,mm$ is the panel size, $d_0 = 21\,mm$ is the initial opening of the hinge, and $\delta d = d_0 - d$ (Fig. C.5(B)). From the slope of the bending moment versus folding angle curves, we obtain the rotational stiffness of the hinges. This value is divided by the length of the hinge, that is 50mm, resulting on an average stiffness of $k_f = 2.4 \times 10^{-3} \, \text{N-mm(rad-mm)}^{-1}$.
Figure C.5: Characterization of the rotational stiffness of the hinges. (A) Testing setup and (B) schematics. (C) Tested sample, where $b = 13\text{mm}$. (D) Measured bending moment vs. rotation at the primary hinge, with each curve corresponding to one tested sample. From those curves, we obtain an average rotational stiffness $k_f = 2.4 \times 10^{-3}\text{N-mm/mm/rad}$.

C.2.2 Magnetic Properties

The magnetic properties of the magnetic material for the plates are measured on a Vibrating Sample Magnetometer (VSM, 7400A series, Lake Shore Cryotronics, Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). The magnetic moments of the material under external magnetic field ($B$) from -1.5T to 1.5T are scanned and recorded. The corresponding magnetic moment densities ($M$) are calculated from the magnetic moments by dividing by the sample volume. From the measured M-B curve in Fig. C.6, the remanent magnetic moment density ($M_r$) is
177.39 kA/m and will be used as the magnetization intensity $M$ for analyzing the magnetic actuation performance in the next section.

C.3 Analytical Calculation for Magnetic Actuation

Under a homogeneous magnetic field, the magnetic torque ($T$) will be induced to align the magnetization direction of the magnetic material to the external magnetic field and is calculated as

$$T = BMV \sin(\theta_M - \theta_B)$$

(C11)

where $V$ is the volume of the magnetic plate, $B$ is the magnetic field intensity, $\theta_M$ and $\theta_B$ are the directions of the magnetization and the external magnetic field, respectively. With the folding process of a Kresling pattern as an example in Fig. 5.2(A), the Kresling pattern will rotate clockwise. The angles of $\delta \theta_s$ and $\delta \theta$ are defined as the angle difference between two stable states and the real-time rotation angle during the actuation process, respectively. The Kresling pattern can be changed to state $\{0\}$ (folded) when the magnetic torque ($T$) is larger than the required torque ($T_{r+}$) at any angle $\delta \theta$ (Fig. 5.2(B)). In the analytical
calculations, $0.1^\circ$ is chosen as the angle step.

The state of the Kresling pattern under a specific magnetic field direction and amplitude will be determined as in the flowchart shown in Fig. C.7, and the states of the Kresling patterns under different magnetic field directions can be predicted numerically with the same flow. The analytical results shown in Fig. 5.2(C), Fig. 5.3(C), and Fig. C.8 display good agreement with the experimental results.

Table C.2: Unit cells design and actuation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure (Fixed to Free end)</th>
<th>Geometry</th>
<th>Magnetization direction</th>
<th>Folded</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unit cell (Fig. 5.2, Fig. 5.3)</td>
<td>Design 3</td>
<td>$\theta_M = 129^\circ$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two-cell assembly (Fig. 5.4, Fig. 5.5)</td>
<td>Design 3 (bottom)</td>
<td>$\theta_M = 0^\circ$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Design 3 (top)</td>
<td>$\theta_M = 90^\circ$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reversed creases assembly (Fig. 5.6)</td>
<td>Design 3 (orange)</td>
<td>$\theta_M = 0^\circ$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Design 3 (blue)</td>
<td>$\theta_M = -90^\circ$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LED assembly (Fig. 5.8)</td>
<td>Design 1 (green)</td>
<td>$\theta_M = 0^\circ$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Design 3 (yellow)</td>
<td>$\theta_M = 90^\circ$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Design 4 (red)</td>
<td>$\theta_M = 180^\circ$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure C.7: Flowchart of the analytical calculation algorithm for the magnetic actuation of single unit cell with initial state \{1\}. Inset shows three different stages of the Kresling Pattern.
Figure C.8: Magnetic actuation contours for unit cells with geometries in Table C.1. (A) Design 1 ($H_1 = 15.6\, \text{mm}$). (B) Design 2 ($H_2 = 16.9\, \text{mm}$). (C) Design 3 ($H_3 = 18.2\, \text{mm}$). (D) Design 4 ($H_4 = 20.8\, \text{mm}$).
In this Appendix, we provide a preliminary investigation on the influence of material anisotropy on the mechanical behaviour of the Miura-Ori pattern. For this investigation, we study the composite material used in Chapter 6 (Durilla Durable Premium Ice Card Stock, 0.30 mm-thick). First, we provide a characterization of the anisotropic behaviour of the composite material. That is, the modulus $E$ and the folding stiffness of the hinges $K_F$ in different directions. Next, we characterize the mechanical response of Miura-Ori pattern under in-plane compression considering different orientations of the crease pattern with respect to the composite sheet.

D.1 Composite Material Characterization

To obtain the Young’s modulus ($E$) of the composite material, we use an Instron model 5566 equipped with a 30kN load cell to perform a tensile test on the fabricated samples (Fig. D.1). Sample dimension is shown in Fig. D.1(A). Note that the top and bottom of the samples are folded to increase the thickness of the sample at the edges. We fabricate the samples in two orientations with respect to the composite sheet. Samples type (1) have the fibers of the composite sheet parallel to the direction of the applied axial load, which provides the modulus $E_1$ and samples type (2) have the fibers of the composite sheet perpendicular to the applied axial load, which provides the modulus $E_2$ (Fig. D.1(B)). From the tests, we obtain the modulus for both sample types. The data for all the samples is collected in Table D.1.

For the characterization of the folding stiffness $K_F$, we fabricate and test two set of samples: Samples type (1) with the fibers of the composite are perpendicular to the perforated crease lines, which provides the folding stiffness $K_{F_1}$ and samples type (2) with the
fibers of the composite sheet with an angle of $45^\circ$ to the perforated crease lines, which provides modulus $K_{F2}$. The samples have the same dimensions and are tested in the same way as the samples in Chapter 6 (Fig. D.2). In Table D.1, we report the data collected from the experiments.
Table D.1: Durilla Durable Premium Ice Card Stock Anisotropic Properties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$E_1$ (MPa)</th>
<th>$E_2$ (MPa)</th>
<th>$K_{F_1}$ (N-mm(rad-mm)$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$R_{F_1}^2$</th>
<th>$K_{F_2}$ (N-mm(rad-mm)$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$R_{F_2}^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1317.1</td>
<td>777.7</td>
<td>0.0827</td>
<td>0.9797</td>
<td>0.1121</td>
<td>0.9803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1323.5</td>
<td>805.5</td>
<td>0.0623</td>
<td>0.9132</td>
<td>0.1141</td>
<td>0.9457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1298.3</td>
<td>813.5</td>
<td>0.0620</td>
<td>0.9323</td>
<td>0.0905</td>
<td>0.9171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1277.2</td>
<td>797.6</td>
<td>0.0690</td>
<td>0.9377</td>
<td>0.1012</td>
<td>0.9382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1297.0</td>
<td>794.7</td>
<td>0.0875</td>
<td>0.9032</td>
<td>0.1008</td>
<td>0.9620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Average</strong></td>
<td><strong>1302.6</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.7760</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.9881</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.1037</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.9487</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D.2 Miura-Ori Mechanical Characterization

The mechanical properties that we obtained indicate that the composite material has an anisotropic behaviour (Table D.1). Our question now is “How the behaviour of the material impacts the global response of the origami pattern?” To try to answer this question, we fabricated three sets of Miura-Ori patterns with the same geometry, but oriented in three different ways within the material sheet (Fig. D.3(A,B)). We use a LS4.75 laser cutting system (Universal laser systems) to create equally spaced dashed-gap-dashed crease lines and to fully cut out the sample from the composite sheet. After, we fold each sample individually. Before being tested, the samples are flat-folded to ensure that all hinges are equally pre-folded and will display similar stiffness.

For each orientation, we test three samples under in-plane compression using the custom-build machine described in Appendix B and following the experimental procedure described in Chapter 6, Section 6.3.3. Fig. D.3(C) shows the averaged force-displacement of each set. Although further investigation is still needed, our preliminary investigation shows that the mechanical response of the Miura-Ori pattern is governed by its geometry, and the anisotropic behaviour has little influence on it.
Figure D.3: (A) Orientations of the samples in the sheet of the composite material. (B) Zoom-in of the samples printed with three different orientations in the composite paper. (C) Force-displacement curve for samples with different orientations. Each curve represents the averaged response of three samples.
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